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CT""O the Bangor
1 & Aroostook
Railroadin the interests of
which this book
is puhlished-helongs the credit
of the development of that
wonderful section of agricultural wealth,
Northern Maine
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0 the M errtl! Trust Com-
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pany, more than any one

hanking institution in
the state, the development of
many of the larger Maine enterprises is due.
Its assets, to the extent of 9 5
per cent, are invested here in
Maine.
It believes in Maine, in Its
people and its resources.
Through its long-established
Bond Department it otters
investors everywhere the securities of Maine properties
aftording the two most important investment elements
-Safety and Yield.
Its Banking Service is unsurpassed.
Jt is glad at any time to furnish
detailed information of its investments or its banking facilities.
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A Good Catch from Goddard Brook. One of the Tributaries of Square Lake, in the Famous Maine Woods Vacation Country

J
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Getting Supper at One of the Vacation Spots Near Sewall's Camps

"} ~the Maine Woods" is planned as

an annual invitation to those
who have yet to experience the pleasures of a vacation in the
vast wonderland whieh is traversed by the Bangor & Aroostook
Railroad and whieh is appropriately titled "the nation's playground," and for the women and men already devotees of the
woods, it will serve as a souvenir of happy holidays passed in this
premier pleasure place. The :M aine woods present a wonderfully
varied vacation program. Formerly the appeal of the woods was
largely to hunters and fishermen hut now it is a much wider circle
that is reaehed by the magic call of the open. In other days few
were the women who C'ould boast of having had a vacation in the
woods. To be sure there were the feminine pioneers who were
not discouraged hy the inconvenience of tedious and roundabout
journeys to reach :'.\loosehead or Amhajejus or perhaps :'.\'It. Katahdin, hut to most women a trip to the woods in former times was
indeed an undertaking calling for intrepidity and endurance.
Now, however, with the extension of the Bangor & Aroostook
Railroad, a transportation system, modern in every sense of the
word, reaching the vacation places in the Maine woods means
traveling with all the comforts as between New York and Washington or other metropolitan centers.

8

IN THE MAINE

WooDs

When the early enthusiasts
started for a trip to Moosehead Lake, one of the earliest
places to become famous, it
meant a long stage-coach jour- '
ney over roads none too smooth
from Bangor to Greenville.
The early visitors to Mt. Katahdin made the trip from
Bangor, up the Penobscot
River, by canoes with Old
Town Indians as guides. Now
practically any point on the
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad
can he reaC'hed by an overnight trip from New York or
Boston with arrival at the
destination in the woods in
time for mid-day dinner the
following day. Pullman sleeping, parlor and dining cars,
along with other up-to-theminute improvements, have
taken all the discomforts from
traveling between cities and
Lunch Time on Square Lake
Photo by W. II. Ober

the different centers in
the Maine woods.
Despite the modernity of getting there, the
Maine woods still retain
all the attractions and
delights of the olden
times, which is exactly
as it should be. Guides
and woodsmen are picturesque as of yore; the
canoe is still the favored
craft, and the camps are
built along the old lines
to provide comfort and
cheer. Yes, the Maine
woods arc among the
few vacation places that
have not been reached
by the conventionaliz-

Takln!1 It Easy at Libby's Camps, Mlllnockett
Lake - Photo by R. L. Moriian

•

IN THE MAINE Wooos

9

ing and hum-drum influences that have robbed so many localities
of their charm.

•

As will be told in another chapter, the Bangor & Aroostook'
Railroad, besides being the entrance to the Maine woods, also provides the best and quickest service to the great fishing and hunting country in New Brunswick, known as the Restigouche region;
so that in addition to the splendid opportunities offered in Maine,
there are the alluring offerings in Canada. The Bangor & Aroostook Railroad maintains at the office of its passenger traffic
manager, Mr. George 1\1. Houghton, a fully equipped vacation
bureau whieh makes a specialty of furnishing information and
giving suggestions regarding vacation plans in Maine or in the
Restigouche country. Whether it is a canoe trip that is being
talked of or a fishing or hunting excursion, or a camping expedition, or a climb up l\It. Katahdin, in sum, whatever form of
diversion is desired, valuable assistance can be obtained from this
bureau. It is axiomatic to dwell upon the health-giving properties
of the air of the Maine woods. There are no more invigorating
or strength-building breezes in all the world than the balsamladen zephyrs that are ever present in the woods.
And as for hospitality, - the word.is synonymous with Maine;
and to all vacation-seekers, women or men or girls and boys, be
their stays long or brief, the welcoming hand is extended.

Attorney-General Gre)lory Pltchlnit Quoits at I. O. Hunt's Camps,
Kidney Pond - Photo by F. B. Hyde
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Here's a Fine Catch at Camp Phoenix

THE FISH RIYER CHAIN OF LAKES
Long Lake
:'\Jud Lake
Cross Lake
Square Lake

Eagle Lake
St. Froid Lake
Portagf' Lake
Big Fish Lake

UP in the top corner of the map of Maine -

•

in the peak of the
state that juts into Canada - is a chain of lakes known as
the Fish River chain of lakes because the Fish River is the channel
by which they flow north into the St. John River. The "chain"
includes Long J,ake, :Mud Lake, Cross Lake, Square Lake, Eagle
Lake, St. Froid Lake, Portage Lake and Big Fish Lake, all basins
of good size. These lakes are comparatively new to sportsmen
owing to the fact that they are in the section most recently opened
up by the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad. However, they are fast
winning fame an<l will soon be in lhe category with l\foosehead,
Chesuncook, Ambajejus, Pemadumcook and the other names
that have been famous among fishermen for generations.
There are puhlic camps conducted unusually well even for the
Maine woods where most camps are of the first class, and the other
waters are reached from connecting basins. On Portage Lake,
for instance, are The Birches, Camp Iverson, Moose Point Camps,
Oak Point Camps and Peters' Camps. The Big Fish Lake Camps
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are reached by way of Ashland, and on Square Lake are Square
Lake Inlet Camps, reached from Guerette, and Square Lake
Camps for which Stockholm is the railroad point.
The Titus Home Camps on Eagle Lake are unquestionably one
of the finest outfits in the Maine woods. They are finely located
on a lake which possesses uncommon attractions and the equipment is of the highest order. All the camps mentioned have a
large patronage and offer advantages of location and variety of
enjoyments that make them popular not only with the fishermen
who come lo participate in the fine angling, but hy many men and
women whose main object of a woods vacation is "just to enjoy
life." All the Fish River Lakes are fine canoeing waters.
The salmon fishing in these North Aroostook waters cannot be
excelled. The fish run to uncommon size. Fly fishing begins
early in the spring, with the going out of the ice, and continues
in not a few localities throughout the summer because, unlike
many waters, these spring-fed lakes are always cool even during
the hot weather of .July and August. While salmon is the premier
sport, there is also good lake-trout fishing and the numerous
streams flowing into the lakes afford good opportunity for brooktrout angling. The consensus among the many fishermen who
yearly go to the Fish River Lakes is that there are no fairer waters
nor finer fish than these various basins and the prizes they
yield.
Besides their prominence as fishing waters, the country in which
is located the Fish River chain of lakes is a fine hunting section
and many deer of good size arc brought down from there.

Canoelna on Pratt Stream, near the McNally Campa

A Party of Picnickers at Pockwockamus Falls

~Vacations for'Women m

the-Woods
T T is a truism that the Maine woods, the great vacation land,
.I. have no more ardent devotees than the many women who

I>

yearly come to enjoy their holidays in fishing, camping, canoeing, tramping and the other health-giving recreations. And many
a guide comes forward with expert testimony that there are no
better "sports" than women. You will find expert anglers, skilled
canoeists, adept campers, good shots and tireless trampers among
the women who count the happiest days those they spend in the
woods. In the canoeing season it is nothing unusual to see a
party of women, with their guides, leaving Northeast Carry for
the Allagash canoe trip or the shorter cruise down the west
branch of the Penobscot; and again, many parties climbing Katahdin, Maine's premier peak, include women, which emphasizes the
fact that all forms of woods vacation appeal to women.
The Vacation Bureau of the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad
gives particular attention to making arrangements for woods
vacation trips for women and will perfect in advance all preparations.
Here is an interesting story told by two women, members of
the faculty of Wellesley College, who are, as will be seen, enthusiasts of the Maine woods.
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THREE WOMEN IN TUE WOODS

By

CLARA

E.

SMITH

and

LENNIE

P.

COPELAND

A

eopy of "In the Maine
Woods" fell into the hands
of three women teaC'hers, who
became fascinated by its tales
of canoe trips and camp life
in the primeval forest. Many
of these trips had been taken
by women, but, so far as the
records went, there were always
men in the party. Could three
women, unaccompanied by
friends of the sterner sex, take
guides and venture into the
woods on their own initiative?
This question our three friends
decided to investigate, and in
pursuance of the resolve, arrived at Northeast Carry on a
bright morning in August.

A

Bl~

One Cau~ht at Fowler"s, Lower
Shinn Pond - Photo by
F . II. Jackson. M. I>.

llere they met with a cordial
we!C'orne from Mr. T. B. Snow,
the genial host of the WinnegarnoC'k House, who entered
inlo their plans with zest,
suggested routes, estimated
expenses, introduced guides
and before night the trip whiC'h
had existed only as a vague
picture of the imagination,
began to assume the aspect of
reality.
There was a delay of 011c day
on account of inauspicious

On the Way Up Mt. Katahdln by F . B. Hyde

Photo

..
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weather, but on the second morning three canoes slipped down the
west branch of the Penobscot from the carry, each containing a
guide, a woman, and a goodly supply of camp equipage and provisions. Language is inadequate to describe the nine blissful days that
intervened between this and the afternoon of return to the carry,
when the only regret was, that the trip was ending instead of
beginning. During this time over one hundred miles of lake and
stream had been traversed by canoe, varied by two or three mile
walks across the carries, amid the soothing influence of the forest,
far from the noise, dirt and confusion of so-called civilized life.
The route covered twenty-three miles of the West Branch, Chesuncook Lake, Caucomgomoc Stream and Lake, Round Pond,
Allagash Lake, where the longest stay was made, Allagash Stream,
Chamberlain Lake, Mud Stream and Pond, Umbazooksus Lake,
and Stream, back to Chesuncook and the West Branch. Sometimes the canoes floated peacefully on the mirror-like surface of a
lake, and sometimes penetrated narrow, rushing streams, where it
was hard for a novice to believe that a canoe could pass; but the
skill of the guides was equal to every emergency, and all the
varied experiences were equally enjoyable to the passengers.
Much game was seen, the deer coming right into the camps, and
many traces of beaver work were in evidence on the banks of the
streams. The spe('kled trout leaped up to meet the flies thrown
by the guides, and the call of the loons added to the atmosphere
of solitude.
The pure ozone of the woods created famous appetites, and never
were appetites ministered to more royally. The hot biscuit,
.Johnny cake, flapjacks and fried trout prepared by the guides could
not be surpassed by the most accomplished chef. Many luxuries and conveniences, undreamed of by those unfamiliar with
the resources of the woods, contributed to the pleasure of the
travelers. The evenings about the campfire, enlivened by tales
of hunting and woodcraft related by the guides, form one of the
pleasant memories of the trip. The nights were spent in tents,
on beds of balsam boughs, and if they were less enjoyable than the
days, the contrast only served to accentuate the bliss of the latter.
Did it rain? Well, rather; but although forest travel is pleasanter
in sunshine than in storm, it was a revelation to see how warm and
dry and comfortable people could he in the woods during a
pouring rain. To the three guides, Billy Doyle, Fred Smart and
Fred Trombley, who were assiduous in doing everything possible
for the comfort and convenience of their passengers, is due the
success of the trip.
The foregoing is a typical story of a Maine woods canoe trip.
There is no form of summer vacation more delightful than a cruise
through the forest waterways, and the diverse attractions offered
by the various voyages make it possible to have new enjoyments
each season.

.

Pretty Well Up on Old Katahdln's Slope

..
R eady to Start for Katah dln's Summit

M T. KATAH D I N, rising to
a height of 5273 feet and
over-shadowing the great vacation country reached by the
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad,
is the outstanding scenic feature
of the State of Maine, which is
so rich in natural beauties and
marvels. Katahdin is no new
discovery for nearly a century
ago it attracted visitors who
made the trip to the mountain's
base by canoes with Indians as
guides. The growing interest
in tramping and mountain
climbing, as shown hy the
recent ascent of the AppalaC'hian )fountain Club, is
giving Katahdin new popularity. As in the case of other
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woods recreations - canoeing, fishing,
huntin~ and
cam p1ngC'limbing Katahdin is coming to be a
favorite diversion with the
women who
<'Ome to the
Maine woods
for their vacations. The
Vacation Bureau of the
Bangor &
Aroostook
Railroad is
~lad .t<?answer
mqmries regarding the
1\1 t. Katahdin
trip and to
give adviecregarding plans
for parties.
There are
three trails up
Katahdin, the
Ahol Trail,
leading from
Aho) Stream,
one of the
tributaries of
On the Abol Trail Up Mt. Katahdln
the Penobscot's West
Braneh; Hunt's Trail, whieh strikes out from Hunt's Camps on
Kidney Pond, and tht> Lunksoos Trail, reaehcd hy the way of
Staeyvillc. Eaeh trail offers attraetions peculiar to itself, and so
varied arc Katahdin's possessions that not until all three trails
are gone over C'an the boast he made that you know the mountain.
Katahdin is Maine's prineipal attraction for the mountaineer
hut there arc many other opportunities for mountain climbing in
the C'ountry trawrsed by the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.
Katah<lin Iron Works, readied hy a branch line of the Bangor &
Aroostook from Brownville, offers exceptional opportunities and an

0
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uncommon
number of
mountains.
White Cap,
a magnificent
peak, is among
the highest
in Maine
and naturally heads the
list for the
Katahdin
Iron Works
section. Then
there is Chairhack, a popu1a r ascent
from the top
of which a
splendi<! pa_norama Is v1sihie: Columbus, across
Big Houston
Pond, Houston, Round,
Saddleback,
Big Spruce,
Little Spruce,
Elephant,
Baker, Shanty
and Greenwood .Mountains.
To the west
of the Katahd in
Iron
Taking, a Rest Before the Final Spurt on
\Yorks counThe Climb Up Katahdln
try is Onawa's
famous peak, Boarstone, and at GrcenYille is Squaw :Mountain
and numerous lesser heights. On the opposite side of :'.\Ioosehead
Lake are Lily Bay, Spencer, :No. 4 and other mountains in the
,·icinity of Kokad-jo whieh make possible mountain climbing in
addition to the other attractions of this popular resort.
Twenty miles up :.\loosehead Lake from GreenYille Junction is
:\It. Kineo. This list is by no means complete, for in nearly every
locality there are mountains which provide the finest sport such
as is to be found nowhere in the east as in :Maine.

L

0

Looking up Moosehead Lake from the Greenville Shore

THE RESOllTS ON

~IOOSEHE .\D

LAKE

DISTANCE FROM GREENVILLE

Squaw Mountain Inn, 1 mile
Rockwood. 21 miles
Capen's, 10 miles
West Outlet, 24 miles
:New l\lt. Kinc•o House, 20 miles
Northeast Carry, 40 miles
Seboomook (:Northwest Carry) 40 miles

OX LILY BAY
Grccnleaf's, Sugar Island, 8 miles
Lily Bay, 12 miles
:Nighthawk Club, 9 miles
Kokad-jo (Roche Hiver) 19 miles
Stevens' Camps (The Narrows) 20 miles

M AINE has many reasons for boasting of nature's lavish endow-

•

ments but there is no prouder possession among all the riC'hes
than Moosehead Lake which has evoked praise in prose and poetry
from many distinguished devotees. .'.\foosehead, it is maintained
by many enthusiasts, is the largPst body of fresh water wholly
within the boundaries of the United States but regardlPss of figures
to show extent of area, there surely is no more beautiful basin in
this or other lands. Moosehead has many moods and in all them
she manifests new glories and splendors. There are those who
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aver that it is in the verdant springtime, when the surrounding
mountains are brilliantly green, that Moosehead is most beautiful.
Others praise her for the ma.iesty in which she shines in midsummer while, again, there are many who prefer the splendid
colorings of early autumn. One thing is C'ertain - whatever the
season, l\loosehead is always regal and radiant and is never without
the magic charm that brings to her shores year after year the
enthusiasts who proclaim her queen of all vacation spots .
.:\1oosehead Lake is reaC'hed by the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad whid1 toul'hes its shores at Greenville .Junction, !H miles
from Bangor. The junction is the meeting point of the Bangor &
Aroostook Hailroad with the Canadian PaC'ific Railway. At
Greenville .Junction there is a good hotel, the Piscataquis Exchange,

.

A Specimen Catch at Moosehead Lake. This Strln~ Was Taken at Northeast
Carry and the Salmon on the Left Is a Six Pounder

numerous outfitting stores and other establishments of interest to
sportsmen and persons on vacations. A mile and a half from the
Yillagc, on the sh.ore of the lake, !s the Sq_uaw Mountain Inn, a
popular resort, with many attract10ns for its guests. It can be
real'hed hy automobile, over a good road, or by motor boat.
The numero~1s steamers of the Coburn Steamboat Company afford
first-dass service on _.;\Iooseht·ad Lake and it may be said at the
outse~ that not until the full steamboat trip from Greenville
Junct10n to the head of the lake, 40 miles away, is enjoyed, can

...
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one say that he has seen
Moosehead. There are two
routes for the steamboats.
One runs straight up the lake
to Northeast Carry and the
other is to Lily Bay, for years
an important 2\Ioosehead Lake
station both with sportsmen
and with the big companies
that carry on lumbering operations on Moosehead's shores.
J,eaving GreenvilleJunclion,
the first stop on the trip up
the lake, is Capen 's, the wellknown resort on Deer Island
which has long been one of the
landmarks on Moosehead.
Beside the hotel there are
numerous outlying cahins for
the guests, and the aspect from
the lake is decidedly inviting.
After Capen's, the next stop
of the Coburn steamboats is
the renowned Mt. Kineo
IJ ouse, twenty miles from
Another Strini! of Moo•ehead Prizes
Greenville Junction. The
Photo by c.:. M. Abbott
world-known resort is on a
peninsula which makes into
the lake from the base of l\It. Kineo, a massive eminence of solid
flint which seems to spring from the surface of the lake, so abruptly
docs it rise. Legend has it that the flint from Kineo was known
to the Indians throughout this section of the land and that the
redskins came by canoe from far-distant points in Canada to secure
the flint for arrow-heads, hatchets and other primitive utensils
of war and domestic use. From a rendezvous of the aborigines,
Kineo has beeorne perhaps the most famous of freshwater resorts
on the continent. Beside the mammoth hotel, handsome cottages,
the yaeht duh, the golf club, bridle paths, the expansive lawns and
the numerous mountain trails contribute to the completeness of
the resort.
Directly across the lake from Kineo is Rockwood, known also
as Kineo Station, and here it is that the ~laine Central Railroad
touches ~1oosehead's shores. l•'rom Roekwood there is a splendid
automobile road through the woods to Sehoomook and thence
on to Canada Falls, 27 miles distant, and to Hussell Stream, 60
miles away. Both these points are wi<lPly known for their fine
fishing and, in the game season, for the big <leer which are found in
these localities.

•
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West Outlet, the location of the ever popular camps conducted
by Gilbert & Cooms, is 24 miles from Greenville Junction and is a
regular stopping place for the Coburn steamers. From Rockwood,
the boats make for the head of the lake. At the end of one of
Moosehead's arms is Northwest Carry, now generally known as
Seboomook and at the terminus of the other arm is Northeast
Carry. At the former is the Seboomook House which is picturesquely located and which commands a fine view to the mountains
which line Moosehead's eastern shore. Northeast Carry is one
of the best known points in all the Maine Woods because of
the fact that it is the starting point for most of the parties making
the canoe trips through the Allagash and Penobscot waters. Here
is the Winnegarnock House with outlying cabins and the big
outfitting store, all under the management of the genia!T. B.Snow.
"Tom" Snow they all call him after the first visit - and he is the
friend of hundreds of visitors to the woods. But Northeast Carry
is more than the starting point for the canoe parties. It has won
a widespread fame because of its own attractions as a resort and
the man or woman going there for a vacation is sure to have the
best of times.
From Northeast Carry is reached Lobster Lake, one of the
most beautiful of Maine woods waters, and there are numerous
other places nearby which are favorite spots with fishermen and
hunters.
And now for a trip to the Lily Bay section of Moosehead Lake.
Lily Bay, as the name suggests, is one of ~Ioosehead's inlets. Leaving Greenville Junction the steamboats continue up the lake for
half a dozen miles and then leave the up-lake route for a turn
into the bay. The first resort is Greenleaf's Camps on Sugar
Island, eight miles from the junction, and another mile brings
the steamboat to the camps of the Nighthawk Club. Lily Bay,
the terminus, is 12 miles and here is the J,ily Bay House, long
known to fishermen, hunters and lumber operators.
From Lily Bay there is an exceptional automobile road, in fact
it is a forest boulevard, leading to Kokad-jo, on First Roche Pond,
and a resort of uncommon popularity. There is the commodious
hotel, cabins and store under the direction of l\fr. and ~Irs. W. I.
H amilton who cannot be excelled in the art of making a woods
vacation a success. From Kokad-jo, the automobile road continues on through the woods for 23 miles to Ripogenus where is
located the gigantic dam of the Great Northern Paper Company.
This dam is one of the five greatest storage basins of the world
and naturally attracts many sightseers. This road also leads to
the foot of Chesuncook Lake the starting point for canoe parties.
This automobile highway, through the forest, from Moosehead
Lake to Ripogenus, gives an opportunity for an extraordinary
motor trip and it is taken advantage of. eac~ seaso!"l by many of
the visitors to Kineo and other resorts m this locality.

Attorney-General Greiiory at Kidney Pond Where He Was the Guest of The Maine Woods Enthusiast. Frederic Bulkley Hyde
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The Gorge Below the Grand Falls of the St. John River, Showing the Falls
Above the Bridge

The 'B. & A.'s ~ick Service to
the 'Restigouche Region

R ESTI GOCCHE is a

magic word in the fraternity of sportsmen. It suggests to them the great expanse of New Brunswick territory whieh is world-famed for its fishing and big game
hunting. The Rcstigouehe eountry indudes the vast wilderness whieh begins at the St ..John River, across from the northern
boundaries of the State of ~Iaine, and extends to Bay Chaleur.
Earliest of all the loealitiPs to attain fame, was the country through
which the RestigouC'he Hi\'er runs and thus the name has been
applied lo the far stretch whieh is rich in finest fishing waters and
in centers for moose, caribou and deer.
The Bangor & Aroostook Railroad is the natural and logical
gateway to the Restigouehe eou11try. l<'ormerly it meant a long
and roundabout journey of seYeral days to get to the Restigouche
but now, the result of recent railroad connections, it is possible to
leave New York or Boston and make a quick and comfortable
trip to the New Brunswick points. Through the construction of
the International Railroad bridge over the St. .John River between
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Van Duren, a terminus of the
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad, and St. Leonard's on the
International Railway on the
New Brunswick side, there is
direct conneetion between the
two railroads. The International Railway runs from St.
Leonard's to Campbellton on
Bay Chaleur, a distance of
112miles. LeavingNewYork
or Boston by a night train,
the sportsman or vacation
seeker, arrives at Van Buren
the next forenoon. The remainder of the day ean be
passed pleasantly, perhaps a
trip to the Grand !<'alls of the
St. .John h<>ingoneof the diversions, and after a night at
Hotel Hammond, Van

"Old Doc" Hyde of Kidney Pond

Buren's excellent hotel, the start
can be made to the Restigouche
points the following morning.
Leaving St. Leonard's, the International Railway train begins a
journey through pioneer eountry.
Except for the occasional settlements whieh have sprung up as
the result of lumbering operations, it is a wild and primitive
region. The sportsmen <·an leave
the train al almost any point and
be at the gateway of a hunting
country. Sporting camps like
thosP in the .M aine woods are
not found in this country whi<'h
has been opened hy the railway so recently and it means
making your <'amp wherever you
choose.

"
0

Two "Sports" and Their Catch

.

QuicK SERVICE To THE RESTIGOUCHE REGION
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While the region takes its name
from the Restigouche River, this is, by
no means, the only fishing water.
Equally renowned for fine catches are
the Metapedia, the Cascapedia and
the Upsalquitch, names all famed in
the angling fraternity. Five Fingers
Station, so-called because of its being
the point where five streams come into
confluence to empty into the Restigouche, is a setting out point for the
celebrated Tobique River. The Tobique has enjoyed many years of
popularity with Philadelphia, New
York and Boston sportsmen by whom
the Tobique Salmon Club was formed.
The club is in charge of Mr. Thomas
F. Allen and is a favorite resort.
A Fish to Be Proud of - Photo There is much wild and rugged scenery
by c. M. Abbott
along the line of the International
Rail way as is illustrated by the
mention of Grog Brook, called a brook, although a good sized
river, which is followed by the railway for eighteen miles, first
on one side and then on the other. Along this stretch there are
sixteen bridges and half a dozen detours made necessary by the
cataracts, whirlpools and rapids. The entire route from St.
Leonard's to Campbellton is interesting and the entrance to
Campbellton by the railway is especially picturesque. Moun-

The Upper Basin of the St. John River, above Grand Falls
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tains and high hills, heavily wooded, form a gateway through which
the railway passes, and rising over all is Sugar Loaf Mountain, an
imposing and shapely eminence. Campbellton, at the head of
Bay Chalcur, is finely localed and the heights of Quebec, across
the bay, make an imposing outlook.
There arc pleasant trips from Campbellton to points on Bay
Chalcur which are popular since the inauguration of the easy route
via the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad by way of Van Buren .
.From Grand Isle, Hl miles from Van Buren on the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad, may he reached the hunting grounds in the
vicinity of' Green River. This is a widely known Canadian game
rendezvous. BaC'k of Green River, to the east, is a section abounding in big game. Good "tote" roads run back from Green River
to the headwaters of the Rcstigouche Hiver.
One of the widely known attraC'tions on the Canadian "side" is
the famous Grand Falls of the St. .John Hiver. The falls are
commonly known as "the Niagara of the East" and they are an
impressive scenie wonder. The village of Grand Falls, New BrunswiC'k, is 12 miles from Van Buren. There arc good roads on both
sides of the St. .John River and it is a pleasant trip to drive or
auto from Van Buren by one road and make the return trip on the
opposite side of the river. The villages that occupy both hanks
of the St. .John River arc peopled by the French-speaking descendants of the Aeadians, the pioneer settlers of this region.

Off for a Paddle Down the J,ake

•
•

•

A Veteran and Two Younl1, Fishermen after a Good Day's Sport Near Sand Bar, Moosehead Lake

.

...

A Party of Successful Fishermen at Packard's Camps. Sebec Lake

The Famous Fishing Water . .
Reached by the B.
.
~ --·
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Netting the Prize

-

&

F OR the fisherman there is no nearer
approach to an earthly paradise
than the great area of lakes and streams,
teeming with unequalled prizes of
salmon and trout, that is reaehed by
the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.
:\Ioosehead, Schoodic, Sebois, Sebec,
.\mhajejus, Debsconeag - these are
names long renowned even among the
veriest novices of the \Y altonian brotherhood, hut they are hardly a beginning
of the long catalogue of waters in this
country of myriad and magnificent
basins. One glance at the map of the
territory traversed by the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad will be proof positive of the assertion that this is the land
of the angler's delight. From almost
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any station on the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad fishing
waters may be reached, and
so many are the waters and so
variously located that it is
,.
possible to find sport in some
locality from the going out of
the ice in the spring to late
September. Even in the heat
of midsummer there is flyfishing in not a few waters,
notably in the Fish River lakes
and tributaries.
The summer fishing is
worthy of emphasis and is
explained by the fact that
many of the lakes are of consider ab Ie altitude and are
filled by mountain springs
which means cool water despite
the thermometer's high temperature.
The Vacation
Bureau of the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad has detailed information regarding
fishing waters, and you have
A Good Catch on Moose River
but to give the time of your
vacation to secure expert
advice as to what locality is most favorable for the particular
kind of fishing which you wish to enjoy.
The royal salmon is the premier prize of the Maine woods.
There are also trout, togue, black bass, perch and pickerel.
Maine waters are celebrated for their trout, and in many places
white perch, pickerel and black bass offer sport hardly less exhilarating than the aristocratic salmon and trout. The fishing season
opens with the departure of the ice from lakes and ponds. Flyfishing continues at its best until summer weather and in not a
few localities, even the warmest <lays find the waters sufficiently
cool to make good sport. Waning summer finds fine fly fishing
generally. As in the case of hunting, not a few sportsmen go on
their fishing trips without guides, but for the newcomer a guide is
a big help. His many accomplishments as a chef, to say nothing
of the information which he will impart on fishermen's lore, make
him a valuable adjunct to any party. Half the fun of a fishing
trip is to partake of the freshly caught trout cooked over a campfire. The following pages contain a complete directory of stations
on the Bangor & Aroostook Hailroad, the fishing waters reached
from these stations, and other information of value.

/
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The Sportsman's
Directory
A practically complete list of sporting
camps, hotels and fishwaters

mg

reached

from each station on
the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.
(Camps and hotels are
numbered

to show by

comparison with the list
of Fishing Waters on
what lake, stream or river
they are located.)

HoTE1.s, CAMPS ASD F1sH1:so W ATt:Rs

SEARSPORT (36 miles from B·mgor)
HM~

Searsport H ouse
1 Swan Lake H ouse

Waters Reached
I Swan Lake* .

P~PRiftOR

H . B. Carter
Edwin Mar<lin

.

25

12.00
2.00

25

KIND OF :FISH

Salmon and Trout

STOCKTON (32 miles from Bangor)
Hotel
PROPRIETOR
1 Swan Lake H ouse .
Edward Mardin
The Stockton
Fred S. H umiston

Water. Reached
I Swan Laket .

Auto
Team or auto

I
5

5

1

Team or auto

!

Team or auto
Auto

!)

Team or auto

!)

KIND OF FISH

Salmon and Trout

WINTERPORT (16 miles from Bangor)
Hotel
PROPRIETOR
Commercial H ouse
G. H . Dunton .
The Prescott
E•thcr Prusrott
BANGOR
Hotel
PROPRIETOR
R an111or H ouse . .
IL A. Chapman
Pcnohsrot Exrhan~e
Moon & Crattv
• See Stockton'-.-----..,.t""Se-.-e""s.,..·e-a~rs-p-o-rt.

2!
2l

2.00
2 ()()

8.00- 10.00

25
20

I

Team or auto
2.00
10.001 25
_T_e_a1_n_o_r_a_u_t_o_ _ ,_1._s_o_ _ _ _
1_.00_1~

Auto
Auto

3.00 up
3.00 up

On

Ap-1

plif'at1on

300
2<'10

The Sportsman's Directory

:rn

DisHOTELS, CAMPS ANO FISHING WATERS

RATES PER

TANCF.,

CONVEYANCE

DA y

CAPAC-

\VEEK

ITY

MrLEB

BANGOR - Continued
Hotel
PROPRIE'rOR
Windsor Hotel
. , . F, W, Dur~in .
Sea Salmon arc taken nt the Bangor Pool, in
the Penobscot }{ivcr, at the head of tidewater,
R~ they run up the river in sprm.v: en rout<" to
hip; her wn.ters to spawn. Salmon are taken there
weighin11: up to 30 pounds. Best fishing during
May and June,

uo

200

_, _ _ I

_I __

HUDSON (~2 miles from Jlan~or)
Waters Reached
K1sD OF FISH
Pushaw L~ke
Perrh, Pickerel, Bas"

3

ITeam

BRADFORD (27 miles from Baniwr)
Water. Reached
K1ND OF F1"H
Dead Stream
Trout

1

Walk

SOUTH LAGRANGE (31 mdei from Bunll:nrJ
Waters Reached
KIND OF F1"H
Rirch Stream
Trout
Dead Stream .
Trout
Ten-Mile Brook
Trout

2

l
l

Walk
Walk
Walk

1
I

Team
Team

ALTON (22 miles from Bangor)
\'1aters Reached
Kr~n OF Fr~H
Birrh St1eam
Pickert! and Trout
Brown Brook •
Trout
Costigan llrook
Tront
Pirkcrel Pond •
1'1ckcrel
l'u11: Brook •
Trout
Pug Pond
l'irkerel

1.00

Auto

_I

---/

Tc'lm

H Tc'\m
Trnm
~t

Teo.m

l

Boat

0
I

Walk

1--

-~~~~~-I-~

RAN() COVE (53 miles from Ban11:or)
Camp!ii Reached
PnOPRIF.TOR
1 Five Islands Camp*
F, H, Dodge
" Bors Camp.
Waters Re.iched
1 Schoodic Lake
2 ~cboois Lake

KIND f)F FISH

Trout , , . .
l'ickerPl and Perch

5

,Tco.m
Tt•am

BOY!J LAKE ('!7 milrH from Bangor\
Waters Re-a~hed
KIND OF F1s11
Boyd Lake
Perch, Bass, Pickerel

~

Walk

DERBY 14 ~! miles from Ban'-(or)
Jlo tel
PROPRIETOR
Piscataquis Hotel ,
R. M. Colbath

l

Wulk

W:iters Reached

KIND

OF

4

I-

I-

LAGRANGE (35 miles from B11n11:or)
Water!l Reached
J\:1ND OF F18H
C:oldhrook Stream
Trout
Hemlock Brook
Trout

2.00

uo

LOO

40

F1sH

_P_is_r_a_ta_q_,_u_s_I_l_i,_·e_r_·~~~-B_a_ss~a_n_d_P_1_·c_k_e_re_·l~- l--i:..._ _
w_a_l_k~SOUTH SEBEC (49 miles from Bangor)
Hotel
PROPU!FTOR
Sebec House
M. L" Hoe
Waters Reached
Sebec Lak1·•
ifl

KIND OF .F1sH
PirkcrPl, Ba8' and
Salmon
Sec Dov<'r o.n<l Foxcroft.

- - ---------- - -- - -

- -

DOVER AND FOXCROFT
\56 miles from Bangor)
Camps an<l llotels
PROPRIF.TOH
Blethen House
Illc•thcn Broo.
Exchange Hotel
• Fred Farris
.
Hotel Earl~y • .
• W. L. E"rley .
Packard's Camps•
. . B. M. Packard
• Pacbrd '•Camp• arr locqtcd on all of the
following waters, At Buttermilk Pon cl n guide,
with boats and cano<'a, stays at the co.mp
throui;i:hout thr AUtnmrr. At J>rrmummn. Porid

5

Stage

-!
l

II
10

2,50
Tro.m or n.uto
l.:'>O
Team or auto
Tram & steamb't 2,[)Q
Team & atcamh t 2.~o

45

7.00

8,00-12.00
12.00- 17.00

25

35

6.5

.
..

38
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DIA-

HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING WATERS

TANCE,

CONVEYANCE

M1u:s

CAPAC-

RATES PER
DAY

WEEK

!TY

DO VE R AN D F O XC ROFT -Continued
is a set of tents and boat1:1 so that partiC"s from
the main camps at Sebec Lake can fl.O to Pccn11guma for a day's trip or longer when acrompanied by a gmrle.
W ate rs R each e d
Bear Pond .
Bennett Ponds 'c2) ·.
Rcnson Ponds (2)
Burdin Pond
Buttermilk Po~d
Crooked Pond
Fourth Pond
Greenwood Po~ds °c2)
Little Grindstone Pond
M11lbrook Pond
Millbrook Stream
Pe,.nu~uma Pond .
Sebec Lah*
* Sc" South S~h<'~.
GU IL FORD
Hote l
Braolrnrn

K1No OF Fu~n

White Perch
Black Bass, l'i~ke;,.,
Tofl.Ue and Trout .
Trout
Trout, Salmon a~d
Toi>;ue
Trout.
Trout
ToJ>;Uc a~d Tro~t
Trout
Trout
Trout . . . .
8mall-mouth B. Ila.-.

Lake Mahannock •
Punoh Bowl
* See Abb~t \iilla~e.

13!
15
16
15
13!
l.S
J.S
14

W a t e rs R euch e d

Bell Pond . .
Dougherty Ponds
Eighteen Pond
.
Hedgehog and Brown
Lake Hebron .
Long Pond . .
Meadow Pond .
Monson Pond .
North Pond ...
Onawa Lake
South Pond
.
Two Greenwood

Team,
Team,
Team,
Team,
Team,
Team,
Team,
Team,

canoe, stbt
canoe, stbt
canoe, stbt
steamboat
stPamboat
canoP, stbt
ranoe, etht
canoe, stbt

Team or auto

i

Auto or team

,

___

PnoPmFTOR

C. M. Hilton

50

3.00

KINO OF FISH

Salmon, Toguc an<l
Trout
Trout and Pick"crci
Trout

12
I
II

\uto
Auto
Auto

6
7

Te3m
Team
TPam
Tl'am
Team

---

MO NSO N (76 miles from Bangor)
Hote ls a nd Ca mps
PROPRIETOR
Roberts House
Mrs. C. B. Roberts
Sears House .
C. Sears

1 Bear Pond .

TPam, ce.noe, etbt
Team, stbt.,canoc
Tram, eteq.mboat
TPam, canoC", stbt

5

Trout, Salmon

MONSO N J UNCTIO N (70 miles from Bangor)
Wa t e r s R e ached
K1so OF F1sH
I ake .ruanita
Trout and Togue
Whetstone Pon°d* :
Trout and Togue
*See Abbot Village.

11
12
13

15

P!'rch, Pickerel. BaRS,

ABBOT VILLAGE (67 miles from Bnnp;or)
W a t er s Reached
KIND OF FISH
Bear Brook
Trout and Tofl.ue
Foss Pond*
Trout,Top;uP,Snlmon
Piper Pond
:
Trout and Togue
Thorne Brook .
Trout . . . .
Whetstone Pnndt
Troll t and Top;uc .
* Sec Guilford.
t s~e .'.\fonson Jct.

JO

13~

!Cl

-----·--- --(ll4 miles from Bnniwr)

W ute r s R e a c h e d
Foss Pond*

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

13

.s
4l
6

3

3!

or auto
or auto
or auto
or auto
or auto

TPam
TP'.lm

i

Walk

10
15

2.00
2.25

KIND OF FISH

Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout . . . .
Trout and Halrnon
Trout .
Trout and Salmon.
Tr11ut

6!

3
21
21

15

I

Team
Team
Team
Team and boat
Team

0

18
5
2

.

()

Salmon.
Trout
Salmon.

JO

BL ANCH ARD (78 miles from Bungor)
(Altitude at Station, 7!JS feet.)
Hote l
PROPRIETOR
Pleasant View House
G. A. Bartlett .
River Side House .
Mrs. M. I". Worce,..
tcr
Bald Mountain Stream
Trout
Blackstone Brook
Trout
Trout
Bog Stream

---

(l

!)

l!
!

6
2
fl

Team
Team
Team
Team and walk
Team
Team
Team

Team
Team
Walk
Walk or team
Walk

1.00

JO

6.00 1md up

25
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DisHoTBUi, CAMPS AND F1sa1No WATERS

.

TA:SCE,

RATES PER
DAY
WEEK

CONVEYANCE

MILES

B LANCHARD -

CAPAC-

ITY

Continued

W a t e r s R each e d
KIND OF FISH
Bun ker Pond
Trout
Cro cker Pond
Trout
Dou ty Pond
Trout
Lak e Hebron
Trout a~d Sal~on
Lily Pond
Trout
Mar hie Pond
Trout
Mud Pond.
Trout
Odw ay Pond* .
Trout
Pisc ataquis River :
Trout
Spec tarle Pond*
Trout
Spec tacle Pond(in r.1o;,so;,) Trout
Tha nksgi ving Pond
Trout
* See Shirley.

7
3
7

Team
Walk
Walk
Walk
Team
Walk
Team
Walk
Walk
Team
Team
Team

8
4
7
8
4

Team
Team
Team
Team
Team

1
1!
7
0
7
7
4
5
IO
3
7
3

Walk
Walk
Team

4
10
3
2
3
6
7
5

t

SHIRLEY (85 miles from Bangor)
(Altitude at Station, 1047 feet.)
PROPRIETOR
C a mp
12 Bcerh Tree Camp .
J. H . Church
J. H. Churrh
12 Camp Comfort
.
J. H. Church
12 Cedar Tree Camp .
C. H . Littlefielrl
5 Moxie Pond ('amp
C.H. Littlefield
12 West Bog Camp
Wate r s Reached
1 Gold Brook
2 Gravel Brook
3 Indian Pond*
4 Main Stream
5 Moxie Pond
6 Notch Pond
7 Oakes Bog .
8 Ordway Pondf
9 Round Pond .
10 Spectacle Pondt
11 Trout Pond
.
12 West Bog . .
* See Greenville.

KIND OF F1sn
Trout
Trout
Trout a~d Togue
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout a~d Tog;,e
Trout
Trout a~d Sal~on
Trout
. Trout
t See Bla;,ch~rd.

GREEN VILLE (91 miles from Bangor)
(Altitude al Station, 1040 feet)
PROPRIETOR
Hotels and C a mps
R. E. H olden
1 Attean Camps .
(Jackman)
E. A. Greenleaf
13 Camp Greenleaf
(Sugar I slandj
Aaron Capen .
13 Capens .
(Capens)
L. P. Chadwick
22 Chadwick's
Fred Henderson
(Jackman)
. W. I. Hamilton
16 Kokad-jo Inn
(Kokad-jo)
11 Lake Parlin House and H. P. McKinney
Camp
..
(Jackman)
13 Lily Bay House
H. N. Bartley .
(Lily Bay)
3 Lyford Pond Camps
F. N. Webster
(Kokad-jo)
13 Mount Kineo House
C. A. Judkms
13 Outlet House and Caru'psA. J. W ilson .
(Moosehead)
13 Piscataqui• Exchange . H. N. Bartley .
(Greenville Jct.)
13 Seboomook House
M. P. Colbath
(Seboomook)
13 Spencer Narrows CampsE. G. Stevens .
(Greenville Jct.)
13 Squaw Mountain Inn . A. A. Crafts
(Greenville J~t.)
13 West Outlet Camps
Gilbert & Coombs
(West Outlet)
13 Winnegarnock House . T. B. Snow
(Northeast C"arcy)
25 Yoke Pond Camps
C. Berry
7 Heald Pond Camps

42

I

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

6
10
6
6
10

Team
Team and walk
Team
TPam
Team
Team
Team and walk
Team

Canadian Par.Ry. 2.50

14.00

9

Steamer

2.50

15.00-18.00

40

10

Steamer

2.00

12.00-17.50

50

30

'Steamer, stage,
and canoe
2.00
Canadian Pac.Ry. ,2.50 up

50

10.00
14.00 up

30

15.00

20

21

Steamer, stage

54

Canadian Pac.Ry. 2.50

13

20
11

'Steamer, summer '2.50-3.00
stage, winter
12.00-17.50
SteamPr, stage,
canoe and carry 2.00
10.00
Steamer
·1 .00 up 28.00 up
Canadian Pac. Ry. 2. 50

Team

3.00-3.50

50

40

iSteamcr

2.50-3.00
10.00-15.00
3.00
15.75

60
50

29

1(j

Steamer, canoe

11

Auto and boat

2.50-3.00

3.00 up

16.00
20
26
500
40

17.50 up

75

3.00 up 21.00 up

75

,Steamer

2.50

15.00,

50

Steamer, team
and canoe

/2.25

15.00 '

12

21

'Steamer

40
35

1

40
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DISHOTELS, CAMPS ANO FISHING WATERS

TANCE,

CONVEYANCE

G R EENV ILL E - Con tinued
24 Henderson's Camp
E. A. Henderson
(Jackman)

Wa t e rs R e a c h e d

42

WEEK

Canadian Pac.Ry. 3.00

17.50

CAPAC-

ITY

KIND Ot' FISH

Canadian Pac. Ry
Canadian Pac . Ry.
Stmr., stagP,ranoe
Walk
Boat ancl carry
Walk
Canadian Pac. Ry.
Team, boat, carry
Walk
Canadian Pac . Ry.
Canadian Pac. Ry .
Team

42
Trout
18
Trout
29
Trout
4
Trout
9
Trout
5
Trout
Trout
50
Trout
8
4
Trout . . .
Trout and Hnlmon
15
Trout
54
Trout
3!
Trout, Tol(ut• und
Salmon
0
Trout
8
14 MountRin Pond
8
1.5 Pronl( Pond
Trout . . .
Trout, Tague an<l
16 lloach Pond
Salmon
19
17 Rum Mountain Pond Trout
5
22
18 Spcn('cr Pond .
Toguc
19 Squaw Bay
. . . Trout
21
20 Squaw Mountain Pond Trout
31
21 Upper Wilson Pond
Trout
5
:io
22 West Brnnch Pond* . Trout
2:J Wilson Stream
. Trout .
.
41
41
24 Wood Pond
Trout and Salmon
25 Yoke Pond*
. • . Trout . . •
35
*See I ron Works. t HcP Brownville Jct.
I n addition tu the foregoing list, camps and hotels
a rc reached from Greenville via the Canadian Parifir
1 Attean Lake .
2 Benson Pond .
3 Big Lyforrl Pond* .
4 Big Squaw Pond
5 Burnham Pond
6 Fi tzgcrald Pond
7 Heald Pond
.
8 Horseshoe Pond*
9 Ind ian Pond* .
10 Lake Onawat .
11 Lake Parlin
. .
12 Lower Wilson Pond
13 Moosehead Lake

MILO (44 mile• from
Hotel
Dillon House .

RATtiS PER

DA Y

::vf1LE8

Ban~or)
PROPRIETOR

Waters Reac h e d
Alden Brook
Sebec Hiver

Team, boat, carry
Boat and carry
Steamt-r nnd team
Team and wal
Roat an<l rarry
Boat
Walk
Team
Stmr., team, ranoc
Walk
Canadian Par Ry
Stmr .. team, canoe

at .Jackman , Skinner, lloleb and Low elltown
Railway.

-1

W. E. Dillon

Te nm

2 .i\O-:l. 00

14 .00

ao

KIND OF 1'' I•H

Trout . . . .
Bass and Pickerel .

2

Team or walk
Team or wa lk

l

BROWNVILLE (49 miles from Bangor)
Hotel
PnOPRl~TOR
Hotel H errick .
. C. E. Herrick .

Hack

2.r.o

10.r;o-14.00

2:;

BROWNVILLE JCT (52 miles from Bangor)
Hote l
PROPRIETOR
Pleasant River H oUS<'
.J. E. Dillon

Walk

1.50-2.00
'l.!XI I I 00

140

Wate r. Reac h e d
Lake Onawa* . .
*See Greenville.

K1so OF Frstt

Trout and Salmon

IRON WORKS (62 miles from Bangor)
(Altitude at Station, 595 feet)
Camp
PROPRIETOR
1 Big H ouston Pond
Camps (9) . .
L. P. '.\1oorc
10 Chairbark Mountain
Camps (12) • •
C. J. H enderson
9 Little Lyford Pond
Camp•
. .
E. A. 8herburne
2 Lyford Pond Camps . F. N. Webs ter
10 Mountain View Camps$ F. ll. Mitchell
21 Yoke Pond Camp•* . C. Berry . ,
* More easily reached from Greenville via
Kokad-jo.
$ Also reached via Brownville Jct. and On a wn

Wate r s R each ed
1 Big H ouston Pond
2 Big Lyford Pond* .
3 B Pond . .
4 Dam Pond .
/j East Chairhark Pond
6 Horseshoe Pond* .

1 .~

31
9
12
18

10
17

Canadiun l'ar. lly .

1

Tcam

2.00

TPam

2.:;o

Team
Team
Team an<l 1·arnw
T eam or walk

2 (){)

KIND OF F1s11

Trout un<l To1.tt1<'
Trout

Trout
Trout
Trout

Trout

a}
18
12

8
J.j

Tf' Ulll

Tt•tun
T<'am anrl wnlk
lfrurhed from Bi~
Hous ton
Team and walk
Tt• 1t.m and Y.alk

2.()(1

21\0
2.25

l~.0() 1

30

14 .001
12.()()
1000,

40

Ii\ Oil

:io
25
20
12

..
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TAN CE,

41
RATES PER
CAPACDAY
WEEK
ITY

CONVEYANCE

MILES
IRON WORKS-Continued
Waters Reached
7 Indian Pond*

KIND
Trout

8 Little Houston Pond
9 Little Lyford Pond
10 Long Pond .
11 Lost Pond . . .
J 2 Middle Branch Brook
13 Mountain Brook Pond
14 Pleasant River
15 Silver Lake
16 Sprure Mountain Pond
17 8pruce Pond
18 West Branrh P~nd*
19 West Chairback Pond
20 White Brook
21 Yoke Pond*
• See Greenviile.

OF FISH

Trout
Trout
Trout a,;d Sal~on
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Pickerel
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout

I

2
13
9
7
6
15
8
0
7
4
20
6
2
17

Reached from Big'
Houston
Team or walk
Team
Team
Walk
Walk
Walk
Team
Team and walk
Walk
Team
Team and walk
Team
T~am and w11lk

EBEEME (48 miles from Banl(or)
Camp
PROPRIETOR
l Camp Marquot . .
L. Leighton
I Ebeeme Lake Camps
F. S. & S. E. Drake

Boat and walk
Walk

Waters Reached
I Ebeeme Pond

Walk

KIND OF FISH
Pickerel and Perch

SCHOODIC (59 miles from Bangor)
Camps
PROPRIETOR
3 Schoodic Lake Camps
R. H. Cable

0

KIND OF F1sH
I
Trout
.
10
Trout . . . .
JO
Trnut, Bass, Salmon
and Toguc
0
• See Packards and lngallo.

Waters Reached
1 Cedar Pond*
.
2 Jo Mary Lakes .
3 Schoodic Lake

2.00
2.00

2.00

Walk
Walk

12.00

75

I

__I_
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DisHOTELS, CAMPS AND F1!\HING WATERS

TANCE .

CONVEYANCE

WEEK

ITY

2.50

12.00

50

M1LE8

PACKARDS (63 miles from Bangor)
(Elevation, 445 feet.)
Ca mp
PROPRIETOR
1-2 Camp Mooschorns
H askell & Brown
Waters R eac hed
KIND
1 Cedar Pond*
Trout
2 Northwest Pond
Trout
* See Schoodic an·d I ~1!11 ll s.

1

Canoe

..

OF FISH

10

Walk

0

WEST SEBOOIS (68 miles from Bangor)
Ca mp
Paornn:TOR
6 Camp Lakeside .
E. W . H arris

7

Walk

Trout
Trout
Trout
Pickerel anci P~rch
Trout
Perch, 'frou t, Tog~c

3
4
3
2!
0
7

Walk
Walk
Walk
Wnlk

INGALLS (71 miles from Bangor) (Elev., 5~2 ft .)
Camp
PROPRIETOR
1 Cedar Lake Camps
F. M. Smith

3

Walk

3

Walk

Wate rs R eached
I Bear B rook
2 Patrick Brook
3 Ral(ged Mt Pond& Str'm
4 Seboois Lake
5 Sehoois Stream
6 l!pp<•r Jo Mary :

CAPAC-

RATF.R PF.R

DAY

2.00

10.00

JO

2.00

10.001

20

KIND OF FISH

Wate r s Reache d
K t ND
Trout
1 Cedar Pond*
* See Scboodi~ an·d I;ackards.

0

0

OF

Walk

Fum

I

.
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TANCE,
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RA-.l'ES PER

CONVEYANCE

DAY

MILES

CAPAC-

WEEK

ITY

N ORCROSS (76 miles from Bangor)
(Elevation, 499 feet.)
Camps a nd H otels
PROPRIETOR
13 Buckhorn Camps .
Bert Haynes & Son
2 Camp Chadbourne
A. E. Chadbourne
16 Camp Eureka .
Spencer Bros.
18 Camp Ketchum
H. V. Iredell
25 Camp Phamix .
C. A. Daisey
24 Camp Uno . . . . C.H. Collins
22 KRtahdin View Camps F. M. Pitman .
26 Kidney Pond Camps
Hunt & Bradeen
19 Norcross House
A. F. Fowler

15
12
12
25
15
26
20
32
0

30
15
20
10
30
20
25
25

20 Passamagamoc Carry
Camps . . . .
9 Pleasant Point Camps
12 The Antlers Camps
8 Third Lake Camps
5 Twin Pine Camps .

Stmr. and canoe 2.00 10.50-12.00
Stmr.
2.00
14.00
Stmr.
2.00
14.00
Stmr. and canoe 2.00
14.00
Stmr., canoe, team 2.00
14.00
Stmr. and canoe 2.50-3.00
17. .50
Stmr. and ranoe 3.00
17.50
Stmr. and canoe 3.00
17.50
2.50-3.00
15.00-18.00

14
18
14
18
31

Stmr. and canoe
Stmr. and canoe
Stmr. and canoe
Stmr. and canoe
Stmr. and canoe

20
10
30
20
15

27
10
32
18
19
18
18
17
18
28
18
12
15
17
25
11
18
22
0
14

Stmr., carry, canoe
8tPamer
Stmr., carry, canoe
Stmr., carry, canoe
Stmr., carry, canoe
Stmr., carry, canoe
Stmr., rarry, canoe
Stmr., carry, canoe
Stmr., carry, canoe
Stmr., carry, canoe
Steamer and carry
Stmr. and canoe
Stmr. and canoe
Stmr. and ran oe
Stmr. carry, canoe
Steamer and carry

Eugene Hale
L. W. Clement
L. E. Potter
Smith & Spencer
Ernest Mayo

Water s Reach ed
KIND O>' F1sH
I Abo! Lake
.
Trout . . . .
2 Ambajejus Lake . . Pirk'r'l,Perch ,Togue
3 Ambajenackomus Lake Trout
4 Reaver Pond
Trout
5 Daisey Pond . . . Trout . . .
6 Debsconeag Lake (I st) Trout and Togue
7 Debsconeag Lake (2d) Trout and Togue
8 Debsconeag Lake (3d) Trout and Togue
9 Debsconeag Lake (4th) Trout and Togue
10 Foss and Knowlton
Trout . . .
11 Hurd Pond
. .
Trout and Togue .
12 Jo Mary Lake (Lower) Pick'r'l, Perch, Trout
13 Joe Mary Lake(Middle) Pirk'r'l, Perrh,Trout
14 Joe Mary Lake (Upper) P1ck'r'l, Perch, Trout
15 Katahdin Stream .
Trout . . . .
16 Millinocket Lake*
Pick'r'l,Perch,Trout
17 Minister Pond .
Trout . . . .
18 Nahmakanta Lake
Trout and Togue .
19 North Twin Lake .
Pickere l and Perch
20 Passamagamoc Lake
PickC'rel and Togue
21 Pemadumeook Lake . Pick'r'l.Perch,Togue
22 Penobscot River(W.Br.)Pickerel, Perch and
Trout
. .
23 Pollywog Lake
Trout and Togue
24 Rainbow Lake .
Trout
25 Sourdnahunk Lake
Trout
26 Sourdnahunk Stream
Trout . . . .
27 South Twin Lake .
Pickerel and Perch
* See Millinocket.
MILLINOCK ET (82 miles from Bangor)
H otel
PRoPRIF.TOR
Great Northern Hotel
Ralph Washburn
W a t e r s R each ed
Cherry Pond
Millinocket Lake*
Millinocket Stream
8choodic Brook
Smith Brook . .
W ollesenaic Lake .
See Norcross.

*

KIND OF FISH
Trout, Perch and
Pickerel .
Trout, Perch ~nd
Pickerel
Trout
Trout . . .
Trout and Pickerel
Perch and Pickerel

G I L BE R T (87 miles from Bangor)
Waters R each e d
KIND OF F1sH
Dolby Pond* . . . . Pickerel
See East Millinocket.

*

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

5

20
28
26
45
28
I

8tmr , carry, canoe
Stmr., carry, canoe
Stmr., carry, canoe
Stmr., canoe, team
Stmr., carry, canoe
Walk

i

Auto

1

Jwalk

8

Team

2
3
7

/2.50-3.00

50

Walk
Team
Canoe

__4_ Team or auto

I_ _

1

~~~~~~~~·-~~~~~~

EAST MILLI NOCKET (91 miles from Bani;or)
H otel
PROPRIETOR
Ham's Boarding House
Angus Ham
Scott's Hotel .
A . W . Scott
Knm OF F1sH
W ater s R each e d
Dolby Pond . . . '. Pickerel
. . .
Penobseot River (E. Br.). Pickerel and Bass .
Salmon Stream

0

1.25
1.50

0
3

25

Stm r., carry, canoe
Stmr., carry, canoeJ
Steamer

0

14.00
12.00-14.00
10.50-12.00
14.00
14.00

Team or auto

2i !Team or auto
Team or auto

5.50
7.00

5

40
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DisllOTE:LS, CAMPS .-\NU

Funuso \V ATEHS

CoNvJo~YANc•:

TANCE,

MILES
GRINDSTON E (9 1 miles from Bangor)
Hotels a nd C a mps
PROPHIBTOR
C . T . Powers
Powf'rs House
J. B. Rosignoll
9 Soldier Pond Ca~p~
Waters Reached
KtND o"· F1sn
Trout and Togue
1 Lunksoos P ond•
T rout
2 Meadow Brook
Trout a.;d Tog~r
3 Mess(lr Pond
4 Penobscot ll1v<'r(E. Br.)Pirkercl and Bass
Pickerel and Pcrrh
5 Round Pond
Picker<·! and Pcrl'h
6 Salmon Stream J>nncl
7 Rand Bank Brook
Trout
8 Schoodio B rook
Trout
Trout a.;d Pickerci
fl fioldic r Pond
10 \ Vissataquoik Riream* Trout and Salmon
* Src Stacyville.
STACYVILLE 1102 miles
(Elevation at Station
Hote ls and C a mp•
3 Cushman 's Camp8.
Davenport llow'4e .
12 Mnttsscnmon H ou~t·

5
JO

28

2
28

0
2
;")

7

7
14

from Bungor)
.526 fo<'t.)

WEEK

CAPACITY

2.00
I.SO

15

2.00
1.50
1.50

40
20
25

10

I

Canoe and rarry
Walk
Canoe and carry
Canoe
Walk
Canoe
Walk
Walk
Canoe

1·

l'ROl'RI l<~TOlt

.1. E. Cu•hman
.I. E. Da vcnport
f. E . Palnwr

Team
Team

RAT>OS PER

IJ)Ay

22
0

7

ITPam

Tf"nm

The Sportsma n 's Dir ectory
HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHJNO W ATERB

Drs-1

TANCE,

CONVEYANCE

MILES

45
RATES PER
CAPACDAY
WEEK ITY

STACYVILLE -COn tinued

"'

"'

W ater s R each e d
KIND OF FISH
1 Davidson Pond
Trout and Pickerel
2 Katahdin Lake
Trout
3 Kellogg Pond .
Trout
4 Lunksoos Pond*
Trout
5 Messer Pond
Trout a.;d Pick~rel
6 Moose Pond
Trout
7 Penobscot Rive~ (E.B~.)Trout, Pickerel and
Salmon . . .
8 Salmon Stream Lake
Trout and Pirkerel
9 Sand Bank Brook .
Trout
10 Six Ponds
Trout
11 Spring Brook P~nrl
Trout
12 Wissataquoik Stream* Trout and Salmon
*See Grindstone.
S HERMAN (106 miles from Bangor)
(Elevation, 487 feet.)
Hote ls and Cam ps
PROPRIETOR
Benedicta House
Jerry Perry
5 Echo I.land Camp•.
B. A. Gantnier
(Benedicta)
1 Fairview Camps
C. E. :\-lcDonald
R1rhmon<l House
Mrs. F. Richmond
Sherman House .
W. C. K<>llogg
Wa t e rs R each ed
K11m OF F1stt
1 Bowhn Pond
Trout
2 M arwahoc Lake
Perch a.;d Tro~t
3 Molunkus StreRm
Perch and Trout
4 Salmon Pond and St r<>a;,,Trout and Salmon:
5 Salmon Stream Lake . Trout nnd Salmon
P ATI'EN (l!:l miles from Bangor)
(Elevation at Station, 558 f<>et.)
H o t e ls a nd Camp•
PnoPRJF.TOR
8 Arbo'• Camps .
E. A. Arbo
21 Birch Point Camp•
W. S. McKennPy
E. 1''. Fowler
9-10 CamWFairview
3 Camp apiti .
Camp Wapiti As•o'.
Crommctt House
T. Crommett .
12-15 Hall's Camps
Harry Hall
1 McDonald's Camp~
C. E. McDonald
18 Seboois Bridge Camps Luther Hall
18 Seboois Farm Camps Nevers Bros.
11 l"econd Lake Camp•
Lincoln Pulp Wood
Company
10 Shinn Pond House
Z. L. Harv.-y
20 Trout Brook Farm
Lincoln Pulp Wood
Company
5 Young's Camps
P. E. Young
W a t e r s R each ed
KIND OP FtMH
1 Bowlin Ponrl
Trout
2 Crystal Lake
Pickerel
3 Davis Pond
Trout and Salmon:
4 Fowler Ponds
Trout
5 Grand Lake-Seboois
Trout
6 Green Pond
Trout
7 Hny Brook.
Trout
8 Hay Lake .
Trout
9 Jerry Pond .
Trout
10 Lower Shinn Pond
Trout a~d Salmon
11 Matagamon Lake
Trout and Toguo .
12 Mud Lake
Trout
13 Penobscot Rive~(E: Br'.)Trout and Salmon
14 Picked Mountain Pond Trout
15 Pleasant Lake•.
Trout
16 Sawtelle Brook
Trout
17 Scraggly Lak .
Trout and Toirue
18 Seboo1s StN'am
Trout
19 Snowshoe Lake
Pickerel
20 Trout Brook
Trout
Trout a~d Hal~on
21 Upper Shinn P~nd
22 White Horse Lake
Pickert'!
• See Smyrna Mills.

1
15
10
IO
11
13

Walk
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team

5
18
7
20
10
7

Team
Team
Team
Team
Team and canoe
Team

7
15

.Stage
Auto

25
0
3!

Team,saddle horse 2.00
2.00
Auto
2.00

25
15

Team.saddle horse
Auto
Walk
Stage
Auto

i

8
15

and
and
and
and

canoe
canoe
canoe
canoe

1.50
2.00 up

9.001

20
25

14.00
10.50
14.00

25
10
20

28
12
12
11
12
14
20
17
22

1Auto and boat
Auto and boat
Team
Auto
Auto
Team
Auto or team
Auto or team

2.00
2.00
2.50
3.00
1.50
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

14.00,
14.00
14.00 up1

25
25
30
25
50
20
25
35
45

36
10

Auto, team & boat 2.00
Auto
1.50

14.00

25
60

30
30

Auto and team
,Auto and team

14.00

30
25

20
4
14
35
2!
16
16
28
2:l
10
30
14
28
12
12
25
30
7
22
32
11
20

Auto or team
Auto or team
Auto or team
Auto or team
Auto and team
Team
Team
Auto or team
Auto
Auto or team
Auto and team
Team and canoe
Team
Team
Auto or team
Auto or team
Team
Team or auto
Team or auto
Auto
Auto or team

1Auto or team

2.00
2.00

46
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DisHOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING WATEHS

TANCE,

CONVEYANCE

MILES
IS L AND FALLS (117 miles from Bangor)
(Elevation, 458 feet.)
PROJ>IUETOR
Hote ls n n d Camps
Exchange Hotel
G. F. Paul.
6 Hook Point Camps
W.W. Sewall
W ater s R each ed
1 Caribou Lake
2 Cole Brook
3 Oyer Brook
.
4 East Branch River
5 Fish Htream
6 Mattawamkeag Lake
and River
7 Otter Lake .
8 Picas ant Pond•
9Sly Brook
10 Warren Fall~
• Sec Smyrna Miils.

PER

CAPACJTY

WEEK

-

i

Hack
Auto and boat

(j

Team and walk
Team and walk
Walk
Auto, canoe, walk
Canoe

8

RATES

DAY

2.50
2.00

25
35

:

KrND OF Ftsn
Pickerel and Perch
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Pickerel." TrOut; Ba~s.
and Perch
Trout
Trout, B~,..; Pi~kc~cl
Trout and Pickerel
Trout

6

2
12

1l
1!

7
4
4
4

Team
Team anrl canoe
T eam
Team and walk
Canoe and walk

I
I

0

----

1------DYER BROOK (123 miles from Bangor)
(Elevation, !l47 feet.)
Wa t e r s R ea c hed
KIND ni' F1s11
I
j
Oyer Brook
. Trout
. _ _;_
1,_i__
W_a_l.;.:
k_ __

OAKFI E LD AN D S MYRNA MILLS (126 mil ,e8fro m Bangor.)
(Elevation, at Station 578 feet.)
H o t e ls a nd C a mps
PROPRIETOR
11 Dunbar Place .
. F. McM annue, Jr.
14 T eam or auto
3 Hale Pond CBmpe.
John Mitchell .
14 T eam
11 McM annue' Cam1>s
F. McMannue
16 Team or auto
9 Rockall<'ma Camps
S . !'!lccper
12 Team or auto
The I nn
.
J.E. Laodere
i Team or auto
11 Umcolcus Camp
.John Tinney
18 Team and canoe

2 .00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

20
10
10
10

50

45
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DisHOTELS. CAMPS AND FISHING

w ATERB

TANCE,

R ATES

CONVEYANCE

UAY

MILES

• •
t'

..

O AKFIELD AND SMYR NA MILLS-Con.
Wa t e r s R each ed
1 D udley Brook .
2 Green Lake
.
3 Hale Pond
4 Hastings Br~ok. .
5 Mattawamkeag River
6 Mud Lake .
7 Pleasant Lake
8 Pleasant Pond .
9 Rockabcma Lake
10 Spaulding Lake
11 U mcolcus Lake

KIND OF F18H
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout

PER
CAPACWEEK ITY

2
14
8
8
0
16
16
8
14
2
18

Trout

Trout
Trout
Top;ue
Trout
Pickerel
Trout

Team
Team and canoe
Team and canoe
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team

and canoe
and canoe
or auto
and canoe

w E EKSBORO

(Ja8 miles from Bangor)
KIND OF F1sH
Wa t e r s R each ed
. . . . Trout
smith Brook Deadwater* Trout
* See Howe Brook.

smith Brook*

l

3

Walk
Walk

I

H OWE BROOK (142 miles from Bangor)
(Elevation, 664 feet).

Wa t e rs R ea c h ed
B eaver Brook*.

c ut Pond* .
H owe Brook
st. Croix Lake
st. Croix River*
smitb Brook* .

s mitb Brook Dead.water*

KIND OF F1sH
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout a.;d Per~h
Trout
Trout

C ROI X (145 miles from Bangor)
( Elevation at 8tation 6.53 feet .)
KIND OF
Wa t e r s R each ed
Trout
Beaver Brook*. .
Trout
St. Croix River* . .
See Howe Brook.

*

Walk

1

IBoat

I

T racy Brook
* Smith Brook and Si°nith Brook Deadwater
a re best reached from Weeksboro. Cut Pond
best reached from Shorrys. St. Croix River and
B raver Brook are best reached from St. Croix.

sT.

l

0

-I
I
l 1 ~:l~
--1- -1- --1-

FI~H

· 1

MASARDIS (159 miles from Banp:or)
(Elevation at Station, .581 feet.)
Hote ls a nd Camps
PROPRIETOR
12
Arbo Camp . . . . M. D. Arbo
Libby's Hotel and Sport10
ing Camps* . . . Will T. Libby .
. · 1 10
7 Soule's Camps . . . Billy Roule
* Forty camps located on head waters of
Aroostook and Allagash Rivers. Reached from
Ox Bow by stage from Masardis.

.,

Wa t e r s R each ed
I Aroostook River
2 Beaver Pond
3 Brown Brook Pond
4 Chandler Brook
5 Clear Lake .
6 Long Lake .
7 Millemegassett ·Lake
8 Milnoc~ et Lakes .
9 Mooseleuk Stream
10 Moose Pond
11 M unsungan Lakes
12 Reed Pond . .
13 St. Croix River

KIND OF FISH
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout a.;d Tog~e
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout a.;d Togue
Trout
Trout

SQUA P AN (163 miles from Bangor)
(Elevation at Station, 551 feet.)
PROPRIETOR
Hotel
H. E. Goding & Son
2 Squa Pan Lake House
Wa t er s R each ed
1 Boynton Brook
2 Squa Pan Lake

Kum or F1sH
Trout
Trout a.;<l Sal.;,on

Auto
I :~:

i

Walk
Team and canoe
Team and canoe
Team and canoe
Team and canoe
Team and eanoe
Team and canoe
Team and canoe
Team and canoe
Team and canoe
Team and canoe
Team and canoe
Canoe

10

Train to Walkers

I
10

jwalk
Train to Walkers

l

32

45
25
52
38
33
35
22
30
40
41

3.00
3.00
2.00 up

17.501·
17.50

30
40
10

I
11.50

9.00

30
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RATF.S PER
HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING WATERS

DAY

WASHBURN (189 miles from Bangor)
Hote l
PROPRIETOR
Washburn House .
B. A. Drake
Wa t e r s Reac h ed
Aroostook River
Beaver Brook
Brown Brook
Gardinn Creek
Salmon Brook
West Branrh .

KIND OF FISH

Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout

Walk
l

8
.5
fi
1

~

ASHLA ND (169 mile• from Bangor)
(Elevation at Station, 576 feet.)
Hote ls and Ca mps
PROPRIETOI<
Esehange Hotel
R HowRrd
2 McNally's
W. MeNally
3 McNally's
W. MeNally
4 McNally's
W. McNally
5 McNally's
W. McNally
6 McNally'e
W. MrNally
7 MeNally'e . .
W. Mc•Nally
1 McNallt• . .
W. MrNally
2 Raiford e Camp•
H. Hufford.
Wa t e r s Reac h ed
KIND
Trout
I Clayton J,uke
2 Machine Lak• & Stream Trout
Trout
3 McNall:,o Pond

OF FIKH

28

lTY

6.00

20

Team
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team

Tr.am or auto
2.i>O
Team
:1 . 1~)
1
Team or cano<'
Team, <"anoe, walk
Team or canOC'
Team or canoe
Team or canor
Tram or canoe
Team
:i .m

25
20

CAPAC-

WEEK

Team or cu.noP
Team or canof'
Team or canoe

10.50

40

:w

20

The Sportsman's Directory
HoT~LS, c_o\~(PS AND Fl8HI!'l0

w ATERS

CONVEYANCE

49
RATES PER
DAY

WEEK

CAPAC-

ITY

ASHLAND -Contin ued

4

...

Water s R each ed
Lake

KIND 01'' FISH

Trout and Togue

~fosquncook

35
25
23

.; Pratt Pond . . . . Trout
G H.ound ~Iountain Pond. Trout
7 Rowe Lake .
. Trout

·-·

2~

Team, canoe and

ITe~-:~~ ~:~~e

Team or canoe
T~am or canoe

...... -·--

Lao Bakot

POR TAGE (181 miles from Bangor)
(Elevation at Station, f>43 feet.)
Camps
Pao PRIETOR
2 Camp Iversen . .
0. h•ersen .
~loose Point Camp>
C. S. J\lcGownn
2 Oak Point Camps .
C. J, Orcutt
2 Peters' Camps .
F . Petns .
1 Zella lslo Camps
L. A. Orcutt
Water s R eached
I Fi•h Lake
.
2 Porta11:e Lake

Krso OF }'1•n

Trout,To11:uc,8almon
Trout and Ralmon

1
20

3

l!

I

20
20

i

Boat or tc>am
Boat
Boat
Boat or team

'Boat
~fotor

Walk

boat, canoe

2.30
2.00
2.50
2.00
2.00

15.001
12.00
12.00
12.00

8
10
20
6
10
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D1s- 1

HOTELS, C'AMPH AND F1SHING WATERS

TANCE,

WINT E RVILLE (198 miles from Bangor)
(Elevation at Station, 622 feet.)
W a t er s R each ed
KIND o.· FISH
Red Hivcr .
Trout

EAGLE I.AKE (204 milr• from llangor)
(Elevation at Station, ti09 feet.)
PnoPJUETOR
Hot e ls a nd Camps
. A. Cyr . . .
1 Eagle House
. G. W. Cooper .
1 Coopers

Wate rs Rea c hed
I Eagle Lake* .
2 Square Lakct
* Sec Walla..:ms•.

Hi

ti

C. H . Fraser
.J.P. Yerxa

16
JR

2
0
10

SOLDIF.R PON D (213 miles from Ban..:or)
KIND 01o· FIBll
Waters Reac hed
Trout
First Lake
Trout
Round Pond
Trout
Sly Brook .
Trout a1;<l 8aJn.1on
Soldwr Pond
Trout
Third Lako

KIND OF' FISH
Wate r s Reac hed
Rahcn Lake, N. B .. . Whitefish an<! Trout
Fish River . . . . Salmon and Trout
Five Fin..:cr Brook*
Trout . . . .
Glazier• Lak<'. N. B. t . Whitefish and Trout
l:msaskis Lakct
. Trout and Toguo .
*Reached from Allagash Hiver.
t See St. FraneiR.

l

2
:i
2
0

FORT K ENT (221 mile• from Bangor)
(Elevation, 540 fret.)
H otels a nd Ca mps
PROPRIETOR
5 Cunliffe Sporting Cam pH W. H. Cunliffe
Dickey H ouse .
.James Corey .
3 Five Finger Camps
W. H . Cunliffe
4 Glazier Lake Camps
,J. C. Morris

Gilbert J,ake
Glazier Lake
H anowell I.akc
Plourde Brook
St . .John Hivor
Santimos Lake
Savage Lake
Sinclair Brook

Boat
Boat

2.00
3.00- 5.00
18 .oo- a5.oo
2.50
12.50
2.50
12.50

.50
25
10

10

IT eam
TPam

Team
Tf'atn and rano('
Team
TPa.m and <·anm·

74

Canoe>
Hack
Canof'
Auto

I

;")()

21

I

Walk
Motor boat

:i1

!l

I

56
21
74

ST. JOH N (234 miles from Bangor)
(Elevation, 565 feet.)
PROPRIETOR
Hotel
Alsime LevaS!iCUr
Connors Hotel, N . B .

Cross Lake

/Motor Bont

KIND OF FIRH

WALLAGRASS (200 miles from Bnn..:or)
K 1No OF F1sn
Wa t e rs R eached
Trout
Blake Lake
Trout,S~lm~n.Tog;u• I
Eagle Lake* .
Trout and Salmon
Walla..:rn•• Lak•·•
* See Eagle Lak••.

W a ters R each e d
Black Lako
Blue Rivrr.
Bow Lake

ITY

Motor boat or
canoe*
Canoe or walk*

0

12

1
2
a
4
5

CAPAC-

0

Trout,Salmon ,Togu"
Trout.,8almon.ToguP
t See Stockholm.
I

- - - - ---

I

WFEK

DAY

I

Red River T.akeat*
. Trout
St. Froid Lake
.
. Trout,S~lm~n:i'og;.e
* Arrangements for transportation can be
made by writing IL C . Brown, Quimbv P .O .
t A rhain of 14 small lakes. No t·amps.
Sportsmrn must tent out.

2 Inlet Came•
.
2 Square La c Camps

RATES PER

CONVEYANCE

MILF.S

15

2:;

1.00

Walk
Cano~

T eo.m o r auto
Canoe

Auto

5

35
3ii

t..50

Tt•am or uuto

KtND OF .F1s11

Trout
Trout
Trout, T;,gu'c, Perch,
Salmon, Whitefish
Trout, Togue, Perch ,
Salmon, Whitefish
Trout
Trout, T;,gu'c, Perch .
Salmon, Whitcfi•h
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout

1.50

(50

I Walk

24

12

Ca noe

9
5

Canoe
Walk

6
:i

Tt•am or auto
Team

0
0

5

:i

TPam

I

Walk

1.00

5.00

2.;
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I Dis-

HOTELS, CAMP8 AND FISHING WATERS

TANCE,

RATES

CONVEYANCE

DAY

'.\11LES
S T . F R ANCIS (239 miles from Bangor)
(Elevation, 639 feet)
PROPRIETOR
H o t e ls a nd Ca mps
1-2 Allagash Farm House J. T. Michaud
P. C. Clair.
American Hotel .
9 Cunliffe Sporting Ca;,,p~ W. H. Cunliffe
4 Five Finger Camps .
W. H. Cunliffe
5 Morris' Camps . .
J. C. Morris
7 Nigger Brook Camps
C. E. Jones
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

W aters R each ed
Allagash River
Big Rapids (St. john)
Fall Brook
Five Finger Bro~k*
Glazier's Laket .

WEEK

CAVAC-

ITY

---

I

56
38
5
11

Team or auto
Canoe
Canoe
Team or auto
Team

I

12
20
4
38

Team or auto
Team or auto
Walk
Canoe

5
16
11
38

Team,canoe, auto
Team or auto
Team
Canoe
Canoe

0
1!

Team

1.50-2.00
8.00
1.50
1.50
2.00
7.00-12.00
1.00
6.00

25
35
15
30
50

KIND OF FISH

!

L UDLOW (133 miles from Bangor)
KIND OF Fl8H
W a t ers R eached
Pickerel and Perch
Cochrane Lake*
Pickerel
County Lake . . .
* See New Limeriok.

t

MONTIC ELI.O (155 miles from Bangor)
Hotel
PROPRIETOR
H.F. Nelson
Meduxnekeag Hotel
KIND OF FISH
Trout and Perch
Trout and Salmon
Trout
Trout

Waters R e a c hed
Conroy Lake . .
Meduxnekeag Lake*
No. 9 Laket
White Brook
* See Houlton".
t See Bridgewater and Robinson.

2

Auto or team

4
3
1
2

Team or auto
Team or auto
Walk
Team or auto

---

HOULTON (143 miles from Bangor)
H o tel
PROPRIETOR
C. F. Wyer
.
Clark's Hotel
Mrs. F. A. Nevers .
Elmcroft
0. B. Buzzell
Exchange Hote'i•
Joe Marriott
Snell House
J\1. A. Clifford
Union Square : . .
* No meals served .

LITTLETON (151 miles from Bangor)
W a t e rs Reac h e d
K1so OF F1sH
Trout
Augusta Lake .
Trout
Big Brook
Trout
L•ary Brook
Trout
Logan Lake
Trout a..;d Per~h
R088 Lake •

I
1.00

7.00

50

I

KIND OF FISH
Pickerel and Perch
Trout and Salmon
Pickerel and Salmon
Piokerel and Perch
See Houlton.

KIND OF FISH
Trout and Salmon
Trout and Salmon
Pickerel and Perch
t See Monticello.

I

I

-

NEW LIMERI C K (137 miles from Bangor)
Ca mp
PROPRIETOR
4 Lakewood Camp*
. McNair & Robinson
* Three outside cottages, Rates, $1.50 pe r
day, $7.00 per week.

W a ters R eached
Drew's Lake• .
Meduxnekeag Lak~t
Nickerson Lake*
* See New Li,;,eri~k.

PER

28

Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout,T~gu~,P~rch'.
Salmon, Whitefish
Vttle Black River
Trout
Nigger Brook Lakes
Trout
St. Francis River
Trout
Trout a..;d To~e
U msaskis Laket
* Reached by All~gash River.
t See Fort .Kent.

W a t e r s R each e d
1 Cochrane Lake*
2 Drew's Laket
3 Green Lake
4 Nickerson Laket
* See Ludlow.

51

--

!
!

------ - - - - - -

I

;

l

/Hack

8
6
5

ream or auto
Team or auto
Team or auto

1.25
1. 00
4.00-7.00
0.50--1.00
3.00--3.50
2.00

30
5
56
60
25

---

I

·I
2!
5
0
21

ITeam
T eam

I!

IT eam

11

T eam
Walk
T eam
T eam

!
9
3

Walk
Walk

I
2.00

10

52
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DisHOTELS, CAMPS AND F1BHING \VATEHB

TANCE,

RATES PER
CAPACWEEK
DAY
ITY

I

CONVEYANCE

MILES

I

BRIDGEWATER (166 miles from Bangor)
Hotel
PROPRIETOR
Central H ouse
J.C. Burtt
Waters Reached
KIND OP
Trout
No. 9 Lake*
* See Moniiceilo ~nd. Robinson: .

WESTFIELD (17~ mile"
Waters Reached
Clark Brook
Pres tile Stream·
Young Brook

OF

Team

I
9

Team
Walk
Team
Walk
Walk
T eam

i

10
l
I
3

0

from Bangor)
}(IND O>' FIBI!
Trout
Trout
Trout

19

Team

0
4

Team

3
0
3

,Team or auto

1Tcam

TC'am

EASTON (187 miles from Bangor)
PROPHI~'l'Olt
Hotel
A. Bi11wlow .
Bigelow House

i;

Team

KIND o•· Fisu
Trout

J_

l_ Walk

MAPLE GROVE (192 miles from Bangor)
KIND OF Fu~n
Waters Reached
Trout
Bryant's Pond

Walk

FORT FAIRFIELD (1\lfi miles from Bangor)
Pno,•mETon
Hotel
Harry S . Dean
The Plymouth

Auto

Water. Reached
K1No OF F'nm
Trout a nd Salmon
Aroostook Falls
Trout
Brown's Pond .
Trout
Gannett Pond .
Trout
Gillespie Lake .
Munsons Pond
Trout a~d Salmon
Trout
Tomlinson Pond
The Tobique I{iv~r writers are aiso ~ea~hed
from Fort FairfiPld.

fi
f)

I

14
4
7

PRESQUE ISLE (189 nule• from Bangor)
Hotel
PROPHlETOR
. W. fl. Higgins .
Exchange Hotel
Presque Isle HousP
0. E. Blackden
CARIBOU (203 miles from Bangor)
PnornIF.TOR
Hotel
J . A. McGill
Vaughan House
8. Wessell
1 Wessell Hotel*
Waters Reached
•See Stockholm

KIND
Trout

0}'

1.00

10

I
11

1 Madawaska Luke

50

ITeam or auto

I}

Prestile Stream

2.00

FISH

PHAIR (183 milPs from Bangor)
KIND OF FISH
Waters Reached
Trout
PrPslili· 8tream
Trout a~d Perc:h
Spragueville Lake

Waters Reached

15

I

MARS HILL (173 miles from Bangor)
PROPRIF.TOR
Hotel
R. A. York
York House
KIND
Trout
Trout
Trout

9

2.00

FISH

ROBINSON (170 miles from Bangor)
Waters Reached
KIND OF Fis11
Burnt Land Stream
Trout
Trout a,;d Sal~on
Mill Pond
Trout
No. 9 Lake*
PrcstilP Stream
. Trout
Three Brooks ,
. Trout
Young Brook . . . . Trout . .
* Sec Monticello and Bridgewater.

Waters Reached
Presque Isle Dcadwater
Presque Isle Stream
Young Lake

i

Team

I

-----

3 .00 up

100

Team
Team
Team
'Team
Team
'Team

T ean1

1.50
3.00-:l.50

25
80

Hack
Auto

2.50--3.00

16

6
30

16

Auto

;

F'IBH

2.50
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Dis- ,

TANCE,

CONVEYANCE

I

MILES

GRIMES MILL (207 miles from Bangor)
W a t e r s R each ed
KIND OF FISH
Aroostook River .
Trout and Salmon
Madawaska River
Trout and Salmon

RATES PER

DAY

WEEK

k ,Walk

O

I

LIMESTON E (219 miles from Bangor)
Hote l
PROPRIETOR
Bangor&Aro_o~ook HouS<'G. S. K imball .

'Hack

12.00-2.50

25

NEW SWEDEN (212 miles from Bangor)
(Elevation at Station, 703 feet.)
PROPRIETOR
Hote l
F. S. Tibbetts
Tibbett's Hotel

Walk

12.00

10

Walk
Walk

I

KIND OF F ISH
Waters R each ed
Trout
Baisley Brook . .
Trout
' Madawaska Stream
JEMTLAND (217 miles from Bangor)
Waters Reac hed
K1Nn OF F1s11
. Trout
Madawaska Stream
STOC KHOLM (220 milrs from Bangor)
(Elevation at Station, 593 feet.)
Camp
PROPRIETOR
. -.
c. H. Fraser
10 Inlet Came•
10 Square La e Camps
J . P. Yerxa
7 Wessell Hotel
S Wessell .

3
3

----~::'..._

Walk

15
20
~

ITeam and boat
T eam and boat
T eam

12.50
3.00

2 .<;()

12.50

50
50
30
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MILES

-RATl':S

DAY

PER

CAPAC-

WEEK

ITY

STOC KHOLM-Continued
Wa t e r s R each ed
1 Big Armstrong
2 Cary Brook
3 Cross Lake .
4 Johnson Brook
5 Little Armstrong
6 McClusky Brook
7 Madawaska Lake
8 Madawaska River.
9 Mud Lake . .
Square Lake* . .
*Sec Eagle Lake.

10

K1No o•· F1sa
Trout
Trout . . .
Salmon and Trout
Trout
Trout
Trout . . .
Trout and Salmon
Trout
Trout . . . .
Trout.Salmon,Togue

VAN B UREN (23(! miles from Bangor
(Elevation at Station 504 feet )
PROPRIETOR
Hote l
G. B. McDougall
Hammond H ouse
VIOLETTE (211 miles from Bangor)
Hotel
P ao Pm ETOil
. F . Violette .
Violette llou•c
PARENT (244 miles from Banl(or)
Hotel
PnorntF.Ton
V. Parent
Parent •

-

3

1055
2
5

3

i

6

10

Walk
Team and canoe
Team
Tenm and canoe
Walk
Tf"am an<l canoe
Team
Team
Walk
T eam

I

l

Team

3.00- 3 50

l

Auto

1.50

l

Auto

LOO

NOTR E DAME (24Cl miles from Bangor)
Hotel
l'ROPl!IETOR
. V. Cyr.
Vitnl Cyr

0

LILLE (249 miles from Bangor)
Hotel
PROPRIETOR
B. A. Thibodeau
:Fisher House

!

Team

2.00

FRENCHVILLE (200 miles from Bangor)
Hotel
P11ornt>:To11
Fred Bouchard
Frenchville H otel •
St. Agatha Boarding Iiou~e J . Bouchard

,,I

Team
Stage

2.00
2.00

Wa ters R ea c hed
LongJ,ake

-

LOO

Kum OF F 1sa
Trout, Salmon, ToguP

I_
40

10

6

- --

I 5
I
I- 10
10.001

I

20
12

5 ,Stage
The foregoing hst I S compiled for the fresh-water fisherman. Those d esiring salt-water fishing
should go to Searsport, Kidders, or Stockton. These places, situated on Penobscot Bay, offer the
vacationist fishing for cunncrs , torn-cods, and flounders, a nd the digging of clams. D eep-sea
fishing parties may also bo arranged a t these places.

A Good Catc h from Leavitt Pond, Near Antle rs Camps
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THE BANGOR & AROOSTOOK SERVICE TO POINTS ON
THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAIL\VAY
GREEKVILLE JCKCTION is one of the points of connection
between the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and the Canadian
Pacific Railway and is also the Moosehead Lake terminus of the
Bangor & Aroostook. Running west from Greenville ,Junction,
following the Canadian Pacific Railway to the Canadian boundary
line, is a section of country which is held in high favor by fishermen, hunters and vacation-seekers .. Indian Pond, l\Iaekamp,
Long Pond, Parlin Pond, Moose River, Attean Heald Pond,
Jackman and Holeb, are some of the names conspicuous on the
map between Greenville .Junction a.nd the boundary and they are
all familiar to devotees of the Mame woods.
The comfortable way to reach these important points in this
stretch of territory is to take the. Boston and Greenville sleeping
car which leaves Bosto.n every ~1ght ~xcept Sat.u rday, from May
to November, and arrives at. Greenville .Junc~10n the following
forenoon where good connect10ns are made with the Canadian
Pacific Railway. For the return trip equally good connections
are made at Greenville Junction for the sleeping car from there
to Boston. Particulars regarding this superior service to all
these places in the Moosehead Lake region may be found in the
current folders and time-tables.
A list of fishing waters and sporting camps in this territory
between Greenville Junction and Holeb will be found in the foregoing pages under Greenville.

A Handsome Buck Shot by the Camera on the Shore of a Maine Woods
Canoelnit Water - Photo by Mrs. H . A. Colby, Plainfield, N. J.

A Birch Bark Message from the Maine Woods

0

1(

0

N.AD.IKID

MAINE'S GREAT

NORTH COUNTRY
._

__,
\

0~to~~_l>ilo Road -

I

Reached by
,'

BANGOR &AROO TOOK R.R.
RANO AVERY SUPPLY CO., BOSTON, MAii&.

..

Reference Map of Canoe Trips in B. & A. Territory
With Table of Es timated Dis tances from P oint to Point
alon~ each Route

West Branch Trip-80 Miles
Northeast Carry ...... .
Penobscot West Branch
Chesuncook Lake I .
Ripogenus Lake.. . (
Carry............. .
Gulliver's Pitch.
The H orse Race. . . . . . . .
Sourdnahunk Deadwater ..
Carry . ... .... .
West Branch.
Carry ..

Miles
2
20
21Y,
3

2 ·•
I

2Y,

AO rods

4

x

West Branch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Miles
3

U

Carry.... . . . .. . ........... . ........

P ockwockamus Dead water. . . . . . . . . . .
Carry..................... . ...
Debsconeag Dead water. . . . . . . .

3
2

Carry.........

'IV est Branch. .
.................
Carry..........
Ambajejus Lake. . . .
.............
Pemadumcook I,ake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Twin Lake. . . . .

7>

V.

1 Y,
~

6
4
4

Allagash Trip-203 Miles
Miles
2
20
9
1
2
1

Northeast Carry ..... .
Penobscot West Branch
Umbazookus Stream ..
Umbazooksus Lake...
Carry . . ... . ... .
Mud Pond .. .
Outlet . . ......... . .
Chamberlain Lake.
Carry ..... . .... .
Eagle Lake ... .
Thoroughfare . . .
Churchill Lake .

1

.10~~

6
12

2
5

Chase'• Carry .....
Allagash Rivn.. . . .
. . ... .... .
Umsaskis Lake . . .
. ....... . .
Long Lake.......
. ..... . .. . .. .
Allagash River..... . ...... .. .... .
Round Pond .... .............. .. .. .
River to Allagash Falls.
Carry ... . . .... .
Allagash River............. .
St. John Hi ver to Connors .. .
St. John Riv~r to F ort Kent ..
St. John River to Van Buren.

Miles
1
10
5
5
10
3
15

13
16
14
50

';

East Branch Trip-118 Miles
Miles
2
20
9
1
2
1
1
5
3
5
1
3
10

Northeast Carry ...
Penobscot West Branch..
U mbazooksus Stream ...
Umbazooksus Lake.
Carry ...
Mud Pond .
Outlet. . . . . . . . . . . .
Chamberlain Lake ..
Thoroughfare .. .
Telos Lake.
Canal ... . ..... .
Webster Lake . . .. .
Webster Stream .

Indian Carry . . . . . . . ..
Penobscot East Branch.
Second Lake ... . ... .
East Branch.... .
Grand Lake ... . . ........ .
East Bmnch to Stair Falls.
Carry ... . . . .
. . 40 rods
Ea.'t Branch.. . ......... .
Carry . ....... . . .... . .
Quick Water and Falls . ... . . .
East Branch to Wissataquoik ..
East Branch to Grindstone ... .

Miles
~.

l'-2
4
4
4
.5

2
4

u

15
14

Van Buren Circuit- 111 Miles
Miles
10
8

Wagon Road.
Long Lake ..... .
Thorough!are . . .
l\lud Lake.
Thoroughfare .. .
Cross Lake .... ... .
Thoroughfare ....... . .
Sriuare Lake .... .
Thoroughfare . .. . .

2

•,

j

4

y,

4

Miles
Eagle Lah to Station ....... .
6
Lake from station to river.. .. .
3
Fish River.
14
Carry . . . . .
. 50 rods
Fish River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Carry. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..
. . :io r ods
Fish River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
St. John Ri\·er to Van Buren .. . ... .. . 50

4

Allagash Lake Trip-99 Miles
Miles
Follow Allagash River trip to Chamberlain
Lake.
!I
Up Chamberlain Lake .... .
Allagash Stream. . . .... ....... .... . 7
Allagas h Lake . .... . ... . ... ... . .. · · · 4 Y,
3
Carry ... . . . . . . .. .

Miles
Round Pond. . . . . . . . . . . .
J
Deadwater .
................ 4
Caucomµ:omoc Lake
..............
U
Caucomgomoc Stream ........ ..... . . 12
Return from Chesuncook by West Branch
route.

Pine Ponds Trip-27 Miles
Northeast Carry ... . 2 miles

Penobscot West B ranch .... 17 miles

Pine Rtream . ... S miles

St. John Trip-231 Miles
Miles
Northw••t Carry .
.
. .·· 3
West Branch to Gulliver's Falls. . . . . . 10
West Branch to Big I sland . . . . . . . . . . . 4
We•t Branch to Jct. N . and S. Branches 2
North Branch to Abacotnctic Bog. . . . . 25
Carry...... . ,,,........... . . .. .. . . . 2

Miles
Sweeney Brook ....... .
4
Baker L ake .. ... .............. .
2Y,
St. J ohn South Branch ........ .
14
St. J ohn Rive r to Allagash .. .
85
St. J ohn River to Fort I<ent .... .. . .. . 30
St. J ohn River to Van Buren ........ . 50

c
c"'c
;l

a:

..

..

Going North on the Penobscot's South Branch, Bound for Penobscot Lake

Canoe Trips Thru Maine

woods waters
THE FOCH RIG CA:\OE THIPS
The Allagash Trip, 203 miles
Th<> West Branch Trip, 80 miles
The East Branch Trip, 118 mil<>s
The St. John River Trip, 231 miles

l

Canoeing on Square Lake by H. C. Brady

Photo

T HE canoe trips in the coun..1.. try reached by the Bangor
& Aroostook Railroad are the
most famous of their kind.
Beside the four big trips in the
above table, there are many
shorter cruises to be made in
proportionately briefer time.
All the trips in this great vacation country, whether long or
short, are through a forest wonderland, teeming with scenic
wonders and beauties and ever
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unfolding new charms and varied delights. There's no form of
woods vacation more replete with pleasure and more complete in
the satisfaction of getting fullest returns than a canoe trip through
the myriad waters of the Maine woods. A canoe trip offers the
alluring combination of canoeing through unsurpassed rivers and
lakes, camping out in the heart of the forest depths, fishing in
waters that are a joy to all anglers, and in the late autumn the opportunity for hunting. All in all canoeing may be regarded as
the supreme form of an outing in the woods.
Canoe trips have long been popular with fishermen, hunters
and the men for whom a vacation in the woods is the annual
red-letter occasion. Recent years has witnessed the increasing
popularity of these trips for women, and during the vacation season

Another Square Lake Snapshot -

Photo by W. II. Ober

many parties of women, business and professional women and
teachers and their students make the canoe trips through the
Allagash, West Branch and other waters.
There is still enough "roughing it" in a canoe trip to make them
as fascinating as in the pioneer days, but the system has been
developed so finely in the Maine woods, that all the details of a
trip, the matter. of supplies, camping outfit, canoes and guides
can be arranged m advance so that everything is in readiness for
starting out on a day decided upon.
The Vacation Bureau of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad at
Bangor makes a specialty of arrangements for canoe trips. With
the information in hand as to the size of the party and the length

•
•
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of time to be given to the trip, various outlines of canoe trips
will be supplied, together with carefully approximated estimates
about expenses and other matters.
In the following pages will be found information in detail of the
more important trips in the country served by the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad.
THE ALLAGASH CANOE TRIP
Starting point, Northeast Carry, l\fooseht>ad Lake.
Terminus. Fort Kent on the St. John River.
Distance, 203 miles.
Time, from eight days to four weeks.

Canoeing In Maine Woods' Waters ls a Favorite Recreation With
Many Women

.

T HE canoe trip down the Allagash River is admittedly the most
famous canoe trip in America. It begins on the Penobscot
River's west branch, at Northeast Carry, and the terminus is the
town of Fort Kent, on the St. John River, on the boundary line
between Maine and New Brunswick. The trip is through forest
waterways which flow through a country, resplendent on all sides
with splendid scenery, and the territory abounds in opportunities
for fishing and hunting. Northeast Carry, the starting point of
the Allagash trip, is reached . from .Moosehead Lake. The first
twenty miles, after the launchmg of canoes at the carry, are down
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the picturesque west branch of the Penobscot River. The "Halfway House," ten miles from Northeast Carry, is a favorite camping spot if the start is made in the afternoou. In the second tenmile course, Moosehorn, Ragmuff, and Pinc Streams are passed
and then Chesuncook Lake, a fine expanse of water, is reached.
At the head of Chesuncook, Umbazooksus Stream is entered
and nine miles down the stream brings the canoe into Umbazooksus Lake. It is a paddle of a mile over the lake to a carry of a
eouple of miles. At the carry, Tom Henderson's team transports
the canoes overland. At the end of the carry the canoe goes into
Mud Pond, and then there is a mile stretch down the outlet to
Chamberlain Lake. It is a paddle of six miles to the head of

Supper for Two on Rocky Pond

Chamberlain Lake. There is a short earry around the dam.
Then the canoe goes into the stream for a short run to Eagle Lake.
It is a ten-milP paddle over Eagle Lake, after whieh the canoe enters
the thoroughfare of two miles connecting Eagle and Churl"hill
Lakes. Churehill Lake is five miles long. At its foot is Chase
Carry, ahout a mile in length.
At the end of tlw l"arry the canoe goes into the Allagash River
for a run of ten miles to Umbaskis Lake. J<'ive miles over the lake
and a thoroughfare leads into Long Lake, which means another
five-mile streteh to the Allagash River again for a straight course
of ten miles. The next break in the trip is Round Pond, and it is

•

••
'a

~

Moose Are Frequently Seen by Canoeists In Maine Woods Waters, Particularly Durln!1 the Warm Weather Weeks, But Photo11raphs Like
This Are Uncommon.-Photo by Mrs. H. A. Colby, Plainfield, N. J.
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three miles over the pond to another entry into the Allagash for
a fifteen-mile dash to Allagash Falls. At the falls, the canoe is
taken out for a short carry and then it goes into the river below
the falls. It is now smooth going to St. Francis, the point of
confluence of the Allagash and St. John Rivers. St. Francis is the
actual terminus of the Allagash trip but it is generally continued
down the St. John River to Fort Kent. If the trip ends at St.
Francis, the Bangor & Aroostook train may be taken to Fort Kent
and thence to Bangor or to other points. There is also railroad
connection between Fort Kent and Van Buren and the trip is
interesting as it skirts the border line and follows closely the banks
of the St. John River.

Poling Sam Cole Pitch, Moose River

There are interesting to.wns on both sides of the river, inhabited
largely by French speakmg people who are descendants of the
early Acadian settlers. From Van Buren it is a pleasant trip of a
dozen miles to the Grand Falls of the St. John River, well named
"the Niagara of the East."
The custom, ~n. making ~ canoe t~ip down the Allagash, is to
take tent, prov1s10ns, cookmg utensils and other necessaries and
then go into camp ~herever night or the inclination to get ashore
overtakes the ~anoe1st. 'fhe.re are numerous good camping places
with clear sprmgs for d~mkmg water, and surroundings that are
alluring. There are var10us camps along the Allagash trip where
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provisions may be secured if the supply is running low and where,
if desired, meals and lodging may be had. These camps are:
JoE SM1TH's, the Half Way House, about ten miles from Northeast Carry.
ANSEL B. SMITH's, at the head of Chesuncook Lake.
THE LINCOLN PULPWOOD Co 's CAMP at the Chamberlain Farm on Chamberlain Lake.
W. H. CUNLIFFE & SoNs' CAMP on t:msaskis Lake.
J. T. M1cHAUD's FARM about two miles before reaching Allagash Falls.
THOMAS GARDNER's CAMP, at the junction of the Allagash and St. John
Rivers.

THE ALLAGASH LAKE TRIP
One of the pleasant "side" trips which may be taken in connection with the Allagash cruise, and one that well repays the extra
time expended, is that which takes the canoeist through Caucomgomoc and Allagash Lakes. At the head of Chesuncook Lake.

Square Tails and Toitue Caught In Hurd Pond -

Photo By C. F. Walker

instead of continuing up Umbazooksus stream, the canoe is
headed in a northwesterly course into Caucomgomoc Lake, thence
through the dead-water for four miles into Round Pond.
Between Round Pond and Allagash Lake there is a carry of
three miles. At the carry, Tom Henderson's teams will transport
the canoes overland. After the carry there is a paddle of four and
a half miles over Allagash Lake. From the lake there is a run of
seven miles by way of Allagash Stream to Chamberlain Lake.
The Allagash Lake trip is frequently taken for a short excursion
when, as shown by the accompanying table the route is reversed
from the course taken for the Allagash trip.

IN
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THE WEST BRANCH CANOE TRIP
Starting point, Northeast Carry, Moosehead Lake.
Terminus, Norcross, at the Coot of North Twin Lake.
Distance, 80 miles.
Time, from four to seven days.

T HERE are numerous reasons why the canoe trip down the
west branch of the Penobscot River is one of the most popular in the unparalleled program offered by the country through
which the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad passes. First of all is
the comparatively short time in which it can be made, a consideration forced upon many vacationists; then there is the strong attraction of some of the finest scenery of the Maine woods, the
good fishing waters en route or easily reached from the main course
and the pleasant camping places.
The start for the West Branch trip is made at Northeast Carry,
reached from Moosehead Lake. The canoe goes into the West

Puttln~

the Canoe Into Umsaskls Lake -

Photo by E. S. R. Clark

Branch waters at the carry and it is a picturesque course down the
West Branch for twenty miles to Chesuncook Lake. Midway on
the West Branch, between Northeast Carry and the entrance to
Chesuncook, is the Half Way House which is a favorite camping
place, particularly if the start is made from Northeast Carry in
the afternoon. When Chesuncook Lake is reached it is up to the
canoeist to decide whether the distance of eighteen miles down
the lake will be paddled or whether advantage will be taken of
the steamboat transportation. Chesuncook and Ripogenus Lake
are now one. At the big dam of the Great Northern Paper Co.,
at the foot of Ripogenus Lake, there is a carry and there are teams
to take the canoes and dunnage. At the end of the carry the
canoe is put into West Branch again at a point known as the Big
Eddy. Upper Umbajackamegus Falls are encountered shortly
and the canoe goes through this quick water, but the "lower" falls

,.
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make necessary a carry of half
a mile. There is now a succession of swift pitches, appropriately called the Horse
Race, and about two and a
half miles in extent.
Under favorable conditions
the canoes generally go through
the Horse Race with passengers aboard, but occasionally
the water is sufficiently turbulent to make the passengers
choose the path which runs
along the bank while the guide
negotiates the current. At the
end of the Horse Race the
canoe goes through Sourdnahunk dead-water to the dam
at the foot of Sourdnahunk
Stream, where there is a small
carry. Four miles down the
West Branch are Abo! Falls
which makes necessary another
short carry. After the canoe
goes into the water again, there
is a straight course down
At Devil's Elbow on The Aroostook River
the river to Pockwockamus
Photo by R. L. Mor~an
Falls.
At this point the canoe comes out for a carry to Pockwockamus
dead-water and then it is clear traveling to Debsconeag Falls,
where the West Branch takes a drop thirty or so feet and these
falls make necessary still another short carry. At Passamagomac
Falls there is the last carry of the trip and thPn there is a clear
stretch into Ambajejus Lake. At the head of Ambajejus, steamboats may be boarded for the trip down Ambajejus Lake to Pemadumcook Lake, thence to North Twin Lake to Norcross, the terminus of the West Branch canoe trip. At Norcross there is a
hotel where clothes may be changed and preparations made for
the trip city-wards by the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.
As has been said, the West Branch canoe trip is over a route
abounding in some of the finest scenery in Maine. There are
many opportunities for side-trips for fishing, hunting and camping
out along the West Branch cruise. Some of the neighboring
waters are Caribou, Cuxabexis, Caucomgomoc Lakes, the Hurd
Ponds, Rainbow Lake, First, Second and Third Debsconeag Lakes.
From Third Debsconeag Lake there is a passage to the head of
Pemadumcook and from Pemadumcook can be reached Jo Mary
Stream to Jo Mary Lake. The Jo Mary waters have long been

...
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renowned in hunting and fishing circles. Another favorite fishing
water is Millnocket Lake which may be reached from Ambajejus
Lake. Two streams which have a good name among fishermen
are Aboljackamegus and Aholjackamegassic Streams which flow
into the West Branch in the vicinity of Abol Falls.
From Abol there is a fine trail to Mt. Katahdin which is much
used by mountain-climbers; indeed, approaching Mt. Katahdin
by the way of the West Branch, whether the start is made at
Northeast Carry or at Ripogenus, reached by the "short-cut"
by way of Lily Bay and Kokad-jo, adds twofold to the delights of
a Katahdin trip.
Two popular short canoe trips from Northeast Carry are the

Newly Arrived Gulls, Photoll,raphed at Northeast Carry, Moosehead Lake by B. H. Danks

..

"

Photo

Pine Pond and Lobster Lake trips. The Pine Pond trip leads
down the West Branch from Northeast Carry for 17 miles, when
a turn to the east is made up Pine Stream for eight miles into
Pine Pond. This is a picturesque excursion and offers opportunity for good fishing. Lobster Lake is considered to be one of
the most beautiful in the Maine woods. It is easily reached from
Northeast Carry. Four miles down the West Branch from Northeast Carry brings the canoe to Lobster Stream and then it is four
miles up the stream, an uncommonly beautiful wood's waterway,
to Lobster Lake, one of the most charming of Maine woods basins.
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THE EAST BRANCH CANOE TRIP
Starting point, Northeast Carry, Moosehead Lake.
Terminus, Grindstone on the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.
Distance, 120 miles.
Time, from seven to ten days.

T HE East Branch trip is another cruise through Penobscot
River waters. It begins at Northeast Carry when the canoe
goes into the waters of the Penobscot's west branch. The course
is twenty miles down the West Branch to Chesuncook Lake.
Instead of turning south down Chesuncook, as in the case of the
West Branch trip, the canoe is headed north and leaves Chesuncook by Ambazooksus Stream for a run of nine miles to Umbazooksus Lake. From the lake the route leads to Mud Pond Carry
and thence into Mud Pond, which is the first dip into the waters
of the East Branch. It is three miles over Mud Pond to Chamlwr-

In Camp on Caucom11omoc Horse Race

lain Lake and a paddle of five miles over Chamberlain brings the
canoe to the thoroughfare leading to Telosmis.
After Telosmis is traversed, comes Telos Lake. Here, camp is
generally made because of the favorable surroundings and often
a side trip is taken into Sourdnahunk Lake. A canal connects
Telos with Webster Lake and if there is a good pitch of water this
will afford a passage to the canoe. From Webster Lake to Grand
Falls the water is sufficiently rough to make necessary taking out
the canoe for a mile overland by tote team. When the canoe is
into the water again there is good going to Second Lake, four miles
long, and for another four-mile stretch over Grand Lake.
From Grand Lake there is a five-mile run of rough water which
means vigorous paddling to Stairs Falls, but after the falls are
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passed, there is a smooth run
to Haskell Rock Pitch where
there is another carry. The
Grand Falls of the East Branch
are composed of the series of
pitches which are encountered
in the next four miles. Pond
Pitch comes first, then Grand
Pitch, the third is the Hulling
Machine Pitch and last is
Bowlin Falls. With favorable
conditions as to wind and
water, the canoe is navigable
through the swift water between the pitches, but each of
the pitches except Bowlin
means a carry. At certain
seasons, and under extraordinary conditions, it may be
necessary to carry around
Bowlin, but as a rule it can
be gone through without a
mishap.
After Bowlin is passed there
is a stretch of good canoeing
for a distance of fifteen miles,
which brings the canoe to the Looking Far Down Square Lake - Photo
· of th e w·1ssaby W. H. Ober
point of junction
taquoik and the East Branch. The Wissataquoik offers a pleasant
side trip up its sixteen miles of length, and the Sebois, which comes
into the East Branch just above the Wissataquoik's place of
confluence, flows through a renowned hunting country.
From the mouth of the Wissataquoik it is only a dozen miles to
Grindstone. In covering this stretch there are the Whetstone,
Burntland and Grindstone Falls to be encountered. Under favorable conditions the canoe can get through without a carry, but
unless the pitch of water is exceptional, it is more than likely that
Whetstone will be unnavigable even if the other two are.
The East Branch trip is particularly popular with fishermen as
the East Branch waters are famous for the prizes they yield.
THE ST. JOHN RIVER CANOE TRIP
By PROF. W. K. MooREHEAD, Andover, Mass.
Starting point, Northwest Carry.
Terminus, Grand Falls, N. B.
Distance, about !Z31 miles.
Time, three weeks to five weeks.

THIS trip can be shortened by stopping at Fort Kent, but we
advise all parties to go on to Grand Falls and see the gorge
and the Great Falls of the St. John. It is the longest really fine
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canoe trip in the United States. Not so famous as the Allagash,
because it is more difficult, but it is through a wilder country, and
there are but three or four bad rapids, and only one which may be
called dangerous for ordinary canoe men, but not so dangerous if
one is careful. At the Big Black Rapids one is usually able to
secure a French-Canadian to ride in the forward canoe to indicate
the proper channels.
I do not know that the distance has been measured, therefore
some of my estimates may not be correct. :From Northwest
Carry to the West Branch is two miles - good road. Proceed
up the West Branch to Pittston Farms (mostly dead-water) where
is the supply camp of the Great Northern Paper Company. Here

The Lean-to At Pleasant Lake, Near Libby's Camps -

Photo by R . L . Morl!an

the stream forks, and you proceed by the north branch of the
West Branch about twenty miles to Doyle Brook. There, canoes
can be poled part of the way, but must be dragged the rest of the
distance.
From Doyle Brook to the Bog Lake Dam is at least fifteen
and possibly twenty miles. This is called Abaconetic Bog. It is
five miles from this bog through a sluggish winding stream to the
head of the river where used to live two French-Canadians in a
small cabin. These men maintain the carry. Canoes have to be
dragged the last two miles. From this cabin to St. John Pond is
five or six miles over hills. From St. John Pond, it is twenty miles
to Baker Lake. The stream is small. It is necessary to drag the
canoes part of the way. At Baker Lake there is an old lumber
camp, but it is not in very good condition. After leaving Baker
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Lake'itis about
twenty miles
to Morrison
Depot Camp
where campers
can be put up
if desired.
Here the river
is a little larger
and swifter.
About ten
miles from
Morrison's
Camp the
southwest
branch of the
In Camp Near St. Croix Lake
St. John comes
in. This is a very good game country and there are also many trout.
There are no houses or buildings until one reaches Seven Islands.
It must be forty miles from the forks of the river to the mouth
of the Southwest Branch. The water is swift and can be run in a
<lay, but I advise spending three days as there is much to see.
Through this region one can find beaver dams by ascending side
streams.
From Seven Islands to the mouth of the Big Black River tht>
distance must be eighteen or twenty miles an<l there are bad rapids
above the mouth of the Big Black River. I advise stopping several
<lays at the mouth of the Big Black River as there one finds good
fishing and hunting. Here the river is larger and swift. From
the mouth of the Big Black River to the mouth of the Allagash,
must be nearly forty miles. There are two or three houses on a
high bank to the left, and I would advise that one of the FrenchCanadians who live there be secured to guide the party through
the channels. At certain stages of water different courses are
taken, hence you need some one who knows the channels. It
would be easy to upset canoes in these waters and therefore, if
canoeists are not experts, they must proceed with caution. The
old story of the "Charles River Canoeist," must be borne in mind
by new voyagers on the St. John.
:From the mouth of the Allagash on down to St. Francis (about
fifteen miles) there are houses here and there and accommodation
can be secured by those who do not care to set up tents. My advice to canoeists would be to go slowly through and not hurry, and
spend three weeks in journeying from Northwest Carry to St.
Francis, which must be, counting all the turns in the river, distant at least two hundred and twenty-five miles from the St.
John Pond. From St. Francis on to the Grand Falls, the river is
large and beautiful and there are houses and settlements along
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the banks. The distance to be traveled after reaching St. Francis
is optional. The canoeist can stop at towns or farms every few
miles or he can make longer runs and reach Grand Falls in a week.
Side trips up the Tobique, the St. Francis and the Big Black are
recommended. The upper river is more charming than the
lower. It is an absolute forest, free from the haunts and habitations of man - is that upper St. John.
CANOEING BY WAY OF KOKAD-JO

A NOTIIER new canoe route has been opened up by the com-

pletion of the splendid automobile highway from Lily Bay
on Moosehead Lake, past Kokad-jo and the Grant Farm, the
Great Northern Paper Company's important supply station, on
through the wilderness to the foot of Chesuncook Lake and to the
site of the big dam recently finished at the foot of Ripogenus Lake,

Libby's Half-Way Camp on The Aroostook River -

Photo by R. L. Mori.tan

making possible a new starting point for canoeing parties. There
are available public automobiles to convey parties, canoes and
supplies from Lily Bay to either Chesuncook or Ripogenus.
There is also the "jitney" service operated by the Great Northern
Paper Company which gives superior accommodations for reaching these points.
By consulting the map of the canoe routes it will be seen that it
is possible to save time and travel by putting the canoes into the
West Branch below Hipogenus Dam, but, of course, there is the
consequent loss of the trip from Northeast Carry down the West
Branch and through Chesuncook.
For parties making the Allagash trip, guides can be met at Lily
Bay and canoes and outfits can be transported by automobile to
Chesuncook Dam, at the foot of Chesuncook Lake, and the canoes
put into Chesuncook and headed northerly over the lake to
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Umbazooksus Stream and thence over the regular Allagash route.
If steamboat transportation over Chesuncook Lake is desired,
parties can arrange to have steamboat in waiting at Chesuncook
Dam.
Kokad-jo is an especially popular woods resort with the many
visitors who come there yearly. Fishing waters of unusual fame
are close by and this region has long been noted as a hunting
country. There are many attractions for those seeking "just a
vacation."
NORTH AROOSTOOK CANOE TRIPS
HE growing importance of the north Aroostook country with
sportsmen and women and men vacationists has brought
new fame to the canoe trip through the Fish River waters. It is
I hrough a section picturesque and primitive, and the bountiful

T

Pleasant Days at Pitman's Camps

supply of fish and game have helped to add to its popularity.
From Van Buren it is a twelve-mile drive to Long Lake, a magnificent sheet of water, and here the canoe is put into the water.
A paddle of eight miles brings you to the thoroughfare leading to
~:Iud J,ake, less than a mile away. From ::\fud Lake, two miles
long, there is a thoroughfare of a mile, ending at Cross Lake.
It is four miles over Cross Lake and there is another thoroughfare into Square Lake. Four miles on Square Lake and four
miles more in a thoroughfare and Eagle Lake is entered. One of
the advantages of this trip is that there are numerous camps and
farms where fresh provisions can be obtained and excellent fishing,
not only on the lakes but in the numerous brooks flowing from
various directions. Eagle Lake Station is six miles down the lake
but probably the canoeist will prefer to keep on rather than to
board the train there. Three miles over the lake and the canoe
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enters Fish River, which
gives a trip of eighteen
miles to Fort Kent. There
are only two short carries
in the entire trip down the
river. If you wish to tarry
still longer before leaving
Eagle Lake, there is a pleasant side trip into St. Froid
and Portage Lakes, both
widely known for their fine
fishing.
The excursion to these
two lakes can end at Portage if so desired, where
the train can be taken.
Canoeing in the water s
gives an opportunity for trying your luck at fishing in localities famous for fine catches.

A Self Explanatory Message from
the Woods

THE COST OF A CANOE
TRIP
"WHAT'S the cost of a
canoe trip?" is a question often-times asked. Like
most vacations the expenses
vary . Some people for instance, may require considerahly more in provisions than
others and, naturally, the
expense depends upon the length
of the trip. According to authorities on canoe-trip outfits, the
average expense for the Allagash
trip for one sportsman and a
guide for a two weeks' outing
is about $125.00. The West
llranch trip can be made for $75.
These figures include the pay

Some Fine Ones Caught at Orcutt's Camps,
Hilt Fish Lake- Photo by F.H. Jackson, M. l>
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for the guide, the expense of getting canoe and dunnage over the
carries, and provisions.
When plans are made for a canoe trip one thing is certain, and
that is the results in physical benefits alone will far outweigh the
cost of the excursion. There's nothing like a canoe trip to rejuvenate the city worker as hundreds of canoe devotees will gladly
testify.
The Vacation Bureau of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad will
be glad to answer questions regarding canoe trips, in fact, if
desired, all arrangements will be made in advance so that everything will be in readiness for the start from the Northeast Carry on
an appointed day.
A CANOEIST'S OWN STORY
By E. S.

JoNEB,

Boston.

JF I were asked to name the most enjoyable trip in the Maine

woods, I should be sadly puzzled for a reply - there are so
many interesting canoe trips that one can hardly be classed better

Comln!l Into The Salmon Pool at Inlet Campo

•

than another. Of course, the Allagash trip would appeal to
some on account of its length and the variety of its scenery; others
might prefer the east and west branches of the Penobscot, and
the West Branch trip offers such wonderful views of Mt. Katahdin. I should be inclined to recommend that the camps spread
out along this trip are some of the best in Maine, and if you were
fortunate enough to reach Katahdin View Camps at sunset, or
in cloudy weather when the mountain is covered with mist, and
rise the following morning and have the summit clear, the view
will make a profound impression on you and one you will hardly
forget. There is a fascination about these silent rivers that one
cannot describe; it must be felt. As you slip along with the swift
current each turn has its own particular view. The carries are
just enough and long enough to break the monotony and serve
as an excuse to get out and stretch your legs .
Then there is the Fish River Region in Northern Aroostook.
This is highly recommended for its variety of scenery over 60
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miles of water and with but two or three carries, and those not
more than one-eighth of a mile. It will take you through some of
the most famous fishing waters in the state. Starting at Portage
Lake you paddle through the St. Froid Lakes into Eagle Lake and
so on into the Fish River ending at Fort Kent. This latter part
of the journey is between high bluffs and there is just enough of
swift water to make it most enjoyable. At Eagle Lake you
may prolong your trip by crossing Eagle Lake through the thoroughfare to Square Lake and tarry with Fraser at his camps at the
"Inlet" and if you are here during the season he will take you where
the big fish arc. After you have tried all these trips let me suggest
one that I took last August to the headwaters of the Aroostook
River. You may make it two ways, going in at Patten or at Oxbow.
If the latter you will repeat your river trip going up against the current which takes two days and returning the same way in one day.
My trip began at Patten with an auto drive to Shinn Pond over
a fine road and transferring to a stage for the final ride of twelve
miles to Luther Hall's camps at Sebois Bridge. You will never
forget this last ride as long as you live, that is if you do ride. It
is far better to both walk and ride, but this is not a criticism on
the road. You are getting into the wilds and no matter how you
get there, just get in and away
from the towns and cities where
you may throw off all restraint
and anxiety, put on your old
clothes and rough it.
At Hall's camps you will find
one of the bcstappointedcamps
in this section, and it enjoys the
distinction of shippingoutsome
of the largest prizes of deer
in the state. With my guides
and two canoes I left Hall's and
started up the Sebois River.
The carril's were well arranged,
for at each there were canoes,
in fact these men have boats
distributed all through the
woods. Entering White Horse
Lake we crossed to the carry
and entered Snow Shoe Stream
and after a short trail came to
the lumber camp at Snow Shoe
Dam. Here we remained over
night and here we witnessed
one of the most impressive sunsets I have ever seen. On the
following morning we crossed
A Prize Like This Is No Burden
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Snow Shoe and carry into Sautelle
Brook where are located some of
Hall's outlying sporting camps.
The trip down the brook was
interesting for low water forced us
to wade some of the way. When we
could float, the journey was made
in complete silence and on this day
we came upon two deer and floated
near enough to enable us to photograph them. After lunch at Sautelle
Pond we left the canoes and started
on the trail through the forest.
This was the hardest carry and
the longest, but the trail finally
brings you to one of the loveliest
lakes in the state and to a most
hospitable camp. On the west side
is Billy Soule's; and directly opposite one of Will Libby's camps.
We remained on Millimegassett for
several days and here I released
my guides, taking new ones for the This Big One was caught at Capen'•
remainder of the trip.
Moosehead Lake
A very interesting side trip can be made by going down Millimegassett Stream to the junction with the Millnocket and up the
latter to Millnocket Lake, the headwaters of the Aroostook
River. You will have all the thrills you care for, a swift current
and in one place some white water around which your guide will
probably request you to walk.
Then we came to the dam and put into the lake. Will Libby
has his home camp on an island about two miles above the dam,
and here you will find a hearty welcome with plenty to eat and a
good bed.
The trip down the Aroostook River will live in your memory
forever. This great stream flowing on through the forest, in
some places not more than one hundred feet wide, a current that
will almost take you along without use of the paddle, places
where it is necessary to pole, and the never-to-be-forgotten
"Devils' Elbow" where the river makes a complete turn and flows
backward in very swift water, the deer that you will see along
the bank, for on this trip we counted twelve - all of this makes
this trip one of the finest in all the state.
And then after this magnificent sail of almost forty miles you
land at Oxbow where Will Libby will meet you, take you to his
house where you may luxuriate in a hot bath and a change of
clothes, and go on out to civilization.

Taking It Easy at Camp Scott, Moose River

popul:_irity of
numerous
for girls and
T HE
in the Mame woods is not surpnsmg, for the same attract10ns
th~

~~hool~camps

l~oys

that make the woods the ideal vacation land in the minds of many
enthusiasts play an important part in the season's programs in these
schools. To be sure a certain amount of attention is paid to
lessons from books - and where can "plugging" he done under
pleasanter surroundings - but it's the other side of the curriculum
that makes the summer school in the woods a favorite. Canoeing, swimming, tramping, camping, fishing and mountain-climbing, here is a list that will strike joy in the heart of every out-doorloving girl or boy.
It is unnecessary to
enlarge upon the benefits
to health after a summer
in the woods. It is
obvious that no better
preparation can be provided for the school or
college year than the
active and vigorous program of the summer
school-camps. Not only
is the knowledge of
A Sextet for Supper - Photo by C. M. Abbott
woodscraft of value in
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itself, but with expertness in handling a canoe, for instance, comes
new self reliance and resourcefulness that will give manifestation
many times. Youth is the time for the acquirement of lessons in
all the practical things taught in the school-camps and the kn0wlcdge gained will be of inestimable worth throughout a lifetime.
Some of the earliest schools in the Maine woods were located on
Mooschcad Lake which continues to be a popular location. Now,
however, the school-camps are scattered far and wide, and their
popularity with students and parents is constantly on the increase.
The schools for boys and girls arc not the only "seats of learning"
in the woods. There are camps for engineering classes in Maine
during the summer, and for several seasons there has been a summer
school for forestry under the direction of Prof .•John M. Briscoe of
the University of Maine. The advantages of these schools for
future foresters and engineers are apparent. An enthusiastic
devotee of the Maine woods is the distinguished archeologist,
Prof. Warren K. Moorehead of Andover, who has made many
explorations in Maine for relics of the aboriginal settlers. A couple
of summers ago, Professor Moorehead, accompanied by a party
of students, made a trip of exploration down the St.•John River.
It is no uncommon thing to sec frequent canoe parties of college
students with tutors, and school girls with teachers and guides
embark for cruises down the Allagash or Penobscot waters.

.
This Deer Is Fascinated by the Spotlljlht But Is Ready for a Quick Getaway
Photo by Mrs. II. A. Colby, Plainfield, N. J.
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In Their Prize, Shot Near Inlet Camp• -

Photo by II. C. Bailey

Huntmg m the~aine

--W-oods
THE Bangor and Aroostook Railroad, by reason of its service to
the Maine woods and to the great Restigouche country,
across from the Maine border, in Canada, is the most important
of all the country's systems in the eyes of the hunters. Rightly
is this territory, extending through the northern portion of Maine
and into N cw Brunswick, recognized as the finest hunting region
on the continent. The Maine deer have long been famous for
their size and while there is at present a close time on moose in
Maine, the Restigouche country holds out allurements of moose
and caribou. Indeed, between Maine and New Brunswick there
is opportunity for big game shooting with rewards of moose, caribou, deer, bear, while the gunner can find unequaled chance for
partridge, duck and other winged game. The accessibility of the
game centers reached by the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad is an
important feature which is fully appreciated by the hundreds of
sportsmen who make regular annual visits. Greenville, Katahdin
Iron Works, Norcross, Patten, Ashland and Portage are only a
few of the points long popular with sportsmen, and now the comparatively newer centers, more recently opened by the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad, are coming into prominence. This is especially true of the stations along the Fort~ent ~ivision of ~he rail~oad,
in the great area watered by the Fish River and its cham of
lakes.
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With the connection now
maintained between the
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad
and the International Railway
in New Brunswick, it is possible for sportsmen in Philadelphia, New York and Boston
to make a comfortable journey
to Restigouche points instead
of the long and tedious roundabout trip that was necessary
before the Bangor & Aroostook
Railroad's service to the Restigouche was established. There
is no gainsaying the fact that
the Restigouche region provides the best moose hunting
to be had to-day. Leaving on
a night train from New York
or Boston, the sportsman who
"Cy" Lane, Gulde and Hunter
Photo by A. Anne Webber

travels by the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad, reaches practi<"ally all points in the Maine
woods, before noon the next
day. In the case of going to
the Restigouche, the sportsman
arrives at Van Buren in time
for mid-day dinner. The remainder of the day and night
will be enjoyed at the Hotel
Hammond, an exceptional hotel
for a town of Van Buren's size,
and a start may be made for
the Restigouche or other points
in New Brunswick in go o <l
season the following morning
by the International Railway.
Maine deer have always been
<·elebrated because of their size
and Maine deer heads are the
finest of trophies.
Next to
deer, come the big black bears
which are multiplying rapidly
since the removal of the bounty.

The Maine Woods Hold Allurements
for the Bird Hunter
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They frequently exceed five hundred pounds in weight and notwithstanding their apparent clumsiness, they are crafty and quick
to elude pursuers, so that to bring one down indicates skill as a
woodsman. Foxes, red, gray and black, are frequently shot, and
bobcat and lynx are not uncommon. Along the shores of streams,
mink, otter and fisher are frequently found. The bird hunter will
find partridges in great plentitude. Other feathered game include
woodcock, snipe, black ducks, mallards, shell drakes and wild geese.
In the summer vacation season, deer are commonly seen in
streams and coves, some canoeists having counted them by dozens
during extended cruises. With the departure of summer and the
approach of cooler weather, the deer take to traveling. Before
long the leaves begin to fall, the autumnal dryness prevails and
the woods become more or less "noisy." The deer, alert for every
sound, takes flight at the rustling of twigs or perhaps the crack of
the dry leaves and is off in a twinkling. Later, the October rains
wet the leaves and underbrush and conditions are materially
<"hanged and the coming of the early snow means even greater
advantage for the huntsman. Then it is easier to know the presence of game and to follow their tracks. Some bucks weigh
as high as three hundred pounds.
Game shipment figures from various stations on the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad show that the territory for which the places
are gateways have game in abundance. As a matter of fairness
it should be understood that some stations are shipping points
for a wide range of game land, while others send down deer and
moose shot in the immediate vicinity. For instance, Norcross
receives and ships game for the entire lower Penobscot \Vest Branch
country and Greenville for points in all directions, covering an
area of two thousand square miles. The game from the East
Branch country comes out at Grindstone. while Stacyville is the
shipping point for the region around Katahdin and from the East
Branch territory; and so it is with other stations. Indeed, there
are comparatively few stations that have not a game shipment
record each season.

...

One Day's Catch at Fraser's Inlet Camps

T·I rrs ('hapter is not intended for the old-timer. It is to be a
few suggestions for those coming to the woods for their first
trip. It is well to remember that one vacation, particularly if
takPn with a good guide or seasoned sportsman, will be more valuable for general information and for a more intimate knowledge
of woods lore, than the reading of twenty books. :First, for the
newcomer to the woods, is a word regarding clothes to he worn on
a woods trip. Don't adopt the fancy costumes seen in pictures
and advertisements. For men, a heavy woolen suit, flannel shirts
and undl:'rwcar appropriate to the season make a serviceable outfit.
Nowadays women enjoy "roughing it" and each year sees more
of them coming to the Maine woods. A sensible costume is a
flannel shirtwaist with pockets, a soft felt hat, a corduroy or
broadcloth skirt, also with a pocket or two. The best footwear
for women are strong soled boots or moccasins with tops reaching
about six inches above the ankles, sufficient to protect the ankles
and keep the feet dry and still not impede walking.
For a summer vacation in the woods, a bathing suit, in case
you wish to take a plunge in the vicinity of a camp, and a couple
of hath towels should he included in your kit. The outfit should
have a fairly large jack-knife with single-edged blade, and a small
hatchet, suitable for wearing in your belt, is useful espeC'ially for
cutting boughs for a bed or building a temporary shelter. Other
handy artidcs include a drinking cup, a waterproof match safe
and a pocket map of the country to which you arc going. In the
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summer season, it is well to take along a lotion for guarding against
black flies and mosquitoes which are found in some localities during
the early summer.
You may choose to have a split bamboo, bethabara, greenhart
or lancewood rod. A satisfactory rod, particularly if you are
going to "rough it," is a nine-foot steel rod. For trolling, a No.
5, braided silk line, ~00 yards or so, is as good as any, and have a
multiplying reel to hold it. Fifty yards of good oiled silk line,
on a small reel should be taken for fly fishing for use in streams.
The leader for fly fishing should be six feet of salmon gut for
loops, and for bait fishing, a plain snelled hook or gut hook is satisfactory. Hooks in sizes six to twelve are to be preferred. ·when
it comes to flies, it means to specify some that have been used with
the most success and these include, Jock Scott, Silver Doctor,

This Deer Was Shot on The Shore of Square Lake -

r•

Photo by H. C. Bailey

Pharmachenee Belle, Brown Hackle, Montreal and Red Ibis.
If you have had any experience you must know that trout, at
limes will take anything you offer and then, again, they will refuse
to rise at all. If the fish won't rise although you know they are
all around you, let your fly sink three or four feet. Still better,
put a grasshopper on you~ hook or a worm, o.r even. a piece of fat
pork. Oftentimes, you will find that they will begm to get busy
after enticement of this sort. It is unnecessary to explain the
need of keeping quiet over or ~ear a trout pool. Anc~~r on the
side away from the fish when usmg the fly, but such str1kmg when
bait fishing, may lose your fish. For trout, or togue, a minnow
and a large hook, snelled with a heavy gimp should be used. The
old red and silver spoon with three hooks still works as well as
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anything for pickerel, while
for black bass, often good
fighters, and white perch, use
your trout tackle. Always fish
down stream when the water
is swift, but it is best to fish
pools from below. Don't make
too long casts; don't jerk the
fish but tire him out; don't be
a hog; never catch so many
fish so that some will be
wasted. Put hack all you get
that don't reach from the butt
of your rod to the top of your
reel seat.
The equipment for a hunting
trip in the woods, just as in
the case of fishing tackle, depends upon the sportsman. If
you haven't convictions regarding guns and rifles look
over the handsome catalogues
of the different gunmakers,
several of whom are advertisers in this hook, and you
will glean a lot of information.
Two Youthful An~lers at Square Lake
The 30-50 and 38-35 seem to
Photo by W. II. Ober
have as many users as any
others, while for birds, a 12-gauge shotgun is recommended.
In regard to the cost of a woods vacation. Of course, expenses
vary with the individual. The Vacation Bureau of the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad can furnish pretty close estimates as to expenses for all localities and will be glad to do so. The rates, per
day, at camps and woods resorts vary from $2.00 to $4.00, with
special prices for parties and prolonged stays. The fee for guides
varies from $3.50 to $4.50. In some instances camps are located
on waters rather remote from railroad stations in which case there
is a charge for motorboat, canoe, wagon, automobile or saddlehorse.
A few terse suggestions:
Familiarize yourself with the fish and game laws .
Take along a map of the section to which you are going .
lie careful in building fires. Don't leave your fire unl!'ss you are sure it is
extinguished.
Don't throw away <'igarcttes, cigars or matches until you know they are
dead. Forest fires endanger life and propt>rly.
Don't shoot at anything until you arc sur!' whnt it is. Shooting at a "movement" in the undC'rbrush may result in killing a human hcing.
Il<'membcr to unload your gun or riffe before entering your camp anJ don't
carry a shell in the chamber when you arc in a canoe or other conveyance.
Don't kill gam!' for the sakl' of killing and don't catch more fish tlrnn you
really want.
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Here's An Aroostook Potato Farm Which Had the Champion Yield for 1916. It Is Owned by Ben H. Ward and Produced
4ti ~ Bushels to the Acre - Photo Copyrl~hted by Coe-Mortimer Co .
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The Prizes of Successful Hunters at I nlet Camps- Photo by H. C. Bailey
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The(~!vl~tvelou~ ~' ?l:ory of Aroostook's
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'Agricultural Wealth- -

·

A ROOSTOOK has many possessions that have brought it

•

celebrity, its fishing waters, its game expanses, its waterpowers and other natural resources that point to a big industrial
future - all these have played an important part in keeping
Aroostook at the front. But important as these are, not one surpasses the prosaic potato as a fame getter. The potato has put
Aroostook on the world map, indeed, it is no exaggeration to say
thatAroostook, to-day, is one of the great potato-producing sections
of the nation. What the potato has done for Aroostook and the
farmers who have devoted themselves to its cultivation makes a
story more engrossing than fiction. There are dozens of individual
cases of men accruing wealth from the smallest beginnings after
several successful crops and many of the thriving towns - towns
with the aspect and hustle of cities - owe their existence to the
Aroostook potato. New potato-growing sections are being
opened up each year and the agricultural expansion of Aroostook
is one of the most hopeful indications of the long desired rejuvenation of the ea t.
The Bangor & Aroostook Railroad has special facilities for furnishing information regarding Aroo~took 's resources and possibilities along the line of potato growmg and general farming and
inquiries addressed to the office ?f Mr. George M. Houghton,
Bangor, will receive prompt at~en.t10n.
The Aroostook potato varieties possess characteristics that
make them first quality for either table or seed purposes. For
domestic consumption hundreds of carloads are shipped to Boston,
New York and other metropolitan markets each season and other
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trainloads are sold for seed purposes. The uncommon adaptability of the Aroostook potato is well illustrated by the fact that in
Virginia, where the principal object is to obtain an early crop, the
Aroostook tuber matures from a week to a fortnight earlier than
other varieties. This adaptability makes the Aroostook potato a
favorite for seed and each year witnesses a greater demand from
growers all over the country.
It is hardly necessary to say that the Aroostook farmer is a
practical business man. He recognizes the importance of modern
methods and of scientific advance. He is always on the lookout
for improvements. No small part of the agricultural success
of Aroostook has been due to the continued co-operation of the
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad which has at all times been eager
and ready to help the farmer in every way possible.
Aroostook has attracted newcomers from all points drawn by
opportunities fully equal to those of the much exploited western
sections. An advantage not possessed by these far-away localities
is the proximity to the markets for handling shipments; to colleges
and universities for the education of children, and to the cities
for occasional trips. Aroostook has grown marvellously during
the past ten years and there is every indication that there will be
a greater expansion the next decade.
The immense yield of the Aroostook potato farms is best shown
by the figures covering a period of years. The following tahle
shows the crop in bushels for a number of seasons.
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
l89!J
1900
J!JOl
1902
J!JO:I
1904
1905

1,496,929
1,586,267
2,371,487
1,271,175
2,567,808
2,894,672
3,043,879
4,471,189
3,112,460
5,341,795
6,684,071
7,725,372

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
191S
1914
1915
1916
1917

12,329,001
6,006,845
11,796,506
9,362,842
11,587,632
13,088,998
12,045,135
17,688,000
14,920,069
12,899,249
16,500,000
9,074,776

The phenomenal potato product in Aroostook has caused this
crop to overshadow all other agricultural activities. However
it should not be overlooked that Aroostook also produces large
<"rops of hay and grain. The country is particularly well adapted
to this purpose; for wheat growing it is unexcelled, the average
yield per acre, under ordinary conditions of soil and cultivation,
being about 35 bushels to the acre. The high percentage of
nutritious elements and the freedom from weeds make the hay
crop large and of supreme quality. Because of the wide expanse
of smooth fields the work of harvesting is done at a minimum cost
which makes hay a highly profitable crop. The abundance of
hay and grain will eventually make Aroostook an important
stock raising section, although at the present time this branch of
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husbandry has been rather neglected because of the paramount
interest in potatoes.
The expansion of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and the
rapidity in the development of the potato industry has brought
about a wide demand for Aroostook farms. There are many
localities which are still comparatively unopened and each year
sees an increasing influx to this section. For a well-cleared
farm under good cultivation, the cost is about $100 per acre.
There is, of course, no fixed price and oftentimes a highly desirable
piece of property may be had at a bargain price.
The standard size of the Aroostook farm is the regulation 160
acres. At the present time this is considered a large farm. Near
any of the business centers of the country, in a locality easily
accessible to a railroad shipping point, under good cultivation and
with ample buildings, such a farm will range in value from $10,000
to $20,000, according to the percentage of good potato raising land
it contains. The buildings on an Aroostook farm must comprise
among other things ample barn room for the storage of hay and
grain, a good frost-proof potato storehouse capable of holding from
2000 to 3000 barrels. The equipment must include all appliances
for planting, cultivating and harvesting the potato and other
crops, such as seeders, planters, diggers, sprayers, mowing and
reaping machinery, etc. Usually from four to six heavy draft
horses are required, and the investment outside of the land runs
from $2,000 to $3,000 and many times, much more.

:Oevelopment
TIIE very things that have made the country traYer ed by the
Bangor & Aroo took Railroad the great vacation center of
the nation are the reasons for the rapidly developing industrial
(•xpansion. The waterways, famous for fishing and canoeing, are
eontributing power, and the great forest areas are turning out
lumber for gigantic sawmills and pulp and paper plants of unusual capacity and all is being done along approved lines of
modern conservation methods. The Bangor & Aroostook R ailroad is taking an important part in this new phase of progress and
the future, from the industrial as well as other viewpoints, looks
exceedingly bright for this important area of Maine.
Considering its expansive timberlands, well nigh exhaustless
under to-day's ideas of conservation, and the proximity to other
far reaching forest areas in Canada, it is not surprising that big
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She Cau~ht Him In Square Lake at Fraser's Camps

plant!:! arc popping up in various loealities along the line of the
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad. Millino('kel, still known as "the
magic city" because of its springing up in the wilderness, is still a
source of pride as a great pulp and paper town, but now \'an Buren
is coming into the limelight with the big establishment of the
Aroostook Pulp & Paper Co. The pulp mill for this company is
completed and work is now under way on the paper mill. Since
the opening of the connecting read by the international bridge
over the St. .John Hiver, whi('h makes a link between the Bangor &
Aroostook Railroad and the Canadian Government Railways
on the New Brunswick side, Van Buren is becoming an important
center for the vast lumbering operations on the St. .John Hiver
waters. This important traffic connection is of apparent advantage to industrial establishments as it supplements the hitherto
excellent transportation faeilities and means the opening up of the
Maine and New Brunswick timber centers to a deep-water port
through the direct route from Van Buren to the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad's ocean terminal on Penobscot Bay. The great mill
of the St. .John Lumber Company is probably the largest of its
kind in New England and there arc also at Van Buren the mill
recently erected by Allen E. Hammond and the plant of the
Van Buren Lumber Company, two box mills and a hardwood
mill.
On the Fort Kent Division of the Bangor & Aroostook Hailroad
are the lumber manufacturing plants of the Ashland Manufacturing
Company, the Eagle Like Manufacturing Company, the Portage
Lumber Company and the Port Kent Mill Company; and at
Sto('kholm, St. I?rancis, Davidson, Milo, Guilford, Sangerville,
Houlton, Caribou and Presque Isle arc other industries.
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This Is a· Picture of the Comfortable Camp of CharlesM. Schwab, the Steel Magnate,
on Umculcus Deadwater, In from Oxbow. Mr. Schwab Is One of Many of the
Distinguished Devotee" of the Maine Woods.

Want TnfOrmahon ?-'Write the
.Bangor & 'Aroostook Vacation ,Bure

D

THE Bangor & Aroostook Railroad maintains at the office of
George M. Houghton, Passenger Traffic l\lanager, Bangor, a
completely equipped Vacation Bureau where may be obtained
information regarding canoe trips, fishing and hunting localities,
vacation attractions, in fact, all matters pertaining to the country
which the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad traverses. If you are
planning a woods vacation and are in doubt as to where to spend
it, write the Vacation Bureau, telling what you want to do, whether
it is canoeing, fishing, hunting or simply "loafing" and the authoritative information will be forthcoming.
Although intended primarily to assist vacation seekers, the
Vacation Bureau is actually a general information center on all
matters pertaining to the Bangor & Aroostook country. It will
give attention to questions relating to farming possibilities and will
see that all inquiries reach the proper source for information.
In the case of persons coming from comparatively distant points,
there is the question of making connections, preferred routes and
other particulars and on all these questions the Vacation Bureau
will give service that will result in easy traveling without vexatious
delays. Particularly for the person making his or her first woods
trip does the \'acation Bureau fill an important place .

•

Here's a Fine

Strin~ Cau~ht

by T. F. Phair of Presque Isle at Square Lake.

'Where to ~uy YOur
HUnter's License
AROOSTOOK COUNTY
Ashland, F. G. W EBSTER
Ashland, JI. B. BARTLETT & Co.
Oxbow, LIBBY BRos.
Oxbow, Bir.LY SouLE
Island Falls, GEO. H. DONHAM
Monticello, C. W. HAMILTON
Portage, H. E. COFFIN
Eagle Lake, CAPT. CooPER
Smyrna Mills, PERI.EY TARBELL
Howe Brook, C. A. Wmn:
Square Lake, J. P . YERXA
Guerette, F. W. AUSTIN
Harvey, A. M. FRASIER
Houlton, E. E. CHURCHILL
Masardii., E. J. MATHEWS
Oakfield, A. Q. HOLDEN
Stockholm, S. WESSELL
PENOBSCOT COUNTY
Stacyville, 0. Ross BROWN
Patten, E. F. FowLER
Patten, H. I'. GARDNER
Millinol'ket, W . H ERm;RT ST..Jons
Bangor, A. H. BENNER
Bangor, H . A. CHAPMAN

Norcross, ALBERT FOWLER
Millinocket, 0. II. MePHETERB
Old Town, W. C. M UTTY
Grindstone, J. L. ROBBINS
Patten, F. R. BAILEY
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY
Kineo, KrnEo HousE
Moosehead, A. J. WILSON
Kokad-jo, W. I. HAMILTON
Kokad-jo, F. N. WEBSTER
Northeast Carry, T . B. SNow
Greenville, T. E. Woon
Greenville, II. A. SANDERS, JR.
Greenville, H owARD Woon
Greenville J ct., A. A. CARTER
Onawa, E . F. D REW
Katahdin Iron Works, L . P . MooRE
Sebec Lakl', B. M. PACKARD
Guilford, R.F.D. No. 8, WM. L
EARLEY
Brownville, C. E. HERRICK
Schoodie, G. W. NICKERSON
Katahdin Iron Works, GEo. A.
HABKIRK
Monson, R. M. H ESCOCK

NON-RESIDENTS
BAKEH, MURRAY & IMnm;E, INC., 15- 17 Warren St., New York City.
IvEn JoHNSON SPORTING Goons Co., 155 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
KmKwooo B11os., I Nc., ~3 Elm St., Boston, Mass.
WM. HEAD & SoNs, 36.J. Washington St., Boston, M ass.
Bou SMITH, 75 Fl'dcral St., Boston, M ass.

Protected from The Hunter but a Good Subject for a Shot by The Camera.

Fish and Game Laws in'Maine

p oR hunter or sportsman, or for that matter for all persons com-

ing into the woods, familiarity with the fish and game regulations is a most important part of the equipment. Herewith is
printed some of the most important of the laws for Maine and New
Brunswick. It is unnecessary to urge upon all planning a woods
vacation to become conversant with the laws in a general way at
lcasl.
SCMMARY OF GENERAL GAME LAWS OF MAINE
(For full text of the laws, penalties, etc., consult revised edition or the Inland
Fish and Game Laws, which may be obtained of the Commissioners or Inland
Fisheries and Game, Augusta, Maine.)
Moose and Caribou, protected.
Deer, open season in Aroostook, Penobscot, Washington, Hancock, Piscataquis,
Somerset, Franklin and Oxford Counties, October 1 to December 15, both days
inclusive; limit in these counties, two deer to a person in one season.
One person can kill only two deer in All this state in one season.
Beaver, no open season except when declared by Commissioners, upon complaint
or timberland owners or actual damage done to their property.
:\fuskrat, open season, October 15 to April 30, inclusive.
Raccoons, open season, October 15 to April 30, inclusive.
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Bears, Bobcats, LoupCt'rvier, Canada Lynx or Weasels, no closed season. Open
season on all other fur bearing animals October 15 to the last day of February,
hoth days inclusive.
Bobcats, Canada Lynx and Loupcervier, $4.00 bounty on each of these animals
killed in Maine.
Rears, $5.00 bounty on each of these animals killed in Maine.
Digging out of Fox dens, prohibited.
Rabbits, open season, October, November, December, January, February and
March.
Gray Squirrels, open season, October. Perpetual Closed Season, however, in all
public and private parks and within the limits of the compact or built-up portion
of any city or village.
All Sunday Hunting Prohibited. Sunday is closed season on all wild birds and
wild animals. Penalty, for unprotected birds and animals, not less than $10.00
nor more than $40.00 and costs for each offense; for protected birds and animals,
the same penalty as for hunting during the closed season.
All night hunting prohibited. It is closed season on wild birds from sunset to
sunrise of the following morning' and on wild animals from one hour after sunset
until one hour before sunrise of the following morning.
The penalty for hunting unprotected birds and animals at night is not less than
$10.00 nor more than $50.00. Penalty for hunting protected birds and animals
at night is the same as during other closed season.
It is unlawful to hunt with or from an automobile, or by aid or use of any light
or lights carried thereon or attached thereto. It is also unlawful to have in possession any jacklight or light fitted for use in hunting game in the night time.
Partridge and Woodcock, open season October 1 to November SO, inclusive.
Ducks, Brant and Geese, Coots, Gallinules and Jacksnipe or Wilson Snipe,
open season September 16 to December 81, inclusive.
Black Breasted and Golden Plover, Greater and Lesser Yellowlegs, open season,
August 16 to November 30, inclusive.
Rails (except coots and gallinules) open season September 1 to November 30,
inclusive.
Perpetual Closed Season on Eagles, Hungarian Partridge, Capercailzie,
Black Game, all species of Pheasant (except Ruffed Grouse or Partridge), Curlew,
Wood Duck, Swans, and all shore birds (except Illack-breasted and Golden Plover,
Wilson or Jacksnipe, Woodcock and Greater and Lesser Yellowlegs) and all other
wild birds (EXCEPT crows, hawks, owls, English Sparrows, mudhens, king-fishers
loons and blue herons) which may be killed at any time.
Daily Limit on Game Birds. No person can kill, have in possession or transport
in any one day more than five partridge, ten woodcock, ten duck, ten snipe and
five plover. Game birds cannot be sold or purchased at any time.
Fee for a non-resident to fish in this state $2.15. Fee for non-resident to
hunt in this state $15.00.
PROVINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK
SUMMARY

OF GAME

LAWS IN

FORCE

1917

No person shall hunt, take, kill, wound or destroy any game or game birds
within this Province, except during the OPEN SEASON for such game and game
birds, nor unless he has first obtained a license so to do under the penalties prescribed
by THE GAME ACT, 1909," and amending Acts.
OPEN SEASON FOR GAME

Moose, Caribou and Deer: Open Season, September 15 to November SO.
Cow Moose and Cow Caribou of any age, and Calf Moose or Calf Caribou under
the age of threl" (3) years, shooting of prohibited at all seasons.
No person shall kill or take more than one Bull Moose, one Bull Caribou and
two deer during any one open season .
Moose, Caribou and Deer-Trapping of, or snaring or hunting with dogs, or in
the night time, i.e., between one hour after sunset, and one hour before sunrise, is
prohibited.
Non-resident hunters prohibited from hunting unless accompa.nied by a IiceMed
guide. Non-resident license fee $50.00 for hunting big game; $5.00 for 61hing.
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SHIPMENT OF BIG GAME
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Season of 1917

STATIONS
SHIPPED FROM

.,

.,.,"'

"'

0

I*

;g0

0

floulh La~rnnp:e .. .
Blanrhard ...... .
Hhirlcy . .... .
(:r1•rnvillr . ... .
Brownville .. .
I ran \\ orka ..
West S..boois
Norcross ....

Millinocket . .
Grindstone ..
StacyvillA .. .
Sherman .. .
Patten .... .
Island Falls
o..kfield ..
Howe Brook
Griswold ..
Masardis
A•hland .
Portage . . ... .
Winterville .
Stockholm ... .
Siding•.
. .. .
Other Stations.

.J

0:

<
i:i:i

"'

I

.,.,

0:

~

0

c

;g

0

*

-- ---

~g

.1.3.98[" 1::::

268
10

l
lg
13

DECEMBER

NOVEMBER

OCTOBER

I

3~ : .

2

0:

.,.,

i:i:i

0

.,<

2
1

23

52
I

12
42
5

I
2

5

16
9

~~ !.

~ 1·· · ·
7 ''.
15

~

81
9 :.
22
22
197
17
33
70
~

2

M
~

u

38
2
78
449
-9-1325
Total..
--Total Shipped 1895. ·1 669 1-53 1.
501
..
.. 1896. ' 1029 79 .
718
1023
.. 1897 . . 1246 55 .
1347
.. 1898 . . 1348 71 '
.. 1899 . . 1433 80 .
1960
.. 1900. . 1298 1 83 '
1516
1905
.. 1901 . ' 1331 99 .
.. 1902. ' 1469 68 '
2192
1350 79
1758
1903 .
.. 1904.
1088 62
1813
1538 81 15 2187
.. 1905.'
838 65
9 1678
1906.
.. 1907.
678 56 14 1559
6 1992
" 1908 . ' 1111 44
683 43 13 1652
1909 .
1225 56
2 2216
" HllO . .
622 38 12 1572
1911 .
543 15 18 1689
1912
.. 1913 .
376
5 1452
.. 1914
364
10 1614
530
•
23 1358
1915.
380
•
3 1614
1916

1-.-

2

27
8

TOTAL

.,

0:

"'

0
0

~

.,"'<

i:i:i

c
0

0

i:i:i

~i

12
153
3

559
14

3

39

4
11
13
5
180
1
8
20
IB

14
25
36
39
419
23
46
106
U

I~

3
1
2

6~

M
~

1
1

3

m
53
I~
24
~

4
86
2
-.-11----:r;s-.-l-2-

1·...

0:

*
*
------------

19
W
l

21
19 .. '.
37
77
63
63
97
110
106
101
87 J.';
90
3
92 17
48
5
62 17
68
2
35 10
25 13
26
4
25 27
•
13
•
1

..., .."
;g .,

.,.,

202

8

2552 -.- 22
1

·---·

411 38- 498 35
671 47
682 54
363 23
565 64
646 64
834 66
678 47
657 59
909 39
8
861 43
5
916 107 I 28
412 17 1 • • • .
931 70 14
1165 1 89
9
831 115 20
861 57 35
805 32
l
569 29
8
708
•
5
702
•
1

I

1581
2245
2940
3377
3756
3379
3882
4495
3786
3558
4634
3377
3153
3515
3266
4606
3025
3093
2633
2547
2!>91i
2696

112 ..
133
139 .
202
1661
210
259
224
232
222
207 38
198 17
255 59
119 11
175 44
193 13
188. 42
9i 66
58 10
54 , 45
•
41
•
5

Th~ l(ame shown as shipped in December includes that killed in open season, and shipped
by special permit after the season closed, or left with a taxidermist to be mounted.
The above statement, compiled from records kept by station agents, comprises only game
•hippt·d by visiting sportsmen from points on the line of this Company, and does not include
1 hat killed by native hunters, nor the larp:e quantity consumed in camps.
*f'lo9"d time on Moose until November 1, 1919.

Cast Stone Product!,
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Bangor Cast Stone Products Co.
Bangor, Maine

First National Bank Building

AROOSTOOK PULP AND PAPER CO., VAN BUREN, ME. Chief Engineer, C. A. Ring
29 CARLOADS OF GRANITE FACED CAST STONE USED THROUGHOUT

Cast Stone Unit as manufactured by us is suitable for
T HEall Concrete
types of building. Our material has, during this last year, been
used on Churches, Schools, Residences, Garages, Stores and Potato
Warehouses.
The reasons for its universal use are many. The low
cost of Insurance on account of its Firepro<Jf qualities.
Its low <'Ost of <'onstruction over that of brick. Being
absolutely Waterproof, Fireproof and Weatherproof,
it is unexeellcd for the building of Potato Warehouses.

It is PERMANENT, ARTISTIC and BEYOND CRITICISM
Plans made for
prospecti1'e builders

USE

Our Construction organization is al
your ser1'ice on our
cost-plus fixed-sum basis

THE BEST IS NOT TOO GOOD

OurF~~~dng:~c~:t~nite

CAST STONE

See us for prices on CRUSHED, WASHED and SCREENED GRAVEL

BANGOR CAST STONE PRODUCTS COMPANY
BANGOR, MAINE

Rail and Water Connections
Telephone Connection

Please Mention ll. & A. Guide in Writinii Advertioera.

.

Hotel -
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S upplies

THE NORCROSS HOUSE and TRANSPORTATION CO.
Sportsmen going Into the woods from Norcross will find comfortable accommodations here . The
house is lighted by gas and electric lights, heated by steam, and has hot and cold water in every r oom,
also rooms with private bath. A chance to get a g0od night's rest after traveling all day on the train.
Parties taking the sleeper from Boston, arriving at Norcross early the next morning. will have an
opportunity to get a warm breakfast, and a chance to change to their woods clothes, if they wish, before
beginning their trip to camp.
In connection with the hotel we have a supply store where camping parties may purchase everYthing necessary for a campin!{ trip. We also would be glad to engage guides, and plan tenting trips for
s portsmen who have never visited this section before, as we are in touch with all the well-known guides
In this section of the country. Our steamers make regular trips across t he lakes every day after the
arrival of the 10 a. m. train from Bangor. Arrangements may be made for a special boat to go earlier
if desired, leavin!{ Norcross not later than 7 a. m. Fare on the regular boat is $1.00 each. Charges for
a special boat will cost $5.00 In addition to the regular fare of $1.00 for each person .
For further Information write
NORCROSS TRANSPORTATION CO.
ALBERT F. FOWLER, M a nager
NORCROSS, MAINE
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IN MILLINOCKET
Maine 's M allie C ity gives s p e cial a tte nti o n t o servin g
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APPARATUS f

FOR CAMPS. HOTELS, INSTITUTIONS. ETC.

) Morandi-Proctor Co.

/

86 Washington St., Boston j
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MILLINOCKET FOUNDRY COMPANY
ALL KI N DS OF

IRON AND BRONZE CASTINGS
T elephon e Connection s

MILLINOCKET, MAINE

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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J SEBEC RIVER FARM, MILO, MAINE
I
SUFFOLK PUNCH DRAFT HORSES

~

I

i

REG I.STEREO

l

/

IMPORTED FROM ENGLAND

/

i
i
{

Stud Colts and Mares for Sale for Breeding Purposes
There is no better horse for the woods or farm work than SUFFOLKS.
are docile, and rapid walkers.

They

l
l
l

~·-·-·-··-··-·-··--·-·--·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·--·-··-.. ---·~

MOUNTAIN VIEW CAMPS
TH EY are on Long Pond, West College
Township; rcachc>d via Brownville Juneti on and Onawa.
It's where you can daily get your limit on the
fly <luring June and July and all you want
later in the season, plug fishing.
Hunters always get their deer. No one grn•s
home 0 without" them. It's Guarant<~ed.
Just write for booklet and rcference8.
Rates $2.50 per day

FRANK H. MITCHELL

ONAWA, MAINE

HUNTING, CAMPING and FISHING in Northern Maine
String of camps covering large territory. Write for booklet with map which tells
the "hole story and gives list of references

CHARLES E. McDONALD, P. O. Address Sherman, Maine, Bowlan Camps

PEERLESS BELTING,VALV~S
PACKING. HOSE

'

AND MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS

GIVE SATISFACTORY SERVICE
THEY ARE PEERLESS IN QUALITY AS
WELL AS IN NAME
SEND FOR CATALOGUES

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO.
31 WARREN ST.

-

NEW YORK

BRANCHES: { BOSTON .. CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA· MINNll!APOLIS

Pl•a•e Mention B. &: A Guid• in Writin~ Adv•rti"6r•

..
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;~ El ectr1c
. Current f or Power and L"1ghting
·

ll

(

Locate your factory at MILO, MAINE

(

~

FACTORY SITES, CHEAP POWER AND LOW RATES

~

With the development of our water privilege at the outlet of
Sebec Lake, we shall have an additional supply of several
thousand horse power to that already generated at Milo.

i.·,'

I'

i."

l

l

MILO ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER COMPANY
~-··-··-·.......... .......
..
................. ~

- --- - ·-·-··----------·-------·---..-.··

THE ANTLERS CAMPS.._.,_,_,_.._..._..._.,__,._...
~

OFFER OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL WOODS DELIGHTS

t

These famous camps are located on Jo Mary Lake and are in the heart of a section renownPd for fishing and hunting. Outlying camps on Henderson Pond give access to one of the
bc'st known trout waters in the Maine woods.

lj

1
l:

l

l
f

We Cater t o Dis crimina ting Gues t s and all the details of camp furnishings. our table and our general equipment are in krening with a resort of the
first class. .For n vacation there is no more delightful p lace than

~
(

~

j
j

i

THE ANTLERS CAMPS

i

Our illustrated booklet will interest you.

LEON E. POTTER

::

::

Jo Mary Lake, Norcross, Maine

l

"·-··-··-··-··-··-··-·,-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-·--..·---·,-·-.--.-·~·-·-·

The most discriminating gun users in America shoot guns m~de by

PARKER BROS.

"MASTER CUN MAKERS''
Meriden, Conn., U. S. A.

All gau ge s fro m 10 to 28
S~LESROOMS,

32 WARREN ST., NEW YORK
Resident Agent A. W. duBray, P. 0. Box 102, San Francisco, Cal.

\1---------·----,-·-··. . . .---·---·. . . . . . . . .

-.....u~

~

ERIE CAR WORKS

ll

ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA

1

BUILDERS OF FREIGHT CARS

IJ

For"in"s for Railway Cars, Bolts and Heavy Upset Rods

i

.
i

lI
II
:

l

"'

6

;

CARS REPAIRED

~--·~---

...

SECOND HAND CARS

j
•

-------------·--·~--"1.-
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To HARRINGTON

llUIUllllOGCINGRO!i O&
..... ·- SPOTTE D TRAIL$

-

Sniuuo

MAP OF

--

KIDNEY P OND&. V10 1NITV.

Loc•tlo"' 4,.e compa 1'

,... .,.,.,.,,." - -

btor1n9,_No GJIOW4"C t

l~ !~er~:ra~?s0!:s~rp!~~nO~~ M~~'!1o~~ ~,,
I

~

W

~

I
~

Handy to 23 ponds- all famous for fishing- close by
Mt. Katahdin which can be climbed by our own trail, in
a section renowned for big game and trout fishing. Table
Fare of First Quality-vegetables from our own garden,
fresh butter, milk and eggs-in fact everything is of the
high class order that you'd expect at this justly
celebrated woods resort.

Ii
I II
I
ii
I

--------------------~~~------~

Ii NO RESORT IN THE MAINE WOODS OFFERS GREATER ATTRACTIONS
Ma n y Ideal Sid e Trips for Wh ich we
F urnish Ca n oes a nd Experien ced G uides

J

Our new booklet tells more about our ramps and this choice country
\\'rite for it. Telephone in rampH
P . 0 . Address

HUNT
Hampden, Maine
April I to Novemht'r 1

..,.________

& BRADEEN

l
---

Millinocket, Maine
November I to Apr il I

--- --------

Please Jllention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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EARLEY
SEBEC LAKE
MAKES a specialty of entertaining
families. Individual camps with
fire-places and running water. Special
rates for parties. The table is supplied
fr?'". o'!r o~ farm. The best Spring
Ftsh1ng in Mame. Salmon Pool directly
in front of the hotel. Good Salmon and
Bass fishing throughout the summer.
Tennis Court and Croquet Grounds.
Write for our booklet

W. L. EARLEY
R. F. D. 3, GUILFORD, MAINE

OAK POINT CAMPS
ON PORTAGE LAKE
3 miles from Portage Station, steamer
meets all parties at Main Landing, 5 minutes walk from station. Excellent Trout
and Salmon Fishing; also good Hunting.
First-class Table and Comfortable Beds;
plenty of Milk, Cream and Fresh Eggs;
Vegetables from our own Garden. Location
especially desirable for summer vacationists.

Motor boats, row boats and canoes
Send for booklet

MISS C. J. ORCUTT
PORTAGE

MAINE

SUPPLIES FOR

SPORTSMEN
AND CAMPS

GROCERIES, CIGARS AND TOILET ARTICLES
Special attention given to packing to avoid damage while being transported over "tote roads," and where goods are to be carried in canoes
they can be packed in boxes of convenient size for easy handling.
SE ND FOR PR IC E

S. S. PIERCE CO., Importers

LIST

& Grocers BOSTON , MASS.

HILDRETH VARNISH

co.

RAILWAY VARNISHES
ENAMELS & SURFACERS
The rr..ost brilliant and d u rable Varnishes made

"

90 WEST STREET

..

....

NEW YORK CITY

Please M ention B. &: A. Guide in Writing Adverti8Cre
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KAT AHDIN VIEW CAMPS -·-..-·1
On the West Branch of the Penobscot
I
Easily rcach"d from Norcross-12 miles hy steamer, 8 miles by canoe. Ex·
l

it-·-..- .. -·
{

{

I
l
t

j

l

<'<'llcnt fishing in pond or stream accessible from home camp. Good
canoeing, woods <ramps a nrl mountain climbing for t hose who do not care to
fish. Splcndicl game country. Comfortable log cabins, good table. F resh
vegeta bles, milk, eggs and berries in season.
Telephone service.
Write for booklet t o
F. M. PITMAN, Norcross, Maine

~--·-··-··-·-·-··-··-·--._·-·-·-·-·--··-··-_.._

____

t

J

1
~

- ·- ·---.--...----------·-·-··-rf

't'-·......· - - -·- · -..

i

l
\
[

W. C. SPAULDING

;

t

~ Hardware and Building Material ~
t
t

i

~

DISTRIBUTOR OF

t

"ATLAS" PORTLAND CEMENT

(

CARIBOU

MAINE

;

~

~---·-·-·-.-..·-··-··-·-··--··----·-·---·-,·---·&.\;
- - -- - - -- - -- -- - - - ·- - - - -·

11tt~·-..-----·---··--·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·-·---·-1

;

il

l

~

l

JOHN WATSON AND COMPANY
Wholesale and Retail

Hardware and Farm Machinery
HOULTON, MAINE

t

t
l
i.

!
I

I·-·--·-·--·------·-··---·------··---=----------------------------4.
P ieue 1\fen u on B & A. U u 1<t•
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FORKS OF MACHIAS CAMPS
Finest Hunting in Maine, Shooting, Deer, Bear, Partridge and Ducks
Brook Trout
Fishing unexcelled

Long Distance Telephone
Connection
BOOKLET ON REQUEST

HENRY RAFFORD, Proprietor
ASHLAND, MAINE

..

..

AROOSTOOK COUNTY

l--·--..·-·----··-··---.-..·--·-·-·--·.._..-.
..._-.._. ._,. "-' __ .___~.
1

~ SUMMIT LUMBER COMPANY

i

'~

;

l

Manufacturers of

/

(
1

HARDWOOD CLOTHES PINS AND

/
•

.i
;1

SPLIT LAST BLOCKS

;

The Largest Breeders of

l

HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN CATTLE

~

tl

1
:

(

in Eastern Maine

1

~

~

:

/

Office

Mills and Farms

'

J

DAVIDSON, MAINE

DAVIDSON, MAINE

{

.

..-..·-·-..-·-.A·---------·&\t
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Unsurpassed Ht1r.ting, Fishing, Canoeing and Bathing. Comfortable Cabins
and well conducted. Separate Cabins
for all parties

I.
I

Good Comfortable Beds and best of
table fare. Special accommodations for
ladies. Guides and canoes furnished.

ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
RUEL E. HOLDEN, Proprietor,
P. 0 . Jackman, Maine
We are 38 miles above the famous Mt. Kin ~o House. Fishing in this wilderness is
unsurpassed. 11 trout ponds and 75 miles of fishing along the Moose River. We are
reached by Canadian Pacific Ry. Write for free circular.

't°'·-··-··-..·-··-·~··-··----·-··-. .--·-·~

l

Murray Brothers 'I
COMPANY

WHOLE S ALE

t
t

(

l

GROCERS fi
'1

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
ANO

I~t/.;

Railroad Construction Wor-k our Specialty

l

I

~ Bangor

~ • ...._. , _ , , _ , , _•• _

::

::

Maine ~

•• ""~~~··.._...,~.-··-··-··......, ..........1""'4 ......... ~, ~ ~ ............................... ....._.~
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Ghairback Mountain Gamps
: \ Camp without "frills," yet a Camp without a superior for a thoroughly good time.
Waters of easy access from this Ca.mp : Long
Pond, East and West Chairback Ponds, Wilder Pond, Trout Pond, Hedgehog Pond and
Brown Pond.

Terms: $2.50 per day; $14 per week.
Special Rates for Families
and Parties
SEND STAMP FOR CIRCULAR

CHAS.

J. HENDERSON

Katahclin Iron Works,

-

Maine

+·-··-··-··-··-..- ··---·--- . ·--- ...- . . ---··-··-·-·-·---··-··-··-··+
j CHARLES W. LEATHERBEE

JOHN T. MAHONEY

I LEA THERBEE COMPANY
ALL KINDS

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE

II

PACIFIC COAST LUMBER
General Offices, Boston, Mass.

+-·--

Wholesale Only

i
i
I

!
i
i
i
ij

'- --------------·-··-·----· +

+·-··-·-··- ..- - · - - · - -..--·-·-·-·-·-.._ ..____,..___...

!
I
i
I
I
I

Pittsburgh Spring & Steel Company

I

MAKERS OF

I

5PRI NGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

I
+--·

PITTSBURGH,

PA .

---··-·--·-----·-.---..------·-·-+

+-..- - - - - - - - - · - · · - - -..- · - -..- ·-..--·--··- ·-··-t
I

Ii
i

Bancroft & Martin Rolling Mills Co.

Manufacturers of Merchant Bar Iron and Steel also
Steel for Reinforcing Concrete Construction
= = = SPECIALTIES===

I
I

I
f

LOOM CRANK IRON, SCREW IRON
Prompt Deliveries

Mills and Main Office, Portland, Maine
Boston Office, 722 Oliver Bldg.

+.. -·-------------···-··----- - · - - - - Please Me ntion B . & A. Guide io Writin1< Ad,·crtisers

·+
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A FAMOUS NORTHERN MAINE RESORT

THE COOPER CAMPS
••
••
and CABINS
••
••
Open Fires, Gas Lights, Modern Conveniences,
Daily Mails, an ideal resort for Ladies, Families,
Vacationist, Fishermen, Hunters. Six miles
from R.R. by motor boat
..
..
••

prsH RIVER LAKE region is famous for its wonderful forests, beautiful lakes, and winding vista
thoroughfares (green to the waters edge), big trout and
Maine's largest land-locked salmon. Hunting grounds
as good as New Brunswick and separated only by a
boundary lin':l; freedom from flies and hay fever; cool
nights, dry and invigorating atmosphere, and the scenic
view from our camps is wonderful. W atcrs and forests
blend, ridges upon ridges loom up until finally capped
by Three Brooks Mountains far away in the distance.
Our camps and location is conceded to be the finest in
the state and appeal to the discriminating. A variety
of entertainment is offered including Motor Boating
on beautiful lakes and thoroughfares; Charming Canoe
trips in non-sinkable sponsor canoes: Fishing, Hunting,
Bathing, Hiking, Tennis, Dancing, etc.
We are always open

You are always welcome

Illustrated booklet rates an<l reservations upon application to

CAPT. COOPER,

Eagle Lake, Northern Maine

Private Camps clc8igncd, <•on:;lructc<l and lca:;rd
Pl,·a~P "f\.f~ntion

H. & A. Gu id,, in \Vriting Adverti~<·rs
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A High-class Inn, on the west shore of .Moosehead Lake, within IYz miles
of the Bangor and Aroostook and Canadian Pacific stations at Greenville
Junction, Maine.
Equipped with modern furnishings throughout; steam heat; hardwood
floors; baths; pure spring water pipt>d into house and used exclusiwly.
Accessible by automobiles over a good road. Garage.
ft ,. our intentitm io promd< a little better entertainment than one would expect to find

Adjacent to the Inn is a ten-room, fully furnished Log Bungalow, containing spacious
living room;
stone
eight bedrooms
sleeping
porch; hardwood
floors
andfire-place;
bath; especially
desirable and
for
families or parties ; also Individual Camps with private bathroom.

1 ~"~IN~.:.:.~";:. Do;: :;;;~Ti:= ~:.!'~::,~:.";;;~
-= ===

Our own Garden, Hennery and Dairy furnish our table with the best of
Vegetables, Eggs, Milk and Cream.

-_
;=_
====
_

::.:
_
:
=
~

g=
_-=
=
_

-===I

~

IA~~;r·~~· ~:~::. ;:~~0 •o;re::;:J;:,~,:;.lne ;
Terms: $~.00 per day.

"

~

!!!

Special rates for a sojourn.

Booklet upon request.

=

§

-
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The Bangor House
Bangor, Maine
For half a century has lwPn the
favorite hotel with the traveling
public. It rnak<"s a specia lty of
meeting the requirt·mcnts of the
diseriminating p<'ople who <"ome
lo Maine for

Vacations in tbe Maine Woods
Antomohile pa rli<•s will find the
bt•st f'quippe<l garage east of Boston in connection with the Ba ngor
House.

H. C. CHAPMAN HOTEL CO.
BANGOR, MAINE
~'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>
~
't>

~

t

t
t

t

Wessell Camps t

t
tt

on MADAWASKA LAKES
Cffers good sport for F ishermen
a nd Hunters
$2.00 per day.

S. WESSELL, Prop. and Guide 't>
,. P.O. Address, STOCKHOLM, MAINE 't>

t

t

T ELE PH ONE CONNEC TI ON

't>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>'t>

BUCK HORN CAMPS
Enjoy Your Vacation at Jo Mary Lakes
EBBY of acceae from Norcrosa statJon anrl you can
get rest and recreation here. Cabins Lullt rus tic in a
large Pine Forest on shore or lake, furnlehed with
?i~~sg~n8dnga8t~~tngMb:g;· de~~k~1tgr~r~a~g~cttr~~~1 ~r~P=~
addP.d attraction. S pecial rates to summer parties.
Telephone connection . H a.y-ft>ver unknown In this
region. Writ e for d ea:crlpth•e circulars.
The Best Fly Fishing tn Maine during entlreeerumn.
BERT HAYNES & SON, P . 0 . Norc r ou, Main e

----

~ ·-· ·-··-··-··-··-··-··--·-·-·-·..--.·-·-·---..-·-··-··-··-··--·-··-·-·~
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BOSTON

I

~

PURE CREAM CARAMELS

~

i

l

'(;he ideal confection
for your trip

1{ich in f ood lJalue delicious to the taste

~

S easonable - always ;
reasonable

l

~ ·-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-.·-··-·-··-··-·-·-·-----·-·--·-··--·-··-··----

't'·-··-··-·-·-·-··-·-·----··-··- ·-·-·-·--··---·-·-··--··--rf
1 HERALD PRINTING COMPANY~
RAILROAD and GENERAL PRINTERS ~

114 EAST MAIN STREET

-

MOUNT JOY, PENNSYLVANIA

Y

l

OU can buy your printing here just as easily as in your own city{
get the same or better work and bank a difference amounting
to at least 10% of your printing bills. Let us quote you prices, without oblig atin g you in any way.
{

1

!

.

..--··---·---·-·---------
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Canada's Greatest Game Section Is
Reached From Van Buren
This Terminus of the B. & A.
Railroad is the Gateway to the
Famous Restigouche Fishing and
Hunting Country. To the Restigouche via Van Buren means
Shortening the Journey from
Boston by 200 miles

Van Buren's justly Famous Hostelry, HOTEL HAMMOND is one
of the best hotels in Maine. Its
Appointment and Cuisine would
do justice to a Metropolis. There
are Hunting and Fishing chances
near Van Buren and only 12 miles
away are the Grand Falls of the
St. John

"Vacationists Enjoy Visiting Van Buren''
For Booklet Address

HOTEL HAMMOND
Van Buren, Maine

George B. McDougal, Manager

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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Hotel -

CAPEN S - MOOSEHEAD LAKE

~xcc l lc n t

This ls a Mod ern Hos telry on Ma ine 's Mos t Beautiful La k e
Table-Private Camps for Parties-Fine Hunting, Fishing, Canoeing, Boating and TennisDaily mail and long distance telephone.
R a tes lj;l. 50 to $3.50 pe r day, $14 to $21 per week. Write for our booklet

CAPE N'S, MOOSE HEAD LAKE, MAINE

THE WEBSTER CAMPS ON BIG LYFORD POND

M~~~~~~:~ ~~~el

You will find Excellent Fly Fishing for Trout all the season, and good hunting region for Deer,
Bear and Partridge. Cosy, separate cabins for each party. Fresh Eggs, Butter, Milk, Cream and
V<•gctablos from our own garden. For rates 1md further particulars write for booklet.
Address FRED N. WEBSTER , KOKAD-JO, MAINE
- - - - - - - - DO NOT RISK INFECTION - - - - - - - By using the Common Cloth Towels and Drinking Glasses that have been used before you. We have
an extensive line of PAPER DRINKING CUPS, Waterproof, Flat and Round for Single Service.
PAPER TOW ELS in Sheets and Rolls for Office and Home.
Call or send for samples and prices
<"~
67 KiBn 0iis8tTon
Everything for the Promotion
0 NStree t
U
of Sanitary Conditions

FORSYTH CO.

STONE

SPORTSMEN
Here you will find everything in the
line of Clothing,, Mackinaw Frocks,
Sweaters.Shoes, Rubber Goods, Moccasins,
etc. Nice Fishing Tackle, Rifles, Shot
Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition. A fine line
of Moccasin Slippers for ladies' wear .
Daily Papers, Books and Magazines.
Call and see us.

MOOSEHEAD CLOTHING CO.
MILLARD METCALF, M gr.
Greenville Jct., Me.
Opp. B. & A. R.R. Station
Moo sehea d Lake
30 years experience in supplying
the needs of sportsmen
1
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GRIFFIN WHEEL COMPANY
6,000,000 Griffin Wheels Now In Service
Standing Rim to Rim Would Encircle The State of Maine 4 Times
Used by Principal Railroads of the United States
since 1842
HA VE NEVER COST A HUMAN LIFE
Chilled Iron Wheels of every Design for Railroad and Industrial Use
Total Output 7,000 Wheels per day
Plants and Offices at Boston, Chicago, Detroit, St. Paul, Kansas City,
Denver, Tacoma, Los Angeles

i
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CAMP FAIRVIEW
On Lower Shinn Pond, twelve miles from Patten. Int he heart of the Maine
Woods, hut easily reached by Auto to the lower end of lake, thence by motorboat three miles to camp. Log cahins are comfortably furnished and heated
by open fires for the romfort of our guests. All cabins have covered
porches and overlook the lake with Mt. ChaRe in the distance. Our outlying camps at Jerry Pond are famous for deer, bear and partridge
hunting. Our tahle is furnished with fresh vegetables from our own garden,
also plenty .of fresh milk and eggs. Purest of Spring Water.

The Fishing
In Lower Shinn, Davis and
Jerry Ponds with Fly or Troll
is unexcelled a nd good all
summer either for Trout or
Salmon.

We Furnish Guides, Boats
and Canoes

Rates: $2.50 per day;
$14.00 up per week
Write for Further
In for m ation to

The Hunting
Whether for Deer, Bear or
Dirds in Camp Fairview locality cannot be beaten. The
outlying camps arc always
popular.

Edwin F. Fowler,
West Upton, Mass.
Be fore May 1st.
A fte r that d ate to
Camp Fairview, Patten , Maine

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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Camps

60,000 ACRES
Game Preserve in the Maine Forest s fo r

Fishing, Hunting, Recreation

T

WO distinct sets of furnished camps on Machias and Musquacook Lakes. Twenty
outlyi~g cabins on eight additional lakes, a!so various cabins in the backwoods used
exclusively for hunting parties. These cabms are situated on lakes and streams offering an abundance of trout, togue, whitefish and salmon. Deer, bear and partridge are
plentiful. The camps are easily reached from Ashland by either buckboard or canoe.
Cabins are modern, well-kept and comfortable. Excellent meals. Table is furnished
with fresh eggs, milk and vegetables from our own farm and is under the personal supervision of Mrs. McNally. Send for our booklet and further information.

McNALLY BROTHERS, Ashland, Maine

Plcaso M ention n. & A. Guido in Writing Advertisers
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Arrangements for week-end automobile parties made by
telephone or telegraph.
RATES FOR CABINS
$17.50 per week, or
16.00 by the month
RATES FOR TENTS
$14.00 per week

Let us send you our
booklet or refer
you to our
patrons

ADDRESS

Cami,' Wal.'iti Jlssociation, Patten, m~.
BEFORE MAY I , NORWALK . CONN.

Please

~lention

B. & A. Guide in \\Triting AdvertiB('rs
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Supplies

~ Bitta~£~!!~~ork~.~~PS
Elevation 1250 ft.

--

Excellent Fly Fishing

Situated at head of lake, commanding beautiful view. One
of the Best Fishing, Hunting
and Recreation R esorts in Maine.
first -class in every detail. Separate Cabins for all Parlies.
JJ ~1'itf'

fm· '1ooklel anrl oth1 r i11fo1·1

thf'n <·(1111t1
disappoint yon.

?11alion.
1

and

11'('

u'o11 1l

LYN MOORE
Katahdin Iron Works, Maine

----------

LITTLE LYFORD POND CAMPS

FISHING AND HUNTING

Op1>ort uni ties of t h e first class. CANOEING ANO MOUNTAIN CLIMBING for the
vacation seeker. CAMP EQUIPMENT ANO TABLE have made us famous
Our illustrated booklet tells the story
E. A. SHER BUR NE, Little Lyford P ond Camps, Katahdin Iron Works, Me.

= D A I SEY'S

FAM O US

CAM P

PHOEN I X =

Unexcelled in all the Maine Woods. The celebrated Sourdnahunk Country cannot be beaten
for fishing and hunting. Good fly fishing throughout the summer. The ideal location for an ideal
woods vacation. Of course our camps, our service and our table are of the b est.
Send for our illustrated booklet.
CHARLES DAISEY, Norcross, M c;inc.

MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS

REVERE RUBBER CO.

60 High St. - Boston, Mass.

Brown & White Company
Established 1834

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER IN

Fine Carria ges and Sleigh s, Far m Implem en ts and Gard en Tools
Harness, Horse and Stable Furnishings, Leather Goods, Trunks and Bags
Hammocks, Cutlery, Domestic and lmporlcd Baskets, Indian Moccasins

Bicycles, Athletic Supplies, Toy Wagons and Tricycles

FISHING TACKLE

GUNS AND AMMUNIT ION

186 EXCHANGE STREET,

BANGOR, MAINE

Magnolia Metal wears longer, runs cooler, requires less
lubrication than any other babbitt metal. Try it on your Automobiles, Motor Boats and other machinery bearings.

MAGNOLIA METAL CO.
11 3-11 5 B a nk St r eet
Please M<•ntion B & A CuidP \\h(·n

N ew York
,\ n:-;w<•rin~ Ad,·Prti!-f'r~
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Sometimes Called Lake Hotel and Cottages

~
§

~

I
-

I
I

On
Sebec
Lake

g
~

I

~~

I

I

I

I

A FISHING PLACE FOR REAL SPORTSMEN

~

i

I
I
i

I
=

~

I

i~
i

~ 16 Cabins and Cottagcs, 12 with Bath-

~=-~

I

rooms. Hot and Cold Spring Water.
C>otral o;o;og Room. Op..n foC'.

; Salmon Fishing

!

I

i!!i

On Sebec Lake in May, June and
September is positively good and
~
the Fly Fishing for Black Bass is
g
claimed by many to equal Maine's most Famous Bass Lakes. There are a num- !"591
- her of nearby Ponds and Streams where the Trout Fishing is always good. :

Ir

I
a

.

E

I

DEER HUNTING

~nd Bird Shooting as good asdthHe be~t.

A1nhumbeGr o~dOuthlyingkHunting Camps ~
m picked out places for Goo
untmg.
ave U1 est at now the woods. =
A booklet on Fishing or a booklet on Hunting sent on request. Address
§

I

B. M. PACKARD, Sebec Lake, Maine
_ Telegraph Address Foxcroft, Maine

In Piscataqu is County

Q 11UlllMlltlCJNUlllltlllDIHUUtntlOHfHltRllOlllllUlllHOn1111nnnDUflUlmlllllllUJlllllUflllDlftlltmmalllmltlmllllnDm1Un1111a1111111t1111011111WtU1Dm...a.MUllUll
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Supplies

THE PLYMOUTH
FORT FAIRFIELD, MAINE
Built and operated by
FORT FAIRFIELD HOTEL CO.

STEAM Heated R ooms,
equipped with baths, running water and long distance
telephones.
The beds are as good as money
can buy.
Elevator service.
AMERICAN PLAN

HARRY S. DEAN, Manager

AUTO TO W£SUITU CAMPS

Our year-round camps, beautifully situated on Great
Pond, are unexcelled for fishing, hunting or for "just
DAILY SERVICE FROM BANGOR a vacation." Fine trout, togue. salmon, pickerel and
brook trout fishing and the finest hunting for sportsmen who want deer, bears or bird shooting. Camps have OPEN FIRES and PIAZZAS. Our own
garden furnishes our table.

GUY P. PATTERSON,

Northern Hancock County

Great Pond, Maine

COME- To Camp Iversen

where the pure lake breezes from pretty Portage
blow new vigor into tired men and women.
Salmon and trout fishing in Portage Lake and Fish River, and deer and partridge hunting offer unlimited pleasure to the sportsman. Canoe trips noted for scenic beauty. Write for further information to

Portage, Me.

OSCAR IVERSEN

THE NEW DILLON HOUSE, Milo, Me.
Modern in every particular. Hot and cold water, baths, etc. Parties desiring a quiet place within
easy access of good fishing and hunting will find this hotel to .their liking. Teams meet all trains.
Stable in connection. Good beds; excellent table service. Rates, $2.50 to $3.00.

W. E. DILLON, Prop., Milo, Me.

BEAL & HARDISON
Wholesale Dealers in

Fruit and Produce
Canned Goods, Dried Fruit, Etc.
Special Attention Given to
Hote ls a nd Sporting Camps
llANGOR

NO Sporting Camp or Hotel is complete without a full line of the

Jones Celebrated A. J . S. Brand
Seafood Products
Flnnan Iladdie in glass jars, all cooked ready
to eat; boneless codfis h , etc. Write for
descriptive price lists. Packed by

ALFRED JONES' SONS
MAINE

BANGOR

MAINE

PENOBSCOT EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
MARGARET PENNEY, Manager
156 Main Street
Bangor, Maine

Reliable Male and Female help

Hotels a Specialty

l'l<•usc l\lcnlion B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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There's no better Fish and Game Section in
Maine than the Patten Country
AND T H AT'S THE LOCATION OF

Hall's Sellois Bridge Camps
I ndividual Camps for families and parties.
Open fires in every camp.

There's Great Fishing

And the Hunting

here-Spring and Beaver Ponds, Cut
Lake Grand Lake, and Hay, Lane,
Ba<'h: Weeks and Sawtelle Brooks
offer supreme sport for the anglers
who are looking for good strings.

in this section is what would be
expected by sportsmen going to
camps that have long been famous
for the fine trophies they send
out.

Fly Fishing and Bird Shooting
WRI TE US- We'll Make Plans for Your Vacation in the Woods
The Mounta in Air a nd o ur Cele bra t ed Spring
Wa t er is mos t invigorat in g
We know the ropes from A to Z as many satisfied customers will attest. Let
us know when you're coming and how long you'll stay and we'll offer a program for your entertainment that you can't resist. Of course our table and
general arrangements of our establishment are of the first class.
SEBOIS BRIDGE CAMPS ARE 17 M ILES I N
FROM PATTEN STATION ON T HE B. & A.
Automobile can be used for the first 10 miles. Ask us to meet you
with team at the end of the auto road. Long distanre telephone.

..

OUR LEAFLET GIVES DETAILS

LUTHER HALL
- -- - - .l'leaae
- - Mention
--------B. ck A. Guide iii

PATTEN, MAINE
Writing Advertisel'll
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NORTHEAST CARRY MOOSEHEAD LAKE
IS A

RESORT OF NATIONAL FAME
FOR CANOEISTS
):\ orlheast Carry is the starting point
~
for the famous Allagash and West
Branch canoe trips.
We make all
arrangements for these trips. Write us
and we'll have guides, canoes, camping
outfit and provisions ready for the day
you designate.

FOR THE SPORTSMEN
j \ortheast Carry is in the center of one
of the biggest fish and game sections
of the Maine woods. Besides Moosehea<l
Lake, nearby are Lobster Lake, Russell
Stream and numerous other fishing waters.
If you want good deer hunting, come to
Northeast Carry.

Seboomook Lodge, five miles up the picturesque West Branch by canoe or motorboat, is an attractive
spot for private parties. Comfortable sleeping camps and a kitchen camp ready to use.

FOR THE VACATIONIST
and women seeking a delightful resort for their vacation can find no more
attractive spot than Northeast Carry. Exceptionally good table, separate
cabins, a central assembly cabin and up-to-date service are some of the attractions
offered in addition to the natural charms of the Northeast Carry country.
Our booklet gives f ult i nformation
~en

THE WINNEGARNOCK, Northeast Carry, Maine
T . B. S:\"O\Y, Manager
OUTLET HOUSE AN U

l:AMl'S

Moosehead,Maine, 11 miles from Greenville by C. P. R'y or by steamer

Here's Fishing, Hooting and Health in Plenty!

A . J. WILSO N, Proprietor, Moosehead, Maine

Best fishing in Moosehead Lake- earliest
and latest-is had here; bijf game is also
abundant. The house ts newly fur·
nished; has hot and cold water and
baths. The grounds are attractively
graded, with plots for croquet, and
several attractive woods roads are laid
out. No guide needed at our house1
although we furnish guides, boats ano
canoes when desired. Rates $2.00 and
$2.50 per day. On notification by mail
or wire, we will meet parties at Greenville Jct.• with our own private launch.
Write for descriptive booklet.

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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ORCUTT'S CAMPS
ARE FAMOUS
They a r e Situated on Bl~ Fish Lake, reached from Portage
Station and are in the heart of a section renowned for :fish and
game. Comfortable Camps and Careful Guides. My booklet
gives particulars, and references from visiting sportsmen con·
firm my statements.
For L ate Still Huntinit, I use my camps on Greenlow Stream.
They are thirteen miles from Ashland and are reached by team.
The Greenlow country is mountainous. covered by hardwood
growth, which is open and easy to travel in, and offers excellent Deer, Bear and Partridge Hunting.

LEON A. ORCUTT

Ashla nd, Me.

HOTEL CYR, ST. LEONARDS, N. B.
~HIS hotel is equipped in the most modern style, hot and cold running water in
every room, steam heat, electric lights. baths.
In every way fitted for the comfort and convenience of Tourists, Travelers and Sports-

U

men.
Situated at the very gateway of the best
hunting and fishing ground in New Brunswick, it offers easy access to the grounds,
and is the shortest route from Boston and
other American cities. All correspondence
promptly answered.

CHAS. CYR,

P r op r i e tor

MAGNUS METAL
The Standard Metal for
Locomotive Wearing Parts
and Car Journal Bearings

Magnus Company,

Incorporated
Ill Broadway, New York

H. H. HEWITT, President

W. H. CROFT, Vice-P resi de nt

Plf>RAE" ?\IPntion B. & A . Guide in Writing Advertisers
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YOU WILL FIND IT AT

On Little Seboois Lake, ~O min':'tes
by canoe from Packards Station.
71tECOR D Fishing all the year rcuncl. Spkn<lid Early Trout Fishing at Branch Camp,
,...., Cedar Pond. Abundance of Deer and Small Game Handy to Camp. Early Brook
Trout Fishing HERE at Home Camp. "Home Colony" includes 14 separate sleeping
lodges, all c>mfortable and cosy. Parties met at Northwest Pond Station (Packards) on
arrival of D. & A. trains Nos . 3 and 4 when notified in advance. Write us for circulars
and rates.
Telephone Connections.

CAMP MOOSEHORNS

HASKELL fJ BROWN, Proprietors,

Schoodic Post Office, Maine

Mathews Fire Hydrants
STANDARD AND HIGH PRESSURE

Gate

Foot· Check and Post
Indicator Valves

CAST IRON PIPE
Standard

High Pressure

Gas Holders

Culvert

Hydraulic Tools

R. D. WOOD & CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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V QKAD-JQ

-'-'._ ~

Offers Supreme Attract~on~ for
Sportsmen and Vacationist

LOCATION IS UNEXCELLED. Kokad-Jo Inn and Cabins are located
at the foot of F irst Kokad-Jo Pond (formerly Roach Pond) and is almost encircled by
picturesque mountains.
HOW TO GET TO KOKAD-JO. From Greenville. on Moosehead Lake, there is

steamboat connection to Lily Bay. Kokad-Jo is seven miles from Lily Bay, over the famous Ripogenus automobile highway. Our auto meets steamers at Lily Bay.
THE BEST OF FISHING AND HUNTING. Kokad-Jo has long been famous
for its exceptional attractions for fishermen and hunters. Trout, togue nnd salmon offer
the finest kind of sport. For the hunters there are deer, bear and other game. Kokad-J o
is a great place for partridges.

i

I

Ou r t able is of t h e first class and our farm supplies us with m uch t h at we use
Sep arate C abins for t hose wh o wan t them

Rates: $2.50 to $3 per day; $15 to $25 per week
Specia l rates fo r par ties a n d p rolon ged stays
WRITE US FOR O UR BOOKLET AN D LIST OF R E FER ENCES

W. IRVING HAMILTON

' t - - -..- ··- ··- -·- ·- .._

KOKAD-JO, MAINE

,,_,,_ ,,_ ,,_ ,_ ,_ ,_ ,_

The Nicola, Stone C& Myers Co.
YARDS: CLEVELAND, 0.

LUMBER
TIMBER AND CAR MATERIAL

Ir

I

SOUTHERN OFFICE, HATTIESBURG, MISS.
J___ ,_,,_ __
_ _ _ _ ____.,
Please :lfention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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LAKE HOTEL AND CAMPS
Here throughout the season the L andlocked Salmon and Black Bass Fishing is unequaled in the
State of Maine, as the house is at the head of the lake where the best fishing grounds are located.
The house h as modern plumbing and sanitary arrangements. Hl Cottages and Log Cabins in
connection, 12 with bathrooms; they all h ave open fires. You can live in a cabin and take meals at
the h ouse, an ideal place for families to spend the summer. Tennis Court for use of guests. Postoffice and telephone in the house. Steaks, Chops and Fish broiled over a Charcoal broiler.
Booklet ancl rates
on request.

B. M. PACKARD, Prop.

BOSTON

Piscataquis County

Lake, Me.
- -+

Sebec

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

COTTON WASTE
WICKING AND CAULKING COTTON
Write us for Samples and Prices

The Robert Bishop Mfg. Co.
156 West Sixth Street

South Boston, Mass.

....----=--·-----".'.=:~~:=::=::=::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=t

OLIVER IRON & STEEL COMPANY
ESTABLISHED l86l

PITTSBURGH, U. S. A.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Patent Coupler Centering or Adjusting Device for Locomotives and Cars.
Machine, Carriage, Bridge, Lag and Track Bolts, Nuts and Washers.
Picks, Crow Bars, Wedges, Digging & Claw Bars, Dog Eared & Screw Spikes.
Drop Forgings, Forgings for Cars and General Work.
Concrete Reinforcement Bars, Telegraph and Telephone Pole Line Material.
EASTERN OFFICE: 50 CHURCH ST., NEW YORK CITY
Please Mention B dt A. Guide in Writin11: Adverti1en
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Largest Square-tailed Trout and
Land-locked Salmon are here!
Also unequalle d hun tin g. No better home in all the Maine woods for
those seeking rest and renewed health. An ideal family resort. Special accommodations for ladies. Tennis Court. Vegetables from our own garden;
milk from our own cows. Fine cooking a feature. Bracing air ; medicinal
springs close by. Splendid view. Daily mail service. Guides, canoes, boats
and telephone. Guests met at Stockholm on B. & A. R. and conveyed to camp,
11 miles over turnpike road, thence 6 miles by water. Leave Boston at night;
arrive at Stockholm the following noon. For rates, circulars and further
information, address

..

I

Square Lake Camps, Aroostook County, . Me., after May 1st

I

J. P. YERXA, Prop., Ludlow, Me.

.,. Y6.t..4.tJ..4A •M W..t. . .M4•••• lo &-6.4A ...._............................_.. ............................................ 4 A.444M 4 1aA1.-'"""""'"'M..4,a, A4..........
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Mount Kineo House and Kineo Annex
ON MOOSEHEAD LAKE. K INEO, MAINE
ACCOMMODATES 600 GUESTS
Open for the season, June 22 to September 19

One of Maine's Finest Summer Hotels
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLETS

THE RICKER HOTEL COMPANY

The SamOse T at Rockland
Accommodates 350 guests.

KINEO , MAINE
ON PE N OBSCOT
BAY

Season June 22 to September 19

Maine Central Railroad
Affording convenient schedules and modern service to Rangeley
Lakes, Moosehead Lake and Kineo, Bar Harbor, Sebago
Lake, White Mountains, Belgrade Lakes, Poland Spring,
Washington County.
Illustrated booklets descriptive of any of the above named resorts
furnished free upon application to

PASSENGER TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
PORTL AN D, MA IN E

Please Mention

n.

& A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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" IN ALL MAINE ARE NO CAMPS LIKE THESE "

C7°'he Popular
1 Verdict on

11111
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The Famous Libby
Camps- at Oxbow
1111111

11111111111
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LOCATION: The Libby Camps are on the headwaters of the Aroostook River,
in the heart of a great area of virgin wilderness. The main camps are on Millinocket
and Munsungan Lakes. Other Libby camps are located on Millimegassett Lake,
Little Pleasant Pond, Brown Brook, Island Pond, Beaver and Ragged Ponds,
Chandler Lake, Bluffer Pond and Reed Pond. Camps can also be furnished on
Spider and Churchill Lakes.
FOR S PORTSMEN: The Libby Camps offer extraordinary opportunities for
hunting deer, bears, foxes, partridges and ducks. Reference to the table of game
shipments from Masardis will show where the Oxbow country stands. FISHING
in the Aroostook headwaters is unexcelled, trout, salmon and togue being the fine
prizes offered to the angler. CANOEING opportunities are naturally of the best.
FOR A VACATION: Libby's Camps hold out many allurements for men and
women wishing a vacation in the Maine woods. The cabins are comfortably furnished with good beds, easy chairs and open fires. Particular attention is paid to
the dining room and the table is exceptionally good. Write for illustrated booklet.

WILL T. LIBBY

(Railroad Station, Masardis, Me.)

Please M ention Il. & -~· Guide in Writmg Advertisers
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~Piscataquis

Hotel ----.....

DERBY9 MAINE
This modern hotel is within a few rods of the Railroad Station
at Derby. FamiliPs desiring a quiet hotel in a small village,
within easy access of larger towns, will find this place desirable.
SHORT UAIL Y TRIPS
can be made to the country where Fishing and Hunting is
most excellent
Passengers taking the morning train from Boston, and destined to
LAK.E ONAWA or the KATAHDIN IRON WORKS REGION
-should stop over night here and take train the following morning and arrive
at destination in the early forenoon.
This Hotel as the "Inn" was built by the Bangor & Aroostook
R. R. Co. primarily for the use of the employes of the Company, but the traveling public will be accommodated.
WRITE l<"OU TEUMS
b

PISCATAQUIS HOTEL
DERHY.

MAINE

Please Mention Il. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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Hotel

OAKFIELD, ME.

THE INN

OAKFIELD, ME.

OPEN TllE ENTIRE YEAR
This new mo<lern hotel is within a short distance from the Railroad Htation
at Oakfield, which is the gateway to the great Fishing and Hunting region
rearhed by the Ashland Branch,

Masardis, Ox Bow, Ashland, Portage Lake,

Ear.le Lake and Fort Kent
Passengers from Boston taking the day train, destined to points on the Ashland Branch, should stop over at "The Inn" and take train the following day.
Passengers from Boston, taking Caribou Sleeping Car should plan to breakfast
at "The Inn" and take train connecting for Ashland Branch points four hours
later.

Steam Heat, Electric Lights, Shower Bath,
Pure Water
...

This "Inn" as the "Piscataquis" was built by the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad Co. primarily for the use of the employers of the Company, but the traveling public will be accommodated.
Rates $2.00 per day and upwards.
Special rates for families for the season.
Address

THE INN, OAKFIELD, MAINE
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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• camp
H00k POlnt

New buildings on favorite old site of Mattawamkeag Lake, four miles by buckboard, seven
by launch from Island Falls. BEST OF HUNTING AND FISHING. Canoes and Guides furnished. Tennis Court and Croquet Grounds. Running water in all camps. Camp
under the personal supervision of Mr. and Mrs. Sewall throughout the season. For
Rates, etc., Address
Long Distance Telephone

W. W. SEW ALL

Island Fans, Maine

t°t'"t>~°t''t'-°t''(>'t'-'t'-°t'°t'°t'"t>°t''t-H·'t.·'t.-·.,,.,°t'°t'°t''t'>°t'°t't·°t'°t'°t''t>"t>"t>"t>"t>°t'"t>"t>"t>"t>"t>'t>H·'t.·'t.·'t>'t'>'t>'t'>\>
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Sanitary Supplies for Your Camp

t

I

CORO-NOLEUM Gen eral Dis infectant and F l y Repellant
WEST SANITARY SOAP DISPENSER and LIQUID SOAP
WEST SANITARY PAPER TOWELS

t

Necusa ry fo r comfort in every camp

New

Manufactured by

Englan~e:;a~rs, ~Sf~!h~~~t~;, !~o?Ma:.O ~~c~s~~ large cities
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AND PINE

ETC .
OAK PILI NG.

STEEP FALLS

RED OAK A

::

SPECIALTY

::

MAINE
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Billy Soule's New Gamps
on Lake Millmagassett and Ox Bow, Me.
For Sportsmen and Summer Tourists who
love Trout Fishing and Deer and Partridge
Shooring and Long Canoe Trips there is
no better place in Maine. Good spring
Beds, Pure spring warer running inro
each camp. The table is supplied with
everything the appetire calls for. Adress

OX BOW, MAINE

. ·-··-·-·._...._...._,._._rt.
L . W. SAVAGE
;~

~.--....·--·-·-·..._,,,......~~·--··-··-·-·-··-··-·-·-

i

1
;

l

l
l
~

SMOKERS' SUPPLIES

'

WE SOLICIT PATRONAGE OF SPORTING CAMPS AND DEALERS

l

STRICTLY WHOLESALE

i
BANGOR, MAINE

17-19 COLUMBIA STREET

.

;

l
I

.;.,,·-·-·-·-·-·-··-·-·-·-··-··-·-··-·-··-··-·-··-··-·-··-·-··-··-~

'tt·-·-··-··-·-··-·-··-.. .-·-··-·-·--··-··-··-·-·-·. --··-·-··-·--·-·rf
l
l
I

We are Headquarters for all Hotel and Camp Supplie~

i

j
!

ROTH WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL

t'

'
I

~

i

.~
i
10 AND 12 BROAD STREET,
BANGOR, MAINE
i
l~-·-.---·--··--··-··---·-·-·--·-·--·-·-·-·-··-·-·-.........-isl
't-·--..··-·-·-·--·-·-...·-·--·--·-··-·-·-··-·-·-.
. .-·-··-..-··-·-·,.-rf;
i

l{

OSCAR A. FICKETT CO.

;

WINSLOW & CO., INC.

'

SUCCESSORS TO

:

•

PORTLAND STONE WARE CO.

{

{

MANUFACTURERS

STANDARD SEWER PIPE

i

1

l Locomotive Arches, Fire Brick, Fire Clays, Paving Brick, Digester Brick, Flue {
~
Lining, Chimney Pipe, Agricultural Land Tile, Garden Vases
i
[ Largest Dealers in Maine.
Cement, Lime, Hard Wall Plasters, Cement •
Waterproofing and Floor Hardeners
{

i

1

T elephone Connection

BRANCH HOUSE:
49 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.
~ ............_._...._.
..
..

.i

i

PORTLAND, ME. f

.._.-....-..-.·- ·-·-·- -..-..-.-·,......,.··-·-·-·-··-,.---......... .
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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P L A N A VACAT IO N AT HEAL D PO N D C AMP S
There you will have the best of opportunities Heald Pond Camps are famous for their good
for fishing, hunting, canoeing and ''.j ust loafing" table which serves the best of everything in season

HEALD POND CAMPS ARE IN THE HEART OF THE WOODS
NINE MILES IN FROM JACKMAN

2700 FEET ALTITUDE

You're a new man after a vacation al Heald Pond
Our booklet tells more about our camps and their famous country

FRED HENDERSON

HEALD POND CAMPS

JACKMAN, MAINE

Spruce Dimension
T welve M onths in the r ear
T H R WOODSTOCK
LU~l BER COM PANY
STATE STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

13r

Pleas<• J\lention ll. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisero.
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+·----For a Real Woods Vacation·--·-·t
1

j

I
I
j

}

I
.:
J

THERE'S NO FINER PLACE THAN

INLET CAMPS I
ON SQUARE LAKE

FISHING

HUNTING

that makes glad the angler's
heart may be enjoyed on famous Square Lake and on
seven other connecting waters all renowned for the fine
sport they offer. Trout, salmon and togue. Good flyfishing in May and September.
Salmon pool at the camps.

that cannot be beaten in all
the Aroostook country can
be had in the great game section surrounding the Inlet
Camps location. Deer and
bear for the big game devotee and the best of partridge
and duck shooting for the
gunner.

1

I

There's no pner vacation spot in all the Maine
woods than at Inlet Camps

I

There is unusual opportunity for canoeing and the Thoroughfare between Square and Cross Lakes is especially favorable
for women and amateurs. Of course our table is good, and we
make it our business to give everybody a good time. Our satisfied patrons say we are successful.

I

i
i

I
i

'

OUR BOOKLET GIVES DETAILED INFORMATION

'

C. H. FRASER, Square Lake, GUERETTE, ME. i
I+----,-----·----··- ··----- ··-·-··-·- ··-··---+
i
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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Ca mps

Lake Parlin HouS(.'.
Lake Parlin. Mc.

LAKE PARLIN HOUSE AND CAMPS
]\.RE located 12 miles south of Jackman on the west shored Lake Parlin on direct line from Quebec
to Rangeley Lakes; a popular thoroughfare for automobiles. WOO feet above sea-level in the
heart of the Maine Woods. The h mse and camps are new and have all modem conveniences
such as baths, gas lights, open rock fireplaces, etc. Lake Parlin and the 12 out p·mds all in a
radius of 4 miles furnish the b«st of trout LI p McKenney Prop
) ac~man Sra t lon
fishingthcwholeseason. Writejorbookltt. •• ·
•
•
• M A I N E
I"'

J AC KM AN

H E N D E R s 0 N's CAMPS

M A I NE

J l'.ST the place for you to spl'n<l the summl'r vaeation wilh your family.
&•parat<' «abin for <·ach party.
<·wry «amp.

Running water and hathroom in

The hest Trout and Salmon fishing in Main<'.

hiling, Canoeing, Bathing an<I best of J<Jy Fishing.

.\ulomo-

S<>rnl for bookh·t.

Jackman, Maine

E. A. Henderson,
LONG D IST ANCE T ELEPHONE

PRINTING
Bangor Co-Operative Printing Co.
Bangor, Maine

117 Exchange Street
Plf>!l~e

Mc-ntion

n. &

A. Guide in Writing

Arlv('rtiRf>T~
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"THE I S L A ND "
Great Pond (Northern Hancock County) Mai ne
(Private Camp)
The handsomest, best furnished and best situated
camp in Maine, in charge of
JAMES A. COL BUR N, G uide

•

Only one party accommodated at a time. E ach
party has exclusive use of island, camp, motor
boat, fishing boat, canoes, etc. Garage on main
land. I n a fish and game section that cannot be
equalled. R ates reasonable.
For full particulars apply to
H . B . WHALL, (Jamaica Plain) Boston, Mass.
or JAMES A . COLBU R N, Great Pond, M e.

The Baughman Stationery Co.
Railroad Printers, Blank Book
Makers.
Paper Dealers and
Manufacturing Stationers
RICHMOND,

VIRGINIA

n..--------.--..-.--..-.
.
CARDWELL FRICTION

~----.-..-

DRAFT

GEAR

Protects t h e Car s a nd La ding in t h e Car s from Damage d u e to Shocks

UNION DRAFT GEAR COMP_A_~Y,__!"."cCormick Bldg., Chicago_

Clg~-r--+i

T he
hy which oth ers
arc judged

~----

11

BC M
•

--+

•

+I.·-:::::::~+!
j

•

Bangor

Cigar Manuf'g Co.

j

.f..--- ··- ·-- ·-·.f.

IOc. SOLD EVERYWHER E

Hubbard's Sportsmen's and Tourist's Map of Northern Maine
" NEW E DITION, PRICE $1.00

=

E. F. DILLINGHAM

&

c

N

EA L L Ey
0 .
DEALERS IN MILL AND LUMBERMEN ' S SUPPLIES
COMPLIMENTS OF

•

sN0 w

Bangor, Maine

ANDREWS PAPER COMPANY -:~

WRAPPING

PAPER AND TWINES

54 I NDIA STR EET, BOST ON

l<.epresented in Maine by ERWI:'.'< H. BOODY, Portland, Maine; W. H. DALEY, Bangor, Maine

Cottage Lots For Sale

HARFORD's POINT

A beautiful promontory on westerly shore l\foosehead Lake, High eminence of land
covered with hard and soft woods. In heart of trout and salmon fishing and big game
region.

Write to

Harford 's Point R ealty Compa n y, Dover , M a ine
Please Mention B & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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Incorporated 1893

Established l 87 l

T. B. Davis Arms Co.
Portland, Maine

Jobbers of

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition, Fishing Tackle and
Base Ball Goods

and
General Distributors of Stevens, Remington, Winchester and Marlin Rifle~, Winchester
U. M. C. Ammunition, Sporting and Blasting Powder, Dynamite.

Youor
Get
the Acme
Comfort,
Style
on'-1 Service in

PECA CO CANOES
'

Built to give complete canoeing satisfaction--and they do It.
New patented NOTACRACK Model, absoPopular GUIDE'S Model, ideal for
lutely free from cracks or crevices; has special
sportsmenorotherswhodemandutmost
hardwood decks for extra stiffness at bows.
canoe reliability without excess weight.
Catalog promptly sent on request.

Milford, Maine

PENOBSCOT CANOE CO.,

---- --

't:-·-··-·'--"-··-··-·
. -··-·-··-··-·1
l
THE BANGOR, MAINE

'

t cq~~~!S~~L ~
l
{

i
l

t

Offers Advertisers the most powerful
advertising influence that can be
brought to bear on Maine Trade
J.P. Bass Publlshlnll,Co., Publishers
Banll,or, Maine

·-··-··-··-·-··-·---rf'

\t·-.-... ..- · -..
/l

SMOKERS' SUPPLIES

ll.

l

Largest Variety of Smokers' Articles
and most Beautiful Cigar Store
in New England
Mail orders promptly executed

t

t

;

l,

{

i•

r·-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-··-·-c\

l

;

j G. G. ESTABROOK'S SONS j
t
Tobacconists
t

i
i
.,S.,·-.-...-··-.-.·-·-·-··-·-....-4
24 Central St.,

Bangor, Maine

't-11-·-··-·-··-··-·-··-~··-··-··-··-·-··-··-·-··-·-··-··-·-··-··-·--~

BARROWS &. BROWN {'
i~ BLAKE,
BUSINESS ESTABLISHED AT 9 CENTRAL ST., BANGOR, MAINE, 1864
i INSURANCE, INVESTMENTS, REAL ESTATE LIABILIT~ON~~~~·~J"~ Specialty

l

"·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-·.-...-·-··--~
'9·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-·-··-··-·~·-··-··-··-··-··-··--··-··-··-1

I

i
{

EwNA sHc0 Paints, Varnishes, Glues, Shellacs and Gums t
Importers, Manufacturers and Dealers In

_
I

I

I

__ ___

Eastern Distributors for John W. Masury&Son

ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
.,i ............559-561
............-..._
..._. ............-.._............._..._.._._,._.............

ESTABLISHED 1672

, ........... ._.

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers

I
I

i

,,__~
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t·-··-·-·-··-·-·-··-·-·-··-··-··-··-.
.·-··-·-·-··-·-·-··-·-··-·----·rf'.
I

DAME, STODDARD CO. ~

J

I Everything 1n Good Fishing Tackle l
I: FORREST'S
FLIES, LEONARD AND THOMAS RODS, VOM HOFE'S REELS,
'
FINE ENGLISH HOOKS AND ARTIFICIAL BAITS, ENGLISH
:
I:
AND AMERICAN FLIES, ETC., ETC.
l
I
•

Choice Selection of English Dry Flies

~

374 WASHINGTON STREET

.

(

~

BOSTON, MASS.

I

#A·-··-·-··-··-··-·-··-·-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-·-··-·-··-·-·-.-·-··-~
't't·-··--··-·-·-··-··-·-·-·-··-·-··-·-··-··-,-·-·-·-··-~·-.·-rf'

i

:

I'
j

t
;

I:
I:
:

l
;
.

.

We have been located here, supplying SPORTSMEN AND
LUMBERMEN with everything needed for camp

l
l1

Let us engage your Guides and outfit you with just such goods as are needed for this section at less than city prices. Ask for camping list with map on reverse side-free.
See what a satisfied customer says- " I meant to have written you before and tell you
how thoroughly satisfactory your provisions were. W e had nothing but the highest praise
for everything and for the care with which it was packed. In particular, your canned
peaches and canned peas were the best I have ever eaten. You may be sure you will get
my future business and that of any of my friends who go that way."

I
:
I
:
I

60 Years

1857

1917

/:
:

WE SPECIALIZE IN FRESH EGGS AND FINE BUTTER

D • T • SANDERS & SON

co

•

i
:
l

GREENVILLE, MOOSEHEAD LAKE
Lar~est General Store in Maine

•

·-·-·-·- ..-...·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·..-...·--...-,-·-··- ·--··-·-··--·'-\

~·-..

.

..

..

..

'tt·-·-·-··-·-..·--...--..-·-·-·-··-··-..·-··-··-·-·-·--..·-·-··--~
i
i

l

FRED T. HALL &

co.

I

;( CHOICE FAMILY GROCERIES l.
0
/
IncludingH ~~~~u ~~~:~:n~ ~::i~Rii~:. E
~u·n~h5 ~=~~~.E~hillippe & ~
:
'

Canaud's Sardines, Roquefort, Schweitzer, Edam, Sage and Plain Cheeses.
All kinds of Fancy Biscuits.

I

Careful attention given to packi ng and shipping
to all H unting and Fish ing Resorts in M aine

/
:

/

l
:

202-204-206 Exchange Street,

l

Bangor, Maine

,-...- ,-..-..-.-...

~·-·-··-·-..-...·-·.-...·-·-··-·-··-·-·-..

..

:

l

l

~.-·-··-··-·~

'tt·--··-·-·--·-..-.-..-...-·-·-·-·-..·-··-··-·-··-..--....·-··-·-·-·~

~ Galena-Signal Oil Company I

•

{

FRANKLIN, PA.

{

i

STEAM AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY LUBRICATION
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated GALENA COACH, ENGINE and
CAR OILS, PERFECTION VALVE and SIGNAL OILS
and RAILWAY SAFETY OIL for headlights.

i

l
j

j
f

l

Guaranteed Cost

Expert Service

CHARLES MILLER. Presiden1

l
/
/
/

l

J..·-·-··--··-·-··--··-··-·-··-·-··-·-·--··-··-··-·-··-·-·-..·-1-·~
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~MmSCoffee

is/tis

Brea'k{ilsf ,.
Sold in the whole be.an, ground or
pulverized, never in any package

but the 1, 2, 3 or 5-lb. AU-Tin
canL White HoUAe ~ Y.
and !Ii-lb. All -Tin cans, all /
varieties, a& good as White /
House Coffee.
DWINELL-WRIGHT CO.
r.--1 C-""

·~--~ON'

l

CHICA.CO

_ _......_ _

r

Our Clean- Up Service
is at your disposal, wherever you are. Send us your bundle
by parcel post; we'll "do the !'est " entirely to your liking.
Moderate prices.
The B. & A. R. R . and most of its officials and employes are our patrons.

LAUNDR Y WORK
CLEANSI NG
PRESSI NG
DYEI NG
"The S anitary,
Satisfying Service."

WHITE STAR LAUNDRY 8 PENOBSCOT STEAM DYE HOUSE
The Po r ter - P a r son s Co.,

- - -

18-20 Cross Street, Baniior, Maine

Crockery, Glassware and
Kitchen Furnishings
W e carry a complete line arid pay special attention to camp and
cottage orders. When in B angor "Walk in and look around"

P. H. VOSE CO.

BANGOR, MAINE

Plea•t• l\lent ion B. & A. Guide in WritiuK Advertisers

,
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H.ineo Grand
Wood Heaters
Are just what you want for the Cottage
or H ome. They are made in two sizes,
with both the direct and indirect draft.
T he doors are tight fitting and the fire
will keep all night. W rite for circulars
and prices.

NOYES al NUTTER MFG. CO.
107 Pickering Sq.

E. D . WAL.KER

.JOHN M. Wooos

BANGOR, MAINE

W. E.

CHAM B ERLIN

M. E

PHI L BRICK

JOHN M . WOODS & CO.
M A N U F ACTURERS, WHOL E SA L ERS & RETA ILERS

HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE,
OFFICE YARD 8c ORY HOUSES

ZZ3-Z53 BRIDGE ST.
EAST CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
SELL.ING AGENTS l"OR

JO'"fN M . WOODS LUMBER CO.

CABLE A DDRESS, ''woooSLUM."'
CODES:

W ESTERN UN ION

AM. LUMBERMAN,

TELEC~OE.

MAHOGANY & VENEERS
EAST CAMBRIDGE, MASS .

MEMPHIS, TENN.

P. J. GARCELON
LUMBERMA:\, MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN

•

,

Lon g a nd Short Lumb er, Pulpwood , Telephon e a nd Telegraph
Poles, Railr oad Ties, a n d Har dwood a S pecialty

Electric Ligh t and Power Station
Best of Railroad Facilities for Shipping Lumber to any part of the New England Stat es

:WILL AT SMYRNA MILLS, MAINE
P lease ~kntion B. & A. Guide in W riti ng Adver tisers
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American Express Compa ny

Ellllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllil

Going to the Maine Woods?
. ~

~':~

"

~r.,.,.__...,,.....

:~ :~~
··
\;~
-"-:---::::
.

.:

=

-

re

~

'

i

•

~

Then let the AMERICAN
EXPRESS COMPANY
make your trip pleasant and care-free.
We will outline your itinerary, reserve

-

b~~~a~~~c~e~~~~m~~~a ~\~~~t!n~u;~ )~~~
after all the travel details of your journey.
We offcrpersonally conducted tours with the best
accommodations available on land and sea during
both summer and winter seasons. The independent t raveler will find us prepared and eager to
inform and assist him in all matters pertaining to
his tour.
You will encounter no financial difficulties in the
Maine Woods orin the metropolitan centers if you
use AMER I CAN EXPRESS TRAVELERS
CHEQUES. They are issued in convenient denominations and safeguard the traveler from loss
or theft of his travel funds.
The AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY will
call at your home for your baggage and see it
safely through to your destination. The American Express activities extending along the Bangor
& Aroostook lines give direct express facilities to
75,000 miles of railroads throughout the United
States and Canada.

I

=
-

Service
prompt
and
reliable
llllllllllllllJlllllll l ll1

§

I

ti

=
_

ll!llJlllllllllllllll llUll lll l l llllll l llllllllllll

American Express Company

:1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 ~
Plea~c ~h·ntiou
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rr:=JYhenYou.B'ant
the Best Coffee

((.

~ CHASE ff SANBORNS ~
SEAL BRAND
Sold b~ reliable Grocers ever'Jwhere ) j

~-----:...
+•-••-••-••-N-•"-••-••-••-•-••-••-••-••-.,•-••- ••-••-••- N-•-••-·-·-·-·+

i
I

I

The Perry, Bux ton, Doane Co.
DEALERS IN

I

•

Iron an d

I

Steel Scra p , R e l ayi ng R a il s
Seco nd H a nd Pip e

Main Office, South Boston, Mass.

Portland Office, 173 Kennebec Street

r

Society
Printin'1

- - - · - - - - - - - - - - · · -..··-·-·-·+·-·E are e~pecially
11

I

and

w

+

eq~ipped

SEND f'OA tlA M PLl:S

THE THOS. W. BURR PRINTING & ADV. GO.

Engravi ng

ADAMS BUILDING, 27 COLUMBIA STREET

l

1
·+

well
with the newest and most select
faces 1n type to do this class of work. We produce a printed
weddinlji: announcement or invitatio~ that cannot be surpassed; in fact
1t compare~ very fav~rably with the best of engraving and at
a great savmg 1n pnce.
MAIL OADCRS SOLICITED

I

;
!.
11

W. H. LANE, Manager

+

i
j
!

Weddinl!

!

REMEMBER- We do all kinds of book and job printing and binding

Stationer y

j

PROPER GOODS, AT THE PROPER TIME, AT A PROPER PRICE

BANGOR, MAINE

--··-·+·-··--Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertiser•
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~

Stoves

ia

~

which givo the full Vif'W and all tho <'h<'<'r
of the open fire. Jt,·adily set up in con neetion with any chimney.
Thri·B sizes of fol<ling door stylo mad1•
for and hy us from the original pattern~
over seventy years. Two aizPB of open
titylc with trimmings of nickel and brass.

:;

We cun
ship and
promptly.
Send for illustratcd
circulars
quotation8.

§

§
d

-

:-:===_§_=
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W OOD & BISHOP CO.

5

..

~

i

~
-

~
~
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-
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5

~ EST~~::::·~:
:,~::est c;rade RANGES~~:;:~:
:~:~~~~~~~~ll~~~R~INE ~
All kinds of
and
Apparatus for Camp u se
~

Cookin~

lleatin~

~
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GOODS STRICTLY §

AT wnou:SALE

Dry Goods, Small Wares and Furnishings
Lumbermen's and Sportsmen's Supplies

!
:. :

l
BLANKETS AND S'PRdEADSF ll d p
l
~
1 0
A 1 Sizes in Ten ts and Speci a
r ers
i e
rompt y -

+

++i111111111111rn11111111111c1111111111111rn11111111111rn11111111111rn11111111111rn11111111111rn11111111111rn11111111111c1111111111111rn11111111111rn11111111111c++
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I

+

~

5

I

c.

M.

!!,~.~'"'~~P.!:R co.

I
u

Genasco Asphalt Roofing
5
Sheathings, Tarred Papers and Building Felts

I

! 8TO l6 EX~!~::::; j:,:::~;s of every descrip:,'.::LAND, ME. r
++1111111111111crn1111111111rn11n1111111rn11111111111c1111111111111crn1111111111rn11111111111rn11111111111crn1111111111rn11111111111crn1111111111rn11111111111c++
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The Handi~st Tools -A
Sportsman f.v£1' Cavri~d
huntin~

if yon

~a;reb~e~a{~!~~8r~~~~1; ~~(c11n8tx

,.

:;'~~~th~urn~~1~:\~e~g~;vM~~tf:,~
ueed it. And you OUji!'ht uever go

into the woods without a Marble's
safety Axe. It is the handie!n tool
ever made for the outdoor man: axe,
hatch et and hammer in one. \Vith it you
can set a tent, blaze a trail, cut gamhrel
~ticks, firewood. etc. Every axe a qualitr
tool-tough, keen bJades. Several styleR,
all .cuaranteed satisfaC'tory. Axe sh0\\'11
Is No. 6, hickory handle. Length. 12 in.,
weight, 22 oz. Solid tool steel blade, 2 7-8 x
4 3-4 in. Uuard folds into groove in ha11dlP
when axe is in use.
Price, $ 1.5 0.
Marble's Match Hox,
made of brass, nj(' kel
plated. size of JO-gangf'
sheJI. Absolutely waterp_roor. Holds big supply.
Used by thousands of
RportRmen. U. S. and
allied soldiers. Pr ice, 50 cents.
At Your Dea le r s. Or, order dire"t,
if your deaJer hasn't them . Send for
«•ata)oj( No 18, showina:t all the (iO
Marhle's Famous Specialties for outdoor Hfans."

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.

+----

i

! Complete

Furnishings

For Hotels
i Summer Homes and
! Sporting Camps

!

match box will al ways be dry, in·

:-mrtmc you a fire whene-rer you

176 Delta Ave .

+·- . ·- ··- ··- ·-··-·-··-··- - - +

i
l
i

You'll add to comfort a11d saft'ty

when camping or

151

GLADSTONE, MICH.

i

i
j

Mail Orders carefully
and promptly filled
We prepay freight

HODGKINS &
FISKE CO.
192 EXCHANGE STREET
BANGOR
MAINE

+!·- - - -·- ·-----+

- ---··- ··- ---- ----- ---THE

HAYNES

&

CHALMERS

co.

Wholesale a nd Reta il Dealers in

HARDWARE, IRON, STEEL, ETC.
A FEW SPECIALTIES

Russell & Erwin's Hardware, H. & C. Roofing, H. & C.
Camp Covering, Buffalo A. L. O. Paint

I

_ _ _S_P_O_R_T-SMEN'S, LUMBERMEN'S AND CONTRACTORS' SUPPLIES·----lj
176 a nd 178 EXCHANGE STREET, BANGOR, MAINE.
INVESTIGATE
..

- ·- -- ··- ·- ...- ..---··- ----·---------··- ··- ··- ··- ----- -- ·- -- ·-----·--+
I
UP-TO-THE-MINUTE SPORTING GOODS I

RICE 6& MILLER CO.
WHOLESALE HARDWARE and AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES
28-30 BROAD STREET

BANGOR, MAINE

Please J\leotion B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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l
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l

Accident Insurance

l
l
l
l
{
l

I.·

Ten per cent. of all deaths are due to accidental injury.
There are 140 cases of disabling injury to every death.

;

The congested streets of our cities, the rush of travel by land
and sea, the thousands of accidents at home and in the office
make accident insurance an every day necessity for every
bread-winner if he is injured, and for his family if he is killed.

;
;
·

Seven cents a day will buy a Travelers Accident Policy
for a large amount, noted for its broad coverage, fair spirit of
adjustment and prompt payment of claim.

~.·

j

•

l
l;
.l

~
{

Al so Guaranteed Low Cost Life Insura n ce
and Compe n sation a nd Liability Insurance

l
l·

~
{

ll
The Travelers Insurance Company
{l
t
HART FORD, CONN.
{
l
l
~ ..-..-.. ...-. .-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-..·-·..-··-··-··-··-·-··-··-·..-·-·'-\

'tt·--··-··- ··-·--··-·- ·- ·- ··-··-··-··-··--·-·-··- ·-·-·--·--·-·--.,.
~

W. I>. Jo:A'l'<l\, Ol•1u•r:il :'ll"nager

i
'

ll. L. HAMILTON, Trea•urer

AND

MILL

FEEDS

OF ALL

KINDS

L IME AND PLASTERING HAIR

I

EASTERN CEMENT

~

co.

D I STRI B UTO RS O F

ALPHA

AND

LEHIGH

.

PORTLAND

~

t

A. R. HOPKINS CO.
GRAIN

:

[

Telephone 241

]

l

Il

CEMENTS

l._.._.,_.,_,,_.,_.,_:.:.~:~~.:.: ::~~~~.::_.:.:-..._.,_,._.,_.._.,_.l
Plcuee Mention D. & A. Guide in Writing A<lvertieerH

Supplies
~----

HUTCHINSON FAIRMONT
GAS COAL
BEST FUEL
For MANUFACTURING and
RAILROAD USE.
=
Very hard and lumpy and breaks
up very little in handling.
-

Prompt deliveries at any time
via Searsport.

LINDSAY McCANDLISH Second Vice President

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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QUEBEC CENTRAL RAILWAY
THE THROUGH PULLMAN AND DINING-CAR ROUTE BETWEEN

QUEBEC
And

The

WHITE

MOUNTAINS,

PORTLAND,

BOSTON,

NEW YORK AND ALL NEW ENGLAND POINTS
For Time Table Folders, Tourist Books and any information apply to
(;. lJ WAOSWOllTH, G. P .A.
Sherbrooke, Que.

P.R. NEILL, T. P.A.
No. Station, Boston, Mass.

F. S. STOCKI;>.;G, C.& D. P.A.
Quebec, Que.

. ·-·-··-··-··-·--··-·-··-··-4.·-··-·-··-··-··-··-··-··-·--··-rf;
(_ Montmorency QUEBEC RAILWAY, LIGHT ANO POWER CO. •t.
:I F a 11s an d
t
l
I
•! Ste. Anne de
1·_.
t
t.
!. Beaupre

~·-··-··-··-

;•

Visitors to Quebec should not fail to visit the
celebrated MONTMORENCY FALLS and take
n oilgrimage to the famous STE. ANNE DE
BEAUPRE. Summcrseason (JunetoOctober).
Trains run half-hourly between Quebec and
l\lo ntmorrncy Falls; hourly between Quebec
and 8te. Anne de Bc•aupre. I~arge and commodiouscarsonc·leetrictrains. Special TOURIST
TRAINS, with guide, leave Quebec daily at
9.45 A.M and 2. 15 P.M. for Ste. Anne de Beaupre. with stop-ov<'r at Montmorency Falls. I I·
lu•trat..d pamphlets and tim e-tables free by
mail upon appli ration to
J. A. EVERELL, Superintendent, QUEBEC

/

:

l

/
:

•

!"

t

~~~~~~--~~~--~~~~~~~~~-~~~

Going to Paint?
Ilay State Liquid Paint, Bay State Stains
Exterior and Interior, Bay State Varnishes,
Columbia Floor and Deck Paint
Will Thoroul!hly Fulfill Your Requirement•
MADE IN NEW ENGLAND

Wadsworth, Howland & Co., Inc.
Boston,

BAY STATE
Plewoc M ention ll. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers

Mass.

..

Transportation

1.55

Coburn Steamboat Co.
U. S. MAIL STEAMERS

Maine

Moosehead Lake

- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~!rttmrrs - - - - - - - - - - - - -

" Katahdin"
"Come t "

" Moosehead"
" T wiligh t"

STEAMER

" Louisa"
" Reindeer"

"Marguerite"
" Priscilla"

K ATAHDIN''

11

Offices a nd Waitin~ R oom on B. & A. R.R. Wha rf a t Greenville Junction on
Compa n y's Wha rf a t Kineo. Ticke t Offices at a ll re!l,ula r landin!l,s. '

Passenger and Freight Service Between Greenville Junction, Kineo Station
and all Points on Moosehead Lake
The staund1 and comfortable R~amf'rs of this line affonl an agreeable
<·hange from the hot _a]l(I <luK_ty railro:0s to the cool breezes of this magnificent Lake, the scenic beauties of which are unsurpa:'se<l.
Steamer service convPnient for automobile parties wishing to take an
all-<lay sail or part of a day's sail arouncl the lake. Fine llP"' garage lo<'ated'near docks at GrPPnville.
Steamers make close conncrtions wit~ trains of the Bangor & ArooKtook
R.H.. at Greenville Junction an<l the l\Iame Central R. H. at Kineo8tation.
Special Boats for fishing and Pleasure Parties can he secured at anv
time.
•
Xew and handsomely appointed H~el _Jiu]~ Rteamer Katahdin li<·Pnse<I
to rarry seven ~undred p~ssP~gers, hmlt m wm1er of 191:~-l 4 will go into
~Prvice on openmg of uav1iratmn.

C. F. WOODARD, Gen'I Manager

GREENVILLE JUNCTION, MAINE

Please J\len t ion B. & A . Guide in Wnt ing Advertisers
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Transportation

JusiThe SporiflirYou·
After Big Fish?
You can find them in the waters about Florida, Mexico, the Bahamas,
Porto Rico and the Gulf, that romantic and picturesque resort region
known as the

AMERICAN MEDITERRANEAN
Most conveniently reached by the modern,
luxurious steamers of the

AGWI STEAMSHIP LINES
Delightful and interesting cruises at
attractive rates; with variable routes and
liberal stop over privileges.
Write for beautifully illustrated, free
booklets describing this fascinating region,
and telling you how best to see it.
Address any one of the following:
CLYDE LINE
- Pier 36, Norlh River, New York
MALLORY LINE
- Pier 36, Norlh River, New York
PORTO RICO LINE
11 Broadway, New York
WARD LINE
- Pier 13, Easl River, New York

Please Mention ll. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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To Enjoy Canoeing!

I

J

to the fullest extent in the Maine
woods, you should use a "WHITE."
Ask any guide in Maine what canoes
he uses; ten to one it is a "WHITE."

.i

Cal.alog on Request

E. M. WHITE &

co.

156 Water Street, Old Town, Me.

'
I

II

+·- ..- ..- ..----..- · · --··-·+
+·----·- •11-1111- 1 w- 1 1 - 1 1 -1111- 1 N- 1 l -lll-1111-11•-11•--··- ··-··-------··-..-·+

I SEARSPORT

NATIONAL BANK

SEARSPORT, MAINE

II
I

Established In 1881.

A Place of Safety for Your Money.

Capital, $50, 000.0=
0===,,,;S~u=r,;;,p,;,,Iu~s~a=
n=d~
P=
ro:=fi;,,t;,:;s,;,
, ~$,,;4~
0,;;0,,;0~
0.;;;0~0
Accounts of Individuals, Firms and Corporations Solicited. The conservatism
of our investments, combined with our Surplus, renders depositors in this
bank absolutely •afe from loss. Special attention given to parties doing business with us by mail. 4% Paid on Savlnias Accounts. Special rates of inter"'t allowed on temporary Certificates of Deposit or on funds waiting permanent investment.
- :·
- :·
·
• :.. :+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-·+

·!'·---..- ··- ..-··-··-··-..- ..- ··- -- -- ··---··- ··- ------

=S=U=P=t:R L I E

-- ·---r

s

Mills, Railroads, Steamships, Plumbers, Water
Works, Steam and Gas Fitters; Machinery
for Shipbuilders, Road Contractors, Engineers; Portable Boilers and Engines,
Hoists and General Con tractors
Write us for latest catalogue

•

'

W. L. BLAKE & CO .

iI
iI

Telephones 3067, 3068, 3069

79-85 COMMERCIAL STREET
Storehouse:

PORTLAND, MAINE
Franklin Street

+Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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Banks -

Trust Companies

rFor~K~~;-T~~~;c~~;~~-y-·
Organized 1903, Fort Kent, Me.

C. H. DICKEY, President
W. H. CUNLIFFE, Vice-President
GEORGE R. BRADBURY, Treasurer

Capital, $50,000

Surplus and Profits, $50,000

Cashes American Bankers Association Travelers'

l-·-----..--..-~~c:~:.

:::~--·-- ---··-·+

of..

..

+·-----..-··-··-··-··-··-·"-··-·•-·11-.. -··-··-··-··-··-··-··---··-·+
Mars Hill Trust Company
ORGANIZED 1907

Capital,
Deposits, Surplus and Profits, -

$50,000.00
30,468.00
415,820.00

General Banking Business
Savings Department
Four per cent. interest paid on time deposits

1-·----·----·-~A.~S. H~~~:_~-~~- --·---··-·-·i

..- ..
+-.._ .._.,________.,_,,_,,_,,_.+ +·-··-..---..
---··---·-..-··-+

Van Buren Trust Go.
Van Buren, Maine

General Banking
Business

I
I

P. C. KEEGAN ]. F. THERIAULT
Pres.
Vice-Pres.
H.K. BRADBURY, Treas.

+-..

..

Aroo~~~1~~u, Ua~~et Go.

I

i

Capital, $50,000
Surplus and Undivided Profits
$125,000

·

J

Four per cent. interest allowed on
savings deposits.
Branch at Washburn, Me.

f

lI
!

--·---

+-~~--~~~-

Frontier Trust Go.

i

+-··----·---··-·-··-+

··--------·-+

+-..

I Caribou National Bank

I

We pay 4% interest compounded
semi-annually. Safe Deposit Boxes in
Fireproof Vault, $2.00 per year and up.

!

BANK YOUR SAVINGS
WITH US

+·-..------·----··

_ _ _ _..___.._ ..________ .,_,,_,._,.___,,_.,_.,

K 1 NE

o

TR

us T co

M PAN

v

DOVERM~mi

Mll.O

Your Bank Account is Solicited capl<l),;J~~;:'~~ f,~oni~.'P~~.iioo~io000 00
G. L. Arnold, Treasurer, Dover, Me.

W. P. Newman, Manager, Milo, Me.

Plrasc l\lc>ntion H. & A. Guid<' m WritinJl AdvPrtiAPr!!I

l
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF HOULTON , MA I NE

$50,000.00

Capital
Surplus and Undivided Profits

120,000.00

-

I

1----=C~F~<C:~,-: __

l

II

!

,_R_. _F_. _w_A_R_D_,-C-a-sh-i-er_ _

+· - - -..--··--·-"_"_,,_,,_,,_,,_ _________ ________+
PRESQUE ISLE NATIONAL BANK

I

PRESQUE ISLE MAINE

An account in a responsible financial
institution is best elJidence of thrift.
We pay 4% on Savings Accounts.
We pay 2% on Check Accounts.
Can you do better?
W. M. SEELY, Cashier

C. F. DAGGETT, President

COMPLIMENTS OF

FORT FAIRFIELD NATIONAL BANK
FORT FAIRFIELD , MAINE

Deposits
$950,000.00
Capital
50,000.00
Surplus and Profits
96,000.00
To those wishing to establish relations with a safe, strong Bank
we heartily extend our services
'
H

"r· TRAF'l'ON, Pres.

w. T~~f~0 'J.iopktus

M. F. ngr~:6ToV~~e-Pres.

D~~~ Conant

H.B. KILBURN, Cashier

+
----r
H.

J\I. F.

T. E. Ha.tr Houghton C. A. Powers

ORA GILPATRICK, Pres.

WILFORD FULLERTON, Treas.

Houlton Trust Company
HOULTON. MAINE

Aroostook's Largest Commercial Bank
Capital, Surplus and Profits
Deposits

Special attention lli•en to business transacted by mail

Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers
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$200,000.00
1,800,000.00

Fishing Tackle
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The Right Fishing Outfit

I

F you would really like to know how fascinating a sport fishing is, write
for the Illustrated !\leek and "Bristol" Catalogues and study for yourself all the fine points of en.rh of these Rori n.nrl Reel Prize Winners.
Th<'n buy them of your sporting goods <lealer. If the ahove particular
selection of rods should not he exartly what you want, talk it over with
your dealer, or tell us where you will fish and what kind of fishing you like
best. We will be most happy to help you pick out an individual outfit.
Ea('h rod can he <'hosen for its precise adaptability to your requirements
and for varying extra amounts can he specially trimmed to please your
personal tastes.
1 stfrom left: "Bristol" De J,uxe Fly Rod,
silk-wound, watprproof<·d extra tip with
agate i.:111des; in washable 11:lobe leathersilklincd cas<•. Pric1• 1 $25. l\kt·k No. 2 H.<•cl,
jewd<·d, pivot lwarinµ;s. Pri<"e, s:12.oo.
2dfrom left: Tlw famous No. 8 "Bristol"
10-ft. Fly Ro<!. Priec, $Li0 to $1i.2•i. Me<•k
Bluo Grass No. f> R .... 1. the most powerful
multiplier w·ar; balanf'1•d hand!{", click and
draJ,l;; vPry n•liahlc. Pri<'f', S U1.00.
Sdfrumleft: •·Bristol" J),. Lux<• Bait Ca.<tini.c Hod, silk-wound, watcrproofNl, cxqui•it<•ly finished, full-jeweled agato mount-

in11:s; extra tip with agate; in glove leather
Rilk-lini•d cas<'. Price, $2;i. Meek No. 3
Tournament Re<•I, full-jeweled, with cork
wood arbor. Price, s:rn.
4th from left: "Bristol" No. 11, Old
Standby "all purpose" Rnd, known all over
the world. Price, $12. Meek Blue Grass
No. 33 R<'el. Prire, $7.50.
6th from left: The P"Pular "Bristol" No.
:i:J lil(ht, Hhurt, bait-casting rod. Price, $12.
Meck Blue Gra.ss "quick-demountable" No.
25 Reel. Price, SIO.

SENO FOR " ll RISTOL" AN D MEEK CATALOGUES

THE HORTON MFG. CO., 83 Horton Street, BRISTOL, CONN.
Paci Ile Coast Brunch: Phil. II. Bekeart Co., 717 Market St. , Sa n Francisco, Cal .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!Im.
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Capital .
Surplus & UndiYided Profits
Resources

400,000

. 5,500,000

N ational Bank safety, conservative management, and
large capital and resources
make this Bank a safe place
for your checking or savings
account.
Our constant aim is to maintain and
improve upon the high quality of
our service.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
BAN GOR, MAINE

"THE OLDEST NATIONAL BANK
IN MAINE"

Repeating Rifle and Cartridges
The Most Used For Hunting
The man that spends the money and time
to go to the Maine woods for a hunt is
not going to take a chance with doubtful
euns or cartridges. That's why the majority of sportsmen take WINCHESTER
GUNS AND CARTRIDGES, as they
can always be relied upon. WINCHESTER GUNS are made in cali-

